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I.

IN1RODUCTION

EXPERT CONSULTATION OF SOIL CONSERVATION AND
MANAOENENT IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

More than two-thirds of the world's popUlation today are living in the
developing world where agricultural production in not keeping pace with population
Increased food production could be achieved by expansion of cultivable
increase.
areas, intensifying production by introducing high yielding varieties and
introduction of new technology in agricultural production. The expansion of
cultivable areas however, offers the least solution to thn problem as most of
the countries especial/y in Asia have little or no room for expansion.
A major problem facing the areas already under cultivation,thus aggravating
the situation, is the seriousness of soil degradation and loss of soil fertility due
to indiscriminate misuse of agricultural lands, foreste and grps.ing lands. Soil
conservation in the past was commonly equated with the mere prevention of erosion or
with the restoration of arcas in which accelerated erosion has already taken place.
The modern thinking however, assigns to soil conservation a. more comprehensive and
more positive role, in that sustained improvement complemented by the preservation
of available resources should form the central concept. Soil conservation is not
merely a technical problem.
Several practices in agriculture today have resulted in misuse and degradation
Bad cropping patterns, unsuitable cultivation techniques,
of previously fertile land.
misuse of tractor power, improper choice of implements and machines, the abuse of
natural pastures and forests, the extension of cultivation to marginal and sub-marginal
lands, and faulty irrigation and drainage systems are mostly responsible for the
present situation.
In the attempt to solve some of these problems, many mistakes have been made
resulting in failures and worsening of the situation in many developing countries.
The basic concept of a multi-disciplinary approach to the solution of the problems
has unfortunately been overlooked in most cases.
Detailed knowledge of the nature and distribution of land in an area are
the basic pre-requisites of any conservation programme. In Lhir, regard, land
inventories must be interpreted in practical terms, significant to all other aspects
of the environment and to the basic requirements of all land-users and planners.
Soil conservation must not be limited solely to agricultural and gra7ing lands.
Conservation of the forests is of equal importance as iny misuse of such land will
result in erosion, sedimentation and soil degradation of the whole watershed.
Conservation education and extension are areas where particular attention
must be directed in the developing countries.
Many countries transfer without
due consideration to socio-economic: factors, conservation education methods from
other environments with the pious hope of solving their own problems.

The organizational set-up is often uncoordinated with the general machinery
of other Government Departments. This has in many cases reoulted in ineffective,
disorganized programmes which failed or even, in some cases, perpetuated the problem.
There are examples in many countries of expensive soil conservation etructures which
are not properly maintained and which result in a wornening of the situation. In
many of these countries, techniques need not always be complex. Such simple practices
as contouring and terracing, constructed with the farmers' own tools, may in the
aggregate, contribute as much 49 the more spectacular large scale development.
The purpose of this Expert Consultation waR to re-examine the whole question
of soil conservation and management in the developing countries, bearing in mind
socio-economic aopects, administrative structures, technology and financial resourcee.
The discussions elucidated pertinent problems in the organization of soil conservation
and management in these countries and possible solutions were suggested.
FAO placed great importance on the meeting, the results of which may help
millions to preserve and improve their natural resources and suetain them for a more
prosperous life.
It in against this background that the proceedings of the Expert Consultation
are published in the series of FAO Soils Bulletins.

II.

1/E;COI.11..,b1;DATION3 OP T2E

uoniaNa GROUPS

INTRODUCTION

Soil erosion, and consequently the need for conservation, is not confined to
land under arable use;
it frequently affects grazing lands, and can be associated
with mining, road oonstruction, forestry ana other kinds of land use.
Soil conservation refers not only to mechanical protection measures but includes
all aspects of land use planning, development and management which contribute
to the maintenance and improvement of soil resources.
iii,

Soil conservation is an interdisciplinary subject, which involves agronomy,
soil science, range management, forestry, ecology, hydrology, engineering,
geography, economics, sociology and other disciplines.
Soil in a basir resource, for the present and t's.c future. As such, the value
of its conservation extends beyond that which can be expressed in monetary terms.

The damage caused by severo soil erosion is frequently irreversible.
It is
consequently desirable to take conservation measures to prevent onset of erosion
rather than acting after it has commeneed.
A.

1.

WORKING GROUP Cl RESEARCHt EDUCATICE AND EXTU)SIGN

GUIDELINES ON RESEARCH
As a general principle it is suggested that the contribution of FAO should be
directed tofards the coordination and dissemination of results and assistance to
individual countries; and that individual countries and institutions soula
concentrate on work related to their local or regional circumstances.

Certain branches of research in soil erosion and conservation are well-ostablished,
for example, experimental work on run-off p/ots. We by no means suggest that such
It je necessary in order to Provide fundamental scientific
work should be discontinued.
data, without which applied studies cannot proceed; furthermore, there is aleo a
demonstration value to work of this nature. Nevertheless, as work of this kind
already takes place in many countries, it is desirable that greater attention should
now be directed towards other types of work, incluaing the following:
i.

Field studies, including mappinp:, of the location, extent and severity of erosion.
In addition, it will frequently e necessary to collect the basic data required
for the preparation of suol7 maps, preferably using standnrdized procedures.

Case studies of erosion and its causes, taking into account the effects of
social, cultural and physical factors, land use and economic and institutional
factors.
Investigations of the effects of social and institutional faotors in causing
erosion or
conservation measures.

iaibiting

The adaptation of technignes of soil conservation to the physical, economic
and social conditions of particular countries and arcas.

V.

Studies of farming systems and methods of land management (e.g. oover
minim= tillage, agri-uilviculture, agri-aquaculture) which are conservational
and, at the same timo, oompatiblo with traditional land use pract ices.

vi.

Attempts to quantify tho consequenees of erosion in productive and economic
tome, and hence to demonstrate the benefits to be derived from conservation.

vii.

Studien of different land use and management praoticOs in relation to the
development of sound soil conservation methods. Under this general head
are inoluded:
Different methods of land clearance and'silvioultural practicee;
The consequences of mechanization;

The effects of shelter belts and wind breakFq
The consequences for the soil of levels of intensity of use higher than
those to which it lit-id formerly been subjected (e.g. continuous arable use,
grazing at high intensities).
viii. Investigation of rates of erosion on grazing lands, and relationships with
plant and animal productivity.
ix.

2.

Studien of the off-site effects of erosion (e.g. on stream flow regimes,
reservoir siltation).

GUIDELINES ON EMCkTION
i.

An appreciation of soil conservation should be introducen 118 an aspect of
"general ntudien" in secondary and tertiary education in the same way that
students are made aware of their cultural heritage, their country's history,
the principles of hygiene, etc.

The study of soil conservation as-a subject in its own right should be
introduced into secondary and tertiary curricula, and soil oonservation
topieo nhould be introduced into other subjects at primary level.
The status of soil oonservation as a professional discipline should be
encouraged by higher degrees in Soil Conservation.
Since there is a greater requirement for practical conservationists than for
conservation research workers, higher degree training should put more emphasis
on practical application of knowledge than on research.

V.

The interdinoiplinary nature of noil conservation education and training should
It cannot be contained entirely. withim a. faculty of agriculture,
be recognized.
or forestry, or engineering.

vi.

In th.o cene of higher degrees which have a significant research component, the
research should oortainly be relevant to the student's own country, and
preferably carried out there.

vil.

One of thn most pressing needs in for more trained staff at technician level,
i.e. the man who aotoally Sets out the work in the field. Technical fellowships
to provide short-torm practical training at this level would be useful. Since
the physical conditione vary from one country to another, training courses are
preferably on-site training in the country concerned.

viii. The panel recognizes the diffieulty which can arise wben technicians or
technologists attend conrses and then return to take up positions under
Consequently, there is a
seniorn wilo do not appreciate the training.
need to ensure that in all soil conservation units the value of specialized
training is rocognized at all leveln.
3.

GUIDELENE.9

c

EXTEZISICII

Extension serviceu and soil conservation work
Recognizing that the implementation of soil conservation programmes
requires special expertise eovering many disciplines, and that this
expertise is not normally available within an extension service, the
recommendation of the Working Party on Institutional Organization is
reiterated, i.e. that it is essential to have a separate soil eonservation
organization.
As a short term measure, until such a soil conservation
organization ir; established, it may be appropriate to form within the
extension service a soil conservation unit or department which iP made
up of speeially trained personnel. flowever, in the long term, the soi/
conservation operatone of an extension service shou/d be limited to
follow-up, maintenanee and simple soil conservation praetiees, with the
planning and design of soil conservation programmes handled by soil
oonservation specialints.
EXtennion programmes aeoompany noil conservation programmes
Since soil eonoervation progrnmmes will not he effective without the understanding and willing cooperation of the land user, it is suggested that pn
extension service should inclnde within its terms of reference the duty of
explaining to land users the need and purpose of each soil conservation
programme and the results to be expeotod. The use or demonstrations will h,
an important aspect of this work.
iii.

General extension/education
In addition to extension work which is related to a particular programme,
there should also be a general programe aimed at educating the land uner
in the philosophy of good land husbandry. While this general extennion
programme would be primarily directed towards the rural population, it nbeeld
also havo the long-term oim of generating awarencsn throughout the whole
populat ion.

nxtennion techniques,

The technignes for disseminating informat ion on soil conservation are well
known, and while the actual material and the details of the approanlishwnrl
be adapted to local cireumstanees, the basic prineiples are well tried :A.nd
tented. 3ome of these are:

Use of the mass media to areate general awareness (including TV,
documentaries);

Une of unecially prepared simple literature (e. g. thn comios of
Soil Connervation 2ociety (if America);
e.

Introduction of eonservation topics into the school cnrriculvm;

O.

Use of youth orf;aniations sueh

as

4-11, Young Farm:fn.:, etc.

the

v.

Effective extension

The effeotivenese of an exteneion vervice, or an extension worker, should
be measured by the extent to which the objective in achieved. The number of
visits made, or the number or lentures, demonetrations, handoutn, may havo
no relation to the effentiveness of tho operation. In order that an extension
service may operate effectively it miit be adequately ntaffed, no that it in
possible for an effective eontant to he maintained between the extension worker
and the formers with whom Yo ie dealing.
B.

i.

WORKING GROUP ON ORGANIZATIONa AND VIVANCIAL ASPECTS

Due to the rapidly progressive loan of land and water reeources by erosion,
urgent action in needed to take remedial mcanures in most developing countries.
The present organizational and institutional set up in most developing
countries cannot cope with the increasing needs for land and water convervation
activities.
Because of the multifaceted nature of the problem, special organizations
should deal with the multidisciplinary character of soil and water services.

To initiate effective action on this subjeot, a Soil Conservation Board at
a high, policy-making level should be established in developing countries.
V.

In conntries where no related organizations exist, a neeretarint nhonld be
formed under the Soil Conservation Board and be componed of high level
land, water, forentry and human resoerces. The
technicians
secretariat should be established for initiation and coordination of soil
conservation activities.

in the field of

vi.

In nountries where some serviees in soil and water exint they should be
Ag a transitional stop only, a Task
given the atatns of a unified serviee.
Force may be established.

vii.

The disciplines involved in such a unified Soil and Water Conservation
Service will be identified below and should be used aceording to the
agro-eeological zones as required:
Lemd evaluation
1..;ology

C.

Geography
Hydrology
Agronomy
Porestry
Soil and water conservation

Enineering

1.

m.

Social acience
Soil and water connervation planning
Comprehensive watersed management
Agricultural produetion economics
Coordinated pro:;rammes vi t). research, edneation and eXtenCion.

viii. Policy
.Definitions of the regnired policies to achieve mime of the identified
eon and water conservation meals must be e/early stated.
T1,0 need for remedial notion based on reeori.l natural
resources pm environmental problema.

Reqeinites:

Statement of policy purposes that represent a consensus among the
people involved in terms of what the policy should perform.
The policy should establish general guidelines and define the directions
for achieving the goals.
Guidelines on the following lines of action should be delineated:
Policy goals
Flexibilities

Implementation

and innovation
Planning, research and evaluation
Peoples' participation
Prevention of fragmentation
Complementary of government roles
Institutionalization of incentives
Comprehensiveness of approach
Land tenure
ix.

Finances

Finances should be in tho general programme of government activities,
services and budgets.
In the framework of the development of this, serious consideration
should be given to allocate sufficient fundo for incentive° to farmers
for implementation of the field development programmes and assistance
projects, field operations and maintenance.
X.

FAO's role in entablishing and developing
krogrammes in developing countries

multidisciplined soil conservation

To make governments mlare of the urgency and the need to institutionalize
the soil and water conservation programmes.

To catalyse in influencing the policymaking bodies in government to
take effective action in this rospeot.

0.

To advino how to oreate the basis for stich activities by adequate
legislation.
Such arAionn should be carried out in the framework of Regional Offie'es
by country representatives and/or high level Headquarters staff.

Assistance in formulation and implementation of field programmes which

will include onthejob training.

planning and implementation of
oomprehencive watorr:hed management on a Pmall rnbwatershed neale in
Special attention ml-intild hm paid to the

reprenentative areat3.

WOUTG GROUP ON PIWTICAL AND TECiNICAh ALTV_UF,

C.

Practical/technical aspects in connection with FAO's
2Ipjects on soil conservation

The discussions during the sessions of our expert' panel this week lave
great need for programmes of ;oi1 and water conservation in developing
countries. The working group makes the following general suggestions to FAO and to
governmental irstitutions cooperating in sucY programmes:

emphasized the

better integration bntween disciplines and administrations involved;
preforenoe for small, high-imonot consarvation projects with active
participation and follow-141 by local decision-makers NIYI farmers to
ovoid a collapse of the project when the expatriates leave;

increased

responsibilities from local government awl less from donating
it ir of particular importance that nftnr local staff are trained
they should continue to implement the programme and not be transferred to
otber duties;
mr.encies.

more effective evaluation and follow-up of projects to utilize existing
experience both within FAO and in tbe project areas. The evaluation
should inelude socio-economic, ecological, technologioal and orgnnizational
aspects.
Tbe working gronp structured the discussion in the following six stops of
project planning, execntion And follow-vn.
It ir supposed that steps 2 and 3 are
prepared by a mission of consuitants to tha conntry requesting assistance. The
documents of steps 1, 2 and 3 sboutd he carefully studied by the Ttaff befo re
implementation.
i.

(3eneral problem

identification:

Request for assistance made by a developing

oountry

The magnitnde of the problem and scale of operation should he defined. In
the approach to soil conservation in developing countries, the technical
aspects to come under consideration should include protection of.the environment and improvement of the conditions of life for the people involved, in
addition to the purely technical matters or erosion control And improvement
of prodw-;tion.

Analysis of

existing information

Local and traditional conditions in tbe project Crea
It is essential that
more attention be given to local and traditional patterns and constraints.
Political, administrative, socio-economic, demographical, ecological and
technological
conditions nYoul0 be folly taken into account. The needs for
rnrthpr dota collection ;Ind preparation for evaluation of project impAct
shontd be defined.

Project formulation

In programme formulation more consideration must be given to projects
leading to comprehensivo progrnmmes in the country, whioh munt be followedup by PAO, by the donating ageney, and the local government,by technical
servioing on a programme basis;
terefore, the arLiele of ngreement must
deoisions on legislation
inelndo utatement of intentions of the government,
Such projects
and its commitment on follow-op after termination of the projeet.
must emphasize proper biological conservation end manngemont in addition to
aPPropriate engineering techniques. Gonsidering that soil conservntion
inclodes aspects of soil and water management, it usually involves high
felt that more emphasis be given
napital azul human skill inputs and
to approaches through plant and animal management for good land use in
developing eountries.

its

it is

Preparation and funding for evaluation of project impaot during and after
execotion should be included in the project formulation as well nR neeessary
collection of further data. 'rho educational input of the project nhould be
planned and included in the formulation.

Project imOementation
Projects should be comp/eted in appropriate time for good soil conservation
and managpment. During the implementation the project 14xeuld be divided into
phases, eaeh of which should demonstrate a tangible achievement. however,
attention must be paid to maintain the goodwill, motivation and support of
the local population. This would facilitate the follow-up and acceptance of
the programme. The implementation should create a capable, well-motivated,
multidisciplinary national team to carry on the propxamme during and after
termination of PAO involvement.
Project evaluation

Repented evaluations should be undertaken and used to correct, if required,
planning and implementation.
necessary modification.

The project should be flexible enough to allow

Project follow-up
An effective follow-up is the most essential component for the successful
completion of the objeetives of a programme. Follow-up should include
maintenance of soil conservation treatments, servicing, training and
extension, financed through a programme activity.
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TECHNICAL PAPEM

Conservation Practioes in Aerrioniture

SOIL CONSERVATION PRACTICES AND EROSION CONTROL
IV INDIA - A CASE STUDY
by

D.C. Das
Miniatry of Agrioulture and Irrigation
New Delhi, India

ABSTliACT

Eros ion problems and conservation hazards through floods and droughts have occlirred
frequently over the centnrien. Their offent on the nrytional economy has been more acute
Owing to increasing humnn and livestock populations, and other developin recent years.
mental aotivities, aompetition for the land has become keen. By reviewing variouo faotors,
michas the land use distribution, hydrological and other noil group zones, floods, droughtn
and existing delineations of the country for various coneervation purposes, India has
Considering the latest estimates
been divided into ten compact Soil Conservation Regions.
of different types of erosion prevalent in various partn of the country, a composite soil
erosion map Yoe aleo been prepared.

The erosion problem has been exemined for various soil conservation regions in
conjunction with the flood and/or drought hazarda, and critioal socio-economic conditions.
Rainfall intensity and tho erosion ratio of the soil along with elevation nnd total
rainfall have been collated and interpreted in oidor to study the soil conservation practices
torrent,
currently in vogue.
Problems such ac sheet erosion, gully and ravine erosion;
coastal erosion;
erosion due to
landnlides and roadeide erosion;
stream/channel erosion;
shiftinp cultivation; and wind erosion are speoifically discussed. Paperimental results
and field observationn are used to illustrate the extent of hazards under different types
Varioue practices now being advocated to
of erosion in various soil coneervation regions.
treat different types of erosion, national efforts to preserve the life of multi-purpose
reservoirs and to solve the problem of ravinous nrean through an integrated programme of
soil nonservation on a watershed basin, are summarized.

SOIL CONSERVATION PRACTICES AND EROSION CONTROL
IN INDIA - A CASE STUDY

INTRODUCTION

Soil erosion in India haz been nevere for centuries, but its impact on regional
and national economy hen only been acutely felt during recent deoades. The high rate
of population growth, both human (Anon, 1975) and livestock, (Anon, 1976 a), has
resulted in over exploitation of natural resources to meet the ever-increasing demand
for food, fodder and fuel. The increased competition on the same lands for these
three essentials in resulting in widespread damage to our foreste, pastures and
wastelands as well an to fallow and agricultural lands. Thus increasing misuse of
natural resources poses one of the greatest threats to better land use management,
and the problem is compounded by competing demands from different sectors for
expanding development and industrial activities on similar types of land.
Eroeion problems in India, therefore, cannot be neen in isolation from
natural calamities, viz, flood and drought, or without any reference to socioAn attempt has been made to present the erosion problems And
economic: conditions.
the current efforts being mode to solve them on the basis of broad soil conservation
regions.

BACKGROUND IMIORMATION
2.1

Lend Uno Distribution

Erosion problems vary according to the land use practices. The distribution
of areas under various lond uses is given in Table 1. Out of the total geographical
area of 328 million ha, about 43.20% is cultivated and 20.02% is forest. The vast
stretch of the Indo-Gangetic Plain, Deccan Plateau and Rajasthan Desert have very
little forent. This poses not only an ecological and erosion problem but also
afTravaten the shortage of fuel and fodder.
Barreh and uncultivable wastelend
oonstitute 9.07%, cultivable waste 4.81%, fallow land 6.21% and permanent gransland
occupies 3.97% of the total area. The grasslands by and large are poor and overBoth euffer from high erosion hazard.
grazed and so are the wastelands.
2.2

HydrologicnJ Soil Group ?Amen
Rydrological soil groups give the relntive ability of a soil to produce
runoff and, therefore, to a considerable extent its susceptibility to erosion.
These ratings have been determined for a large number of Indian soil series
(Bali, Y.P., 1969) and based on them, India hea been delineated into four
hydrological Roil group zones
(Vandersypen et al 1972).
Arean having soils of
"B" group constitute 53.60%, "D" 18.49%, "C" 16.6% and "A" 11.09% only (Fig. 1).

i

Total Geographical area

8.

328 258

100%

Area for which no return exists

7.

22 035

93.66

306 223

Total reporting area

6.

6.23

43.20

12 392

2.47
3.76

4.81

15 841

8 173

1.33

4 358

10.11

140 233

Fallow land other than
current follows
Current fallows

3.97

20 565

33 728

5.03
9.07

13 079

16 571
29 873

Net area sown

ii)

i)

Fallow land:

Permanent pastures and other
grazing land
Land under miscellaneous tree
crops and groves not included
in net sown areas
iii) Cultivable waste

0

Other uncultivable land including
fallow land:

Area under non-agricultural uses
Barren and uncultivable land

14.10

20.02

Percentage of total area
Break-up
Total

(1972-1973)

5.

4.

3.

ii)

)

4( 444

Area not available for cultivation:

2.

Area in thousand hectares
Break-up
Total
65 708

Classification

DISTRIBUTION OF AREAS UNDER DI1qsRENT LAND USES IN INDIA
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2.3

Flood Hazard
Floods visit India every year and cause untold misery to an average area
of 6.7 million ha, out of which 2.2 M ha are cropped. The total affected area
is estimated to be 20 M ha. Annual -estimated damage duo to floods has been put
at Rs. 1 260 million (One US $ - Rs. 9.15) out of which 70% relates to agricultural
crops (Anon, 1971a and 1974a).
Areae affeoted by flood are shown in Fig. 2.

2.4

Drought Hazard

Like floode, the country experiences drought every year. About 3 million
people with their livestock migrate in search of new pastures (Anon, 1973). This
migration has often resulted in excessive grazing and the consequent destruction
of the proteotive vegetative cover, leaving the soil bare to the erosive action
of both wind and water.

The role of drought in ponservation land use management in India is very
groat.
About 75% of the cultivated land is rainfed and produces 42X, of the
country's foodgrain. It is estimated that even after all irrigation potential
is achieved, at least 55% of the cultivated land will remain rainfed (Anon, 1974b).

Vast stretohee of non-agricultural land in these tracts have scanty rainfall and
are suited to grassland development and livestock farming. After reviewing many
definitions and classifications, the climatic crop growth indices, limiting
rainfall amounts for different growth levels and expressed as a ratio of rainfall
to different evapotranspiration demands, have been used to delineate the country
into four drought classes, as shown in Fig. 3 (Das et al, 1974).
A oomparison of Fig. 2 and 3 and a study of Table 2 reveale that intriguingly
the drought has not been a curse to arid and semi-arid (i.e. low rainfall) regions
alone.
Many areas, in spite of fair annual rainfall, face drought right within
the main rainy seazon (George et al, 1973). Again, in spite of evergreen forest
and grasslands, many parte, e.g., the Nilgiris, are sUbject to regular drougato
(Shri Niwas et al, 1967; Das et al, 1971a).
3.

SOIL CONSERVATION REGIONS
any attempts have been made to delineate a number of zones or regions and
sub-zones of areas for the formulation of plans for development and utilization
of natural resouroes. Physiographioally, India haz been divided into four major
divisions (Singh, 1971) and into six water resource regione.(Khosla, 1949). It has
also been divided into seven main hydrological zones with the problems oaused by
sedimentation in the multipurpose reservoire to.the soil conservation programme
mainly in mind (Bali J.S. 1969).
At the Soil Coneervation Centre, Dehra Dun,
considering major soil groups, vegetation classes, physiography, rainfall and
availability of irrigation, the country has been divided into twenty land
resource regions and 186 land reeource areas (Gupta et al, 1970). Again, for
studying soil erosion with n. distinct bias toward geology, tbe country haz been
divided into five first order physiographie regions (Aamad, 1973).
After reviewing all these existing delineations end keeping in mind tae
integrated approach for annlyeing soil erosion problems as well as for appreciating
the current erosion control practiees, the delineation made by Gupta et al, (1970)
has been regrouped into ten major Soil Conservation Regions as shown in Fig. 4.
The dietribution of areas ander various soil oonservation regions along with
the annual rainfall and temperature ranges as well as availnble data on intensity
ratio (a measure of eroeiveness of rain), and rifling hazard ratio (a measure

of erodibility of soi)) are preaanted in Table 2.
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4.

SOIL EROSION

4.1

Pact Estimates

There seems to have been no coordinated attempt to dooument the inoidence
of various types of erosion and their extent and.distribution throughout the
country. In the late forties Kalili et al, (1948) submitted a brief report to this
effect which urged consideration of the problems and their solution on the basis
Later on the Planning Commission (Anon, 1964) made a quick
of natural units.
estimate of agricultural land subject to erosion, while the Working Group on
Soil Conservation of the Fourth Plan (Anon, 1966) attempted to eatimate the
extent of erosion and other conservation hazards on all types of land. Bali
1974 outlined the distribution of areas under various conservation hazards with
specific stress on the erosion problem and sedimentation of multipurpose
reservoirs. According to his estimata, a total of 175 million ha can be considered
susceptible to erosion. In another attempt, while giving the macro view of
land and water management problems in India, Vohra (1975) indicated that
Ahmed (1973)
140 million ha are seriously affected by water and wind erosion.
gives some detailed estimates of arcas subject to various types of erosion.
4.2

EXtent of Different 1_14,:of Erosion
The National Commission on Agriculture (1975b) provided the latest estimate
on the basis of available information from various sources. Many parts of the
country are subject to more than one type of erosion. The extent of erosion has
been estimated as follows:
(Million ha)

Total Geographical area
Total area subject to serious water and wind
erosion
Area at critical stage of deterioration due
to erosion
Area subject to wind erosion
Area effected by gullies and ravines, about
Area effected by shifting oultivation, about
Area under rainfed farming (nonpaddy)
4.3

328.

150

69
32

4
3

70

Erosion Map
On the basis of various erosion maps prepared by Ahmad (1973) and with
the necessary modifioations called for by the latest figures available, a
composite map of India showing the extent of various types of erosion is
presented in Fig. 5.

5.

smor

EROSION

Areas subject to
Sheet erosion exists almost througi)out the country.
sheet as well as gully erosion and areas subject to notable sheet erosion only
are indicated specifically in Fig. 5. It has been estimated that about 6 000
million tonnes of soils are eroded every year from about 80 million ha of
cultivated lmnds;about 6.2 million tonnes of nutrients (2.5 of N, 1.5 million t
of P and 2.2 million t of K) are oarried nwAy. The nutrients lost in this way
are much greater than the quantity that we are using at present (Swaminathan,
1971).
The different rates of soil loss under various land uses in different
regions are givnn in a reoent compilation (Tejwani et al, 1975), and the figures
wero obtained from TM renearol, etationa.
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5.1

Performance of Conservation Praotices

The conservation treatments meant to reduce or prevent sheet erosion while
achieving the desired moisture conservation and/or runoff disponal, range from
contour farming to bench terracing.
The performance of different conservation
practices for controlling sheet erosion hae been evaluated at a number of
research stations (Tejwani et al, 1975) and also reviewed eleewhere (Das, 1974),
To illustrate the relative effectiveness of a few practices, the results from
the Nilgiri hills in the southern red soil region are given. On thene hill slopes,
that have lateritic soils, up and down cultivation of potato caused a soil loso
of 39 t/ha/Year whereas nutrient losses were Rs 333/ha (at the market price of
1967). Simple contour cultivation reduced the soil lose to 15 t/ha/year and
nutrient losses to Re 130/ha. Hhen the cultivation was on non-paddy benches the
soil loss was reduced to about 1 t/ha/year and the nutrient losses to Re. 10/ha/Year
(Raghunath et al. 1967).
Terracing is by far the most effective and widely practised field measure
for controlling or preventing erosion in different ooil conservation regions.
Terracing has also been adapted in different ways to meet varied phyeiographic and
climatic conditions.
In a general way, it can be defined as a series of mechanical
barriers across the land slope to break the slope length and also to reduce the
slope degree wherever necessary. On the steeper hill slopes there are graded
(non-paddy) or levelled (paddy) benches constructed by restricted levelling and
with provision for disposal.
The system also applies to lower slopes where it
is developed by raising bunds and then achieving the levelling through puddling.
Fbr rolling and flatter lands, with high rainfall, the system means graded hundo
or banks (narrow bane graded bunding) and for landa with scanty or erratic rainfall,
narrow base (level) terracing (contour bunding) is practieed to conserve moisture
as well as reduce soil erosion. For bettor moisture conservation on larger areas
as well as for control of soil erosion, it was observed that land treatment between
the bunds, e.g. partial levelling (Saha and Patel, 1970) or cultivation along the
contour, offers better protection as well an moisture conditions for higher
production. For rolling lands and hill elopes with inadequate soil depth, graded
trenchee or contour trenches are ueed for forestation or plantation crops like
tea or coffee. Field as well as experimental data show thatterracing
controls
runoff, checks soil erosion, helps to improve moioture conservation, groundwater
storage and crop yields (Satpute, 1972; Das, 1974).
Tteatments vary considerably from region to region, for instance, the high
elopes of the Northern Himalayas are being out under good forest covet through
.afforostat ion and better forest management .
r;.1.1

FArro!! 1).!10 trsrr-cin7 (hundinp;)

The Indo _Gangetic alluvial plains have an erosion intensity ratio value
of about 2, wl-ereas te rill-leg hazard ratio varies from I to 7.
A sizable
pPrt of tv-e region is 1ii,le to regiller flooding Ps veil as moderate to
severe dreug]t (Table 2, Fig. 2 And 1). 1The problem lc, tl'erefore, one
of erosion control, disposal of runoff and conservation of moisture.
Contour bunding, or narrow base terracing on the contour, at a suitable
spaoing and of a suitable cross section, is widely used to remove exoessive
runoff resulting from high intensity storms and surplussing arrangements
are made wherever necessary.

The eastern red soil region has an intensity ratio around 1.73, whereas
the rilling hazard ratio rangen from 1.09 to 4.23.
The region is subject to
almost -recurrent moderate drought in apite of good rainfall (George et al, 1973).
The southern red noil region, on the other hand, has a similar intensity ratio
but generally a low rilling hazard ratio." flowever, the regic5h is by and largs
subject to severe drough hazards (Pig. 3 and Táble 2).
Contour bunding with a
surplussing arrangement often proves adequate.
A typical contour bund cross
section with a loose rubble wanteweir is shown in Fig. 6.
Small tanks for
storing and utilizing water for paddy cultivation on benches are also
extensively used.
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Contour building (narrow base terrace on contou4.with dressed rubble
wasteweirs, in black soil region (shallow black soil)

The black soil region has a very high intennity ratio (2.36).and the
rilling hazard ratio rangss from 1.3 to 6,1 4.
The northeast of the region
suffers from large droughts whereas the rest to severe ones (Table 2, Fig. 3).
The problem is not only to conserve moisture, but alzo to remove excess
rainfall which cannot infiltrate due to low intake rates. The accumulation
of water on land causes damage to the standing cropn besides resulting in
mechanical failure of tho bunds and other structuren.
In the northern part
of.this region, the removal of excens water facilitates a more flexible
rainy neanon crop and given the possibility of using the excess water to
grow a profitable winter crop. On the rent of this region, the rainfall is
low and erratic;
this area remains fallow during the main rainy season
and thus subject to heavy erosion.
Contour bunding hen not been effective
in the region (Dan, 1974).

The latest findings in the black eoil and the semi-arid southern red
soil region indicate that some sort of graded bunding (graded narrow base
terracing) with email ponds for storage and reuse of the runoff water for
asoured oultivation is more effective. Cultivation of orops on broad ridges
end furrows seems to hold promise for those regione viere stress is laid on
saving crop residues, proper tillage and water harventing beeides erosion
control (Anon, 1974b and Krishnamoorthy et al, 1974). The different types
of email ponds which could be used on existing farm holdings are being tried
presently at the All India Coordinated Dry Land Research Centre as well as
Some
the International Crop Reeearch Instituto for Semi-Arid Regions.
pocnible changes in the design detailc for higher capacity-cost ratio have
been developed by Sharma and Kampen (1975).
5.1.2

Design details for bundinp
The spacing of the narrow base terraces can be more rationally
determined from the modified Stewart or Ootaeamund formula. It provides
more flexibility over space and time and involves easily determinable factors
The formula in:
as compared to the adjusted empirical formulae in use.
Vertical Interval

V.I. =

and Horizontal Interval =

50

n(r0

,

NIrs ,m
m

2n

Where,

Average elope percentage
I.R.P.C.
Intensity Ration (defined at the foot of Table 2)
)
/1
Rilling hazard ratio I,
Proportionate protection offered by supporting conservation
prantines
Proportionate protection offered by cropping management.
11

The formula is also applicable when trenohing.

Concerning the cross-eection, the design depends upon the amount of
excens rainfall and the depth of impounding desired upstream of the terrace.
In the case of graded bunding, it is the channel that is more important
For the semi-arid southern red
and the downstream blind is a spoil build.
soiln 0.2% longitudinal gradient wac found to be effective, whereas for
the Northern Himalayan foothills the gradients of 0.4 and 0.6% were found
to be equally good (cited from Das, 1974).
for removing exceso
There are different types of etructures;
rainfall from bunded arean some of the common ones are given in tIse
book, Soil Conservation in India (Rama Roo, 1972). They are:

).

prefabricated escapes
dreesed/;,ndressed looee stone wasteweirs with end pitching
ramp-cum-weir
Pipe outlets
ringwell and pipe outlets
ehannel weir
ntone/briek masonry low drops/ehutes

5.1.3

Paddy and non-pacbly bench terracing

In the Northern Himalayas, paddy erops are raised on bench terraces.
There are aleo traditional irrigation systems using the hill streams. In
the southern hilla, namely, the Nilgiris, lying within the southern red eoil
zone, a eystem of non-paddy benches has been developed (Lakaluninathy and
Narayanewamy, 1956) see Fig. 7.
These benches are provided with a
longitudinal gradient to drain into cross dieponal draina.
The vertical
spacing is determined by the depth of the out available and from the
formula VI = 2 (T - 0.15) m, where T is the depth of productive soil
in meters; VI, computed as above, is again tested with the minimum
width vis-?i-vio the land elopes and ease for farm operations (Lakshmipathy
and Narayanswamu, 1956).
For effective runoff disposal as well as better
moisture conditions, these benches should not be longer than 100 m
(Das, 1974), whereas they can have a longitudinal gradient upto even 1% under
In tbe Northern Himalayan regions,
Nilgiri conditions (Kurian et al, 1975).
non-paddy benchen of the southern type are being introduced. However, due
to heavy rainfall, a more elaborate disposal system is being provided.

On the.steep Himalayan slopes, narrow benches are being construeted
to raise belts of orchard trees. Such benches are also recommended for
raiaing other plantation crone, and medicinal plants.

5.1.4 peyáluIralów

cost bench

Etermlna

Even though there is no substitute for bench terracing when growing
crops on hil/ slopes, it ie expensive and initial crop yield is low due
to disturbance of the top noil.
In order to obviate these disadvantages,
benches could be developed over years behind graded barriers of grano, or
earthen hunde or stone walls. A typical bench developed behind the
graded barrier of Tripsacum laxum is shown in Fig. 8. In Kerala, benobee
arc developed by putting earthen bunda with downstream pitching across
the land elope, w).creas in the northern Himalayan region, as well as in
the low hills of the eastern red soil region, benches are developed by
building stone risers (Hurthy, 1969).
5.2

Vegetative Stabilization of Conservation Measures
All bund channel sections as well as the riser face of benches are
etabilized with grans. On locations subject to hot winds aicalyptus, and
EUlaliopeie binata grass or Ricinuc communie are grown on bunds and they
provide an additional income over years bemides serving as wind breaks
(Singh and Srivastava, 1973; Tejwani et al, 1975).

6.

GULLY AND RAVINE EROSION

This ia poseibly one of the most spectacular types of cronion. Ravines annually
of the ravine
ravagr 8 000 ha throughout the country where approximetely
Anneal damage to the tablelands aceounts for
catchment area in being eroded.
Re 40 million (Anon, 1972a). Gullies and ravines cramage land, habitations, roads,
railways and other public properties, thue adverse/y affecting rural economu
A typical pieture of gully erosion is shown in Fig. 9. They also
(Anons 1976b).
provide ehelter to unsooial elements eansing law and order nroblemn. The ravines
are moatly found. along the rivers of Jamuna, Chambal, Sabarmati, Maid, Gumoti
and in the catchments of the Mayerakehi, Kangaeabati in the eastern red soil
region.
Generally, ravines originate within a short distance of the river and

0.5

7

Bench terracing (non-paddy) in the sollthern red soil region of the
Nilgiri hills (photo P.K. Thomas)
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Developinr non-pPday benches nlonr the rrPded stripn of
TripeRcinn lnowrn on the slopes of tbe NilBiri blls

At a conservative estimate,
near or around the oonfluenoes of two channel flows.
the country in losing a total output of 3 million tonnes of foodgrains annually
due to degradation of land through gullies and ravine.% (Anon, 1972a).
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6.1

Severe gullying in tho catchment of the Mnyurakshi
on highly erodible soils in eastern red soil region

Fbrmation of Oellies and Ravines
Opinionn vary on the causes leading tò gully eronion and ravine formation.
The popular belief in that duo to excessive exploitation of the land by continuous
deforestation, over grazing and faulty cultivation, gullies and ravines have
Mimad
(1973), however, argues that in the arean whore ravines aro very
formed.
nevore there hns not been luxurious vegetation in tho recent past. Tho arcas
nubject to severe gully erosion are looated in western, central and eastern India
and along the foothills of the Himalayas. The differenoe in elevation of thane
1
000 m in the east
areas ranges from nearma level in the went to about 300
In the foothills of the Himalayan region, gullies are being found at elevatiers

as high as 1 000
/
300 m.
The type of soile, rainfall received and topographioal
features aro also considerably different in these major regions whore gully and.
ravines are found extenuively.
Table 2 revealuthat in the ravines in western India,
the intensity ratio is 2.16 whereae the rifling hazard ratio ie between 3.46 ad
5. The bulk of the ravines in Central India aro in the IndoGangotic alluvial
region and have an intensity ratio of 2.04 and rilling hazard ratio for ravinous
areas as high as 7. A part of the ravine eystom in central
the
black soil region as well as in the mixed red, black and yellow Boil region.
In
the latter region, the rainfall inteneity ratio in 1.83 whereas the rilling hazard
ratio rangos from 1.31 to 6.5. In the red eoil region of eastern India, whero
ravines are very conspicuous, the intensity ratio is 1.73 and the rilling hazard
ratio is high, Ahmad (1973) oontends that the incidence of gully and ravine
erosion is possibly due to geologic uplift. Roy and Mishra (1969), from their
field observations, concluded that ravinee are a function of depth of the river
and are invariably confined to the vicinity of rivern and tributaries. Gully
is a funetion of overland flow and therefore, of catunment characteristics alone,
whereas ravine is primarily a funetion of ohannel flow and ita ingress into the
eatchment. They hold the view that the ravines proceed from the river or tributaries
to the agricultural lands.

India falls in

6.2

Treatment

Connidering the complex physiographie background of the regions where gully
and ravine erocion are prevalent and the involvement of necioeconomic aspects,
attempts have been made to take appropriate aotion to control this erosion as
well as to restore the land to better land use management. The earliest attempts
were made in the erstwhile Gwalior State in 1919, there revenue concessions were
granted to cultivatore who would reclaim the ravinee along the Chambal, (Rege and
Yaen Pal, 1973).
In the postindependence years, the Government of Uttar Pradeeh
and Madhya Pradeoh took a number of pioneering steps to control and reclaim ravines
along the Jmmuna and Chambal (Anon, 1971b; Regp and Yash Pal, 19(3).

6.2.1

C"t121_.E1121_2222.212
During the Fourth Plan, Pilot Projecta were started in the four
major States covering the ravinous areas of western aed central India to
develope suitable technology for reclamation and control of ravines for
agricultura and horticulture and for etabilizing deeper ravines. During
the Fifth Plan, the Pilot Projects were extended to more locations to
cover the varied phyniographic and climatic conditions prevalent in the
catehmentu of different rivers and also to test the feasibility of the
technology as woll as the viability of the economice of ravine eontrol,
reclamation and the stabilization programme.
The entire coneept for
tackling this programme wan outlined in the Report of the Working Group
on Ravine Reclamation (Anon, 1972); they examined alternatives, e.g.
putting the ravinee under complete vegetation and reclaim:ng them for
agrioultural purposes, and a combined programme on a definite watershed
basiB.
The nonclusion was that afforestation alone Dr reclamation for
agrionitural purpose alone could not solve the problem. It neede to be
'Delved from the basis of a watershed and from the tablelande to the
eonflnencen of ravinen forming a natural drainagp system.
As a result,
normal conservation measuree, e.g. terracing, bunding, etc. are being
provided on the tableland draining into the ravines. By building
periphery bunds and drop structuree at the gully heads, the ingress of
the gullies into the tablelands is being arreeted while providing safe
ways to take away the runoff through the ravine system. Shallow ravinee,
up to a depth of about 2 m are being reelaimed for agricultural and
horticultural purpones where irrigation could he provided and cash crops
grown (Fig. 10). Deeper ravines with eteep Bides are being stabilized
with the help of vegetation and engineering structures of varioue types
(Fig. 11).

Fig. 10 Reclamation of shallow ravinen
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Fig. 12 Controlling erosion and restoring gulliod lands by nrenting smn11
ponds nnd dcwIloping paddy benches in the Mariraksi,i oatohment in
the eastern red soil region

"

In the eastern red soil region gullied arcas aro being reclaimed by
putting earthern checkdamn in a series or singly to develop micro storage
ponds (Fig. 12). On the downstream sido of the etorage, paddy benches are
developed. Inoidentally, this system ennures holding up most of the potential
sediment in a zone where soils have a rilling hazard ratio as high as 21.00.
The system improves the productive capability of tho area and thus encourages
considerable cooperation by the people.

6.3

Performance of Treatment

The effectivenens of various treatments ie being tested at research stations
as well as on the Pilot Projects. The combined package of practices on the
watershed basis have, by and large, been found effective. In the eastern ravinen
engineering and biological measures increased rain water retention by 53%. (Singh
and Dayal cited from Anon, 1974e). In western as well as central India the system
of treating ravine watersheds with a combination of biological and engineering
measures e.g. raining fuel fodder plantations, constructing peripheral bunds, drop
structures, etc. renulted in a reduction of the peak diecharge as well as soil
More information about different types of structures,
loss over the yearn.
construction of bunds, selection of grasses and trees which have been found
suitable for the purpone, through experimentation at research stations, are
given in detail in an ICAR publioation (Tejwani et al, 1975).
Regarding the economics of ravine reclamation, an evaluation report on the
U.P. chewed that by reclaiming the ravine areas for agriculture, yield could be
increased by 16. (non, 1971b). The analysis of the integrated projeot outlined in
another report (non, 1972a) indioated that the annual direct benefit from the
eeven year plan for 330 000 ha would be at the rate of 11.2 on the investment.
This project would create employment opportunities to the tune of 339 million man
days. The economic viability from the areas treated with grass, areas reclaimed
for agricultural purposes and areas stabilized by afforentation, have also been
analysed at ICAR renearch stations. It wao observed that the investment in treating
gullies, including reclaiming the areas, could be recovered within a period of
2-10 years (Tejwani et al, 1975).
Ravines affect habitations, communications and the agrioultural productivity
Any improvement meanuree for
of regions where nizable populations are located.
the closest involvement
the area,' even on the basis of watershed, therefore require
of the people, i.e., beneficiaries,for their maintenance and appropriate follow-up
actions not only in respect of agricultural lands, but also in respect of the
deep ravinea which will be put under fuel-cum-fodder plantations. If the areas
are not treated with a view to providing appreciable economic returns to the
On the
beneficiariee, any treatment is likely to meet with ultimate failaire.
of
the
initial
investment
would
3%
observed
that
1975)
other hand, Kamnavar et all
be required for maintenance end to stabilize the treatment meanures during the
in eubsequent years it would be nominal. The cost of maintenance
first two yearn;
could easily be met from the sale of produce, nuch as grass, firo-wood, etc. from
the treated area. Keeping this in mind, the National Commiseion on Agriculture
recommended emphatically that the eeonomic eonditions should not be the solo basis
in the reclamation of ravine landn. Poverty and the objective of curbing the
activities of antisocial elements shou/d receive due coneideration. Revine reclamation as nuoh, nhould reoeive national priority and investment chould not be
denied on aceoent of an unfavourable benefit (lent ratio (Anon, 19760.

TORRFNT AND STREAM CHANNEL EROSION
Torrents

The problem of torrent erosion, in both the foothilla of the northern
Himalayan and the north-eastern Himalayan region, has been increasing. In the
former, the torrents are popularly known as 0J05 and the rate of their progresa
can be realised from the data given by Keith eta!,, (1948):

1852

1896
1 939

-

1911

km-

286 km2

-2 000 km2

for the Hoshiarpur district
of Hinjab alone

The National Cormvssion on Agriculture (1976b) observed that the devastation
Similar information for the
bytchos'in the Punjab alone is over 2.5 million ha.
north-eastern Himalayan region is not available.
7.1.1

Cenne end approach for treating torrents
The main cause of the problem i8 the high runoff down the hill
slopes with heavy silt loads that fill up the channel beds thereby redueing
their napaoity to carry the runoff and sediment. In consequence, tho flow
shifts from the original nourse. The procese in repeated many times until
vast stretches of fertile land are criss-crossed by nourses swamped with
coarse sediments and detritus. The 'ches' break up habitations,affect
communications, egrieulture, recharge of nhallow wells and other social
amenities.
The solution, lies in regulating the quantum of runoff coming down
Treatments
the hill slopes and the ancompanying silt load (Pathak, 1975),
must therefore cover mensuren in the catchment to moderate the runoff peak
and volume nnd to reduce the soil eronion and consequent silt load. The
main package of ameliorative praetines include afforestation apd grassland
development with trenching across the land slope end growing agrioultural
As far as the main torrent
and horticultural crops on terraced lands.
in connerned, remedies are:
control of grazinf; and deforestation;

protection of banks from erosion by providing marginal bunds at a
for sections subjeet to serious
reasonable dintance from the edge;
erosion, 'riprap' or loose retaining walls can be usod;
construction of rivetments, spurs and jetties to confine the flow
and protent the bank from scouring. Training walls, mnde of
flexible semi-permanent materials, can also be used in a double
line, parallel to the banks, to facilitate settling of silt and
growth of vegetation;
iv.

construction of temporary or permnnent strunturee in sections where
the gradient is steep, to facilitate siltation and thereby stabilize
the grades. Fig. 13 illustrates some control measures.

Certain plantn are suited to torrent control sohemee, particularly the
ouisprouting types which grow profusely near strenm beds, e.g. Salix species,
Vitex nngjuido, Popnlus npenien, Arundo donax, Ipomea cornea, Jatropha curcas,
A series of checkdams made of tree logs,
ranninetum purnurewn (Napier) etc.
buttrerned by pnrmPnent cherkdame at wide spneinp:, can be used to control
torrents rushing down nteep slopes. The torrent banks can be protected by
planting water-loving vegetation (Singh et al, 1974; Tejwani et al, 1975).

Fig. 11,

7.2

Torrent control by rivetments, with shell structures supplemented
mganga catchment of the
by contour planting of Salix in the
northern IlImalayan region.

Stream Channel Erosion
In the Indo-Gangetic alluvial and ARSAM Valley regions, the problem of
stream erosion is serious;a classic example iP the age-old case of the flooding
and shifting course of tke river Kosi.
In the process of building np inland deltas,
the Kosi has shifted over 167 km from east to west dnring the period from 178 to
1964 (Anon, 1971b). The cause of this shift has been attributed to the enormous
load of sand which the river is unable to transport and unloads into the main
drainage channel.
In 1941, Mr. C.C. Inglis, Director of the Central Irrigation
and Hydrodynamic Research Station, identified te build up of the sub-mountainous
delta, by the excess charge of send brought from the hills, as the main cause of
In subsequent years, attempts were made to confine the river course
this shift.
It han been observed that though the river in being
by constructing embankments.
kept confined within the flood embankments, its nature of shifting its courne has
not changed at all. FOrmation of new 'chos' is going on within the embankments
and the river configuration changes every year after the floods (Anon, 1976d).
The snme story applies to stream bank erosion dub to the heavy sediment load
of the rivers draining into the Assam Valley.

The National Commisaion on Agriculture has also recorded the problem of
riverine lands. Henvy sediment loada carried by rivers through steep slopes
result.in meandering and serious bank erosion; this is especially co with rivern
originating in the Himalayas. The Tecsta in the north-eastern Himalayan region,
carries possibly the world's largest sediment load of about 98.20 ha m/100 km2/yr
(Gupta, 1975).
In the Indo-Gangetic alluvial and Assam Valley region,fertile
areas with flourishing crops, orchards, townu and cities are often destroyed.

These lands are known by various names in different parts of India, such as,
'Ichadars in northern India, tdiara' in central India and yghar' in eastern India.
The estimated riverine land is about 2.4 million ha in the Indo-Gangetio alluvial
region alone. Such problem lands also exiet along the 8-10 km wide ntream bed of
the Sutlej which wae confined by raising embankments during 1962-65, as well as in
the wide bed of the Bees. Such landa, commonly known as 'rao', are also sizable
In order to utilize theee waetelands profitably,
in a number of bigger torrento.
the first necessity is to provide adequate protection from flooding during the
After this, soil conservation treatments could be applied to
high flow yearn.
improve conditions gradually for better land use management. There has not been
muoh ooncerted activity in this respect yet.

7.3

Torrent and Stream Eroeion in relation to Flood Control
The problem of 'chost, stream erosion and riverine lands needs to be viewed
in conjunetion with the problem of floods. From Fig. 2, it will be clear that the
regione subject to regular flood havoc are the Indo-Gangetic alluvial, Asgam Valley
The damage done is largely duo to the sediment brought down,
and Gangetic delta.
from the Mlle. It is, therefore, neceesary that the plan for controlling 1choet
and oti.er stream erosion ohould form an integral component of flood control
The cerrent attempts to control floode by protection structuree
proerammec.
downstream need to be supplemented by lono-term catchment treatment measuree.
The expensive flood control strueturee on the Kosi river have not yet been
sueceesful in preventing ehifting of the river course and formation of deltas
which now threaten the veny protection embankments (Anon, 976d).
Banerjee and Lal (1972) reviewed the problems of flood and sedimentation
of four major river eystems, i.e. north-western rivere, Ganga, Brahamputra and
the peninsular rivere. Considering the amount spent on flood protection and
the flood damage over the years, it can be observed that, while flood protection
activity increasee, losses due to floods paradoxieally also increase. Such is
the case even in a developed country like the USA. It aleo clearly shows that
structeres downstream alone are not sufficient for the conditione obtaining.
While anknowledging the important role of strectural meann, Denerjee and Lal
(1972) said that the following meaeures should aleo be taken: i) improvement
of the capacity of channels to carry floods and improvement of drainage
generally; ii) raising of low lying villages, and iii) soil conservation work
in catchments.
There is a ccboo1 whieh eharee the view that high floode cannot be
controlled or modereted by catchment treatment as the coincidence of the
There is no denying the fact
faetorn causing floods are beyond human control.
that wrong land use, e.g., large-neale felling of trees or exceosive grazing
at higher altitudes, nnd uneoientific cultivation of hill slopen, contributes
Afforestation on steep slopeu and
huge amounte of nilt from the wntershed.
conversion of retool, cultivated lands into benches in the Nilgiris (Region 9,
Fig..4) have, however, inereased the annual bapin retention capacity of the
catchment by about 28 cm (Raghunoth et al, 1970; Dan et al, 1975). In the
northern Himalayan region, at Chandigarh, runoff from degraded watershed was
reduced by 54.21, by treatment with earthen debrin basine, pondage banks,
otaggered contoer trenchen and afforeetation (Patnaik et al, from Anon. 1974).
Another package of conservation measures in a watershed reduoed the nediment
production rate from 80 t/ha/year over a decade (Mumble, 1976). At Dehra Den
in the name region, replaeement of scrub foreet by rezcalyptue resulted in a
10 and. 771, reduntion in weter yield and peak reopeetively, while narrow base
terracing (eontour hnnding) redueed runoff peak by 4K. (Mather at nl, and
Ram Baby et al, from Anon.

1974).

All this demonstrates that the saturation of watersheds requires a fara
greater input of conservation meanures, including smal) hydrologic etructuree
Therefore,
if peak floods are to be moderated, even when they are large scale.
it may be said that by treatment in catlihmenta, floods due to a 100 years'
rainfall event could possibly be moderated to the scale of 70 or 50 years. But
there are no data available to prove or disprove this.
8.

LANDSLIDEO AND ROADSIDE EROSION

8.1

Landslidee

Landslides and slips are a serious problem oecurring extensively in the
northeastern and northern Himalayan region. They generally represent a downward
mass movement of earth and boulders and include soil creep, flowslides and land
Landelides cause disruption of communication lines and transport,
slips.
dislocation of public utilities, loss of land and buildings, siltation of
reservoirs, etc. and loss of life.
Geology coupled with high rainfall is the primary cause of Indian land
There are many causes but two common physical ones are: instability of
However, the degree of
slope and inadequeey of drainage in the sliding mans.
hazard is aoeelerated through deforestation, overgrazing and other human activitiee,
e.g. road building and mining materials from hill slopes. The variou8 types of
land elides ond their causes have been briefly deseribed by Tejwani et al, .(1975).
slides.

8.1.1

Treatment

A catchmentbased operational project at Dehra Dun in the northern
Himalayan region showed that land slides need to be controlled on the
bacia of a well defined watershed, and treatment to the sloping areas
as well as water courses needs to be provided in stages. Protecting
the wsterahed againet biotio damage by a closure is often a necessity.
To prevent toe cutting along tho water course, retaining walls are
constructed. To faci/itate the growth of vegetation, slopes are broken
by contour wattling, preferably with plant species that can be
vegetatively propagated. These temporary supports coupled with protection
against biotic interferenee provide conditions conducive to a natural
The steeper nlopes are broken by stone retaining walle. In
sucoession.
some of tho sliding faces, where mointure becomes critical in the postmonsoon season, the straw mulching tied with thin wires helps in the
Beaides stabilizing the earth faces, it in
establishment of vegetation.
essential to stabilize the email 48 well as big water courses in the
watershed. The ero8ive gradients of the main water courses are rectified
by a series of oheckdams and their banks are proteeted from scouring by
Small ones are treated with a series of
building jetties and spuro.
/og or crib checkdams or ()becks of /ive material, e.g. Napier, at close
intervals (Fig. 14),
8.1.2 Selection and establishment of vegetetion
Plant species shoula be seleeted which have a deep root system
that will penetrate and bind the profiles together. Vegetation with
shallow roots which is good for cover protection e.g. 'Kudzu' (Pueraria
Faithermore, 'Kudzu' iR
hirsuta), in not suitable in such cites.
atagreseive and emothere othor t;ipos-of vegetation which require some
When pinr.ting Napier or other vegetation
years jo establish themselves.
that can be vegetatively propagated, it is more effective to plant it
nlanting, thereby ensuring greater sprouting for better anchoring on
the soil mass.

Fig. 14

R.1. 3

Stabilizing torrents on
hill slopes subject to
landslides by a series of
log and wirecrated (gabion)
checkdams, mulching and
afforestation at Debra Dun,
northern Himalayan region

Structure types nnd soleetion

Regnrding the material for check dms, spurP, etc., a lot of
experience has been gained. Field observations of the rigid structures,
including ROC ones nonntruoted along hill roads, have shown that often
they do not perform satisfaatorily, mainly duo to seepage of water that
generates heavy pressure and ultimately causes tbeir failure. Also in
the case of eheckdnms along the Main water course, Pite conditions may
be poor and e proper foundation is diffinult to achieve; in such
locations rigid structures do not succeed either. In addition, the
accumulated sediment behind the checkdoms permits lnrge serle seepage
and the removal of the seepage water from behind the eheekdam is an
absolute necessity.
Flexible structures, e.g. wirenrated checkdams or
retaining walls, or checkdams made of gabions endure better. They can
tnke differential sinking, stand localized bulging due to pressure of
debris or water and permit the escape of accumulated water from behind
the structure. FOrthermore, if a gahion is broken or damaged, it nen be
repnired without reconstruetion of the entire structure. The gabions and
such viructures Are maile on site by semiskilled laborers themselves
((Junta nnd Relnl, 1%7).
Tieso structureu are siso becoming popular along
mountain rends and are eommonly known as iseusaget structure (Fig..15).
For smaller water nonrses, cheekdams mnde of wooden logs or looue stones
or slabs can nlso sehieve tle same results.

Fig. 15

Stabilizing steep hill s/opes with series of 'sausnge' wirecrated
boulder retaining walls in the Toesta eatehment (Sikkim) in te
norijeastern Himalayan region
In the entire eoneept oftreating lend slides or slips the key
factors are:
treating the eatehment area and the water coursee together;
using vegetetion and engineering strentres in eombinetion; and
preferring flexible structures to rigid structures and a syetem of
small ones to a single large one.

0

8.2

Roadside Erosion

Erosion along the road or railway linee is a regular phenomenon as the
alignments cut across the natural physiography and thus disturb the balance
(Fig. 16). The stabilization of a road or railway embankment takes some years
nnd with the construetion of extensive road systems in the pininn as well as in
mountainous areas, the problem hau become more acute. In the northern and
eastern Eimalayen region, eroeion along the cut and filled faces of roadn is
extensive. The inadequacy of cross drainege strictures often results in
defective drainage of water and as A result roedeide gelliee are formed, whioh
not only threaten the atability of the roads but aleo set in motion the chain
of severo erosion in adjoining good cultivated lends, which ultimately necessitaten
expensive remedial treatment (Pig. 17).
Erosion along railway linee is also considerable.
It differs from place
to place depending upon the amount of rninfall and type of soil. Common measures
to check sueb erosion are turfing, pitching, retaining walls and even terracing
the elopes of the fill eection. To check nrocion by meendering rivers which
threaten the railway lines, protection is provided in the form of guide bunde with
pitched elopes, toe guarde of 'eaneaget etrueture or concrete blocke, spurs and
revetmente.
Among the local items, bemboo ecreene, bamboo bundlee and triangular
permeable screene of bamboo are used with great nueeess.
To prevent erosion along
cut faces oatchwater drains, deep boulder drains, cross bunds, eto. are used
(Palit and Kapoor, 1975).

__24.4ta
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Fig. 16 Hoadside gully erosion in the Mayurakshi catchment,

Pig. 17

eastern red coil region

Gullying along the road due to inadequate crossdrainage and
stabilization, e.g. elosnring, drop :Itructures, earth bunds,
afforestation, in the Mayurakshi catchment, eastern red soil
reT;ion

9.

EROSION DUE TO SHIFTING CULTIVATION
Shifting oultivation or 'jhuming' is practised mainly in the north eastern
Himalayan region and marginally on othor nonHimalayan hills (Fig. 5).
The
practice, evolved over centuries, incorporates a mixed land use pattern appropriate
to the physiographic remoteness and laok of oommunihation. Thin remot eness has
forced the people to adopt a system that in selfcontained and involves the minimum
number of itemo. The problem of 'jhuming' has engaged tho attention of various
agenoies for quite a few deoadee; the National Commiesion on Agriculture (1976c)
.cites about 19 referenceo and though those reports differ on many pointn, there is
agreement that improvement in land uso management in the arcas subject to this
praetice is urgently needed.
The latent estimate by Miss Wadia (1975) indicate°
that about 2.7 million ha are affected by shifting cultivation in the northeastern Himalayan region alone (inoluding nonHiMalayan hill ranges) and the
average area cultivated by a family is 0.92 ha.
To meet tho exigencien of oolleotive security and to adjust individual
needs and responeibilities vivávis community onos, the eyntem seem; to have
served the people of the area remarkably well.
The question does ariee as to
why it has become urgent to review tho offectiveneos of this system, which has
not only evolved in India under certain conditions, but also in many parte of
the world with similar conditionn.

9.1

DeLradation Hazards
Opinions differ on the associated hazard° of soil degradation and consequent
sediment and flood havoc caused by the practice of ljhumine on hill slopee. Some
people hold the view that shifting cultivation, which does not involve ploughing
and other intensive agricultural operations, does not disturb the soil greatly.
It is true that there are no systematio studies available to illustrate the
sediment hazard° from the areas subject to shifting cultivation. In the past
when the 'jhuming' cycle was long, about 20-30 yearo, it is poneible that there
was no appreciable degradation of land or ecology; but the cycle has now become
as short as 1-3 years which does not permit any natural recuperation by the land.
However, from Table 2 it can be seen that the aren receivon between 1 500
2 500 mm of rainfall and the elopes are, by and large, steep.
The area in also
subject to heavy landnlides, aocelerated by an intensive road development
programme. Floods with a heavy silt load create havoc almost annually in the
Assam Valley.
To net anide any doubts, data from the Machkend catchment (No. 6 in Fig. 18)
can be cited;
it la close to the eastern coast and covers slopes in the eastern
Ghat.
The entire area in populated by tribes who have practised shifting cultivation (locally nailed 'podut) for centuries.. Since the Centrally Sponnorod
Scheme for Soil Conservation was launohed in the Maohkund catohment during the
Third Five Year Plan, about 40% of the critically eroded areas have been treated
up to 1975-76, and as a result, the siltation han fallen from 3.38 to
2.51 ha m/100 km2/yr (Table 3). In addition, it can be concluded from field
obeervation that areas subject to ehifting cultivation become depleted of better
flora and fauna over the nucceeding 0:felon.

9.2

Treatment

Tb tackle thin problem, Dhebar's Commiseion (cited from Anon, 1976c),
suggented that a coordinated approaoh be taken to provide employment opportunitien
in forontry, agrioulture, animal huobandry and industry for at least 300 laye in
a year. This needn to be examined within the background of multiplioity of
vocationn and the ricing aepirations of the people of the area to adopt bettar
vocations and a higher standard of living with the opening of the area by a

Table 3 SLTIMENT PRODUCTIU1 RATES VISAVIS SOIL CONSURVATION WORKS IN A PFM SELECTED
RIVER VALLEY PROJEar CATCHWITS

No. Reservoir

Catchment

area

Catchment
1

000 ha

Sediment Production Rate
ha m/100 km2hT
Reduced
Original
Aesumed
(Year)

(Year)

4.28

8.38

6.14

56 87 000 Total

37 160 (within
India)

1,

Bhalcra

2,

Maithon DVC

521

1.62

15.45

13.10

3.

Panchet DVC

981

2.47

13.12

10.30

4.

Machkund

195

1.57

3.38

2.51

modern communication system and the introduction of currency. Therefore, it
must be carefully considered whether the eame family, who may Want to send

some if its members for education and other vocations, will be in a position
to cultivate or manage larger areas with the labour available without substantial
support from improved inputs, such as irrigation, fertilizer, better seeds and
appropriate tools, implements and machinery. This integrated development ie

being tried on a pilot scale in the north eastern Himalayan region where a
family is being provided with a hectare of irrigated land and another hectare
of dry land with additional support for raising profitable forest, horticulture
or other plantation crops. To improve the ability of families to manage them.:
enhanced areas, demonstrations are being given on the use of appropriate tools,
implements and machinery. Considering the level of present development, big
tractors or equipment nannot be introduced in these areas to bring about en agricultural revolution within a short time: the proceso has to be gradual and in stageo.
To begin with, ste large number of indigenous tools should be studied and,
if found suitable, their desimis improved. The storage hin, similar to that
which has proved useful in the Punjab, winnowing and threshing machines may be
of immediate use.

Unlees the Ijhnmias' or shifting cultivators can be weaned from the

practice by a profitable alternative vocation suiting their sociocultural

background, the problem cannot be solved. fe-id if thie goal cannot be achieved,
the direct objective of reducing erosion and consequent sedimentation accompanied

by heavy floode cannot be fulfilied either.

10.

SOIL CONSERVATION IN THE CATCHMENT OP RIVER VALLEY PROJECTS

India has been building up her irrigntion and hydroelectric potential
steadily over the years. These projeets aro mostly multipurpose. The sites of
the reservoirs are the gift of nature and therefore not profuse in numbers. The
projecto provide water for irrigating .f.e dmmstream areas aria thereby increase
agricultural production. Ule stored water iG also used to generate electricity
for developing industries and intensifying agriculture. It i6, thereforef essential
that the reservoir oapacity ereated should be preserved as long as possible.
Even though allowance bao been made for unavoidable sediment f/owing with the

water, the rate of sedimentation in most of the reservoirtt has been very high;

a pew of examples can be seen in Table 3. The sediment production rates of some
of the multipurpose reservoirs at present rRnge from 2.5 to 18 ha m/100 km2/yr
(Gupta, 1975); :te aleo draws attention to the higher silt load of himalayan rivers
than non-Himalayan ones.
10.1

Effect of Sedimentation
Thn accelerated sedimentation of the reservoirs has, in many eases, already
For example, in Nizamsagar reservoir
affected he irrigation potential created.
million mj, against the initial
the present capacity of the reservoir is
898 million m3. With this lose of capacity, there is not enough water available
to irriglite the designed command area of 110 000 ha for growing sugarcane and
paddy. The lack of supply of sugarcane has already threatened the functioning
of sugar factories including that of the Bodhan Sugar Factory, the largest in
south east Asia. (Suba Rao, 1974). Furthermore, sediment coming from the catchment
is degTading it at a fast'rate, thus reducing the all-round productivity.

10.2

Watershed 12proach
The problem of preserving the reservoirs is combined with improving
productivity in the catchment area and proserving the existing productivity
of the command area. licalizing a con:ilex nature or to Problen, a eheue yac
launched during the Third leive Year P1.9.n to treat a few of the catchments in
the river valley projects. To date, this scheme is operating in 30 such catchments
(leig. 18), which cover an area of about 79 ha each and almost all typos of
erosion and conservation problems are present in these catchments. 7lecause of
obvious financial constraints and lack of technical personnel, it is impossible
to treat all areas immediately and,indeed, it may not be necessary to treat all
of them to prevent considerable sedimentation of the reservoirs Rnd degradation
A priority survey is being conducted by the All-India Soil and
of the catchment.
hand Use Survey of the Covernmcnt of India to ascertain the critical creas of
degradation in -CEee catchments. The methodology developed takes into consideration the erodibility of soils, topography, vegetation, channel system, status
of erosion, erosiveness of the climate as well as the proximity of the watershed
to thn reservoir or main tributaries draining into the reservoir (Hali and Karale,
1973). From the area surveyed so lar in various catchments, it appears that
about 15% of the lana can be considered as highly critical and should be treated
Such oreas are being identified as small watersheds having a national
immediately.
treatable area ranging from 2 000 to 4 000 ha.

The macro plans are drawn up first on the basis of sub-catchment/sub-basins
and then more'detailed micro plans are prepared for small watersheds or subwatersheds within the sub-catchment/sub-basin, although, the actual implementation
of works shonld proneed from -ae micro level, i.e. on the basis of watershed/
This helps utilize the avai:lable resources to the maximmm, and
sub-watersheds.
acoommodates inevitable changes occurring while planiiing details or even while
implementing the plan.
10.3

Implementation oF the ProrTaryjne

During the Fifth Plan, abont 240 sueh watersheds are receiving saturation
treatment, i.e. remedial measures for all types of land and associated drainage
systems. The measures for treating agricultural land eomprise bunding, bench
terracing and grassed waterway0 and sometimos ponds, non-agricultural lands are
previdea with closures for restrioting gTazing, afforestation and grassland
Gullies and streRm hank erosion are treated with stractures,
development.
In extremely degraded land, contour
periplery bunds and vegetative measures.
dyking end ditching i8 done to improvo soil and moisture conservation, also
Sediment trap basins
enclosures are built for regeneration of grass and shrubs.
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Fig. 19 Sediment detention tanks in a watershed of the Damodar Valley
Corporation, eastern red soil region

Pig. 20

Good vegetation rectores the eroded landtoope owing to better soil
Damodar
and moioturo conditions created by sediment detention tanks
Valley Corporation, oaotern red coil region

on upstream watersheds are constrected to hold sediment, reclaim badly eroded lane
they also moderate floods
and improve the all round moisture coneition (Fig. 19);
and recharge groundwater (Mumble, 1976). These small pondm help in reclaiming
downstream land for paddy cultivation and can be used for irrigation too; they
also provide eonditions conducive to the growth of better treee and other
vegetation (Fig. 20).
The effectiveness of the soheme is reviewed from time -Lo time and in a
nunbcr of cases wleare it has been in operation for a considerable time there is
an indication that sediment production rates are falling in spite of the fact
that the areas treated were not very large (Dan-and Kaul, 1976); thio is also
evident from Table 3. However, the pace of the conservation programme neede to
be accelerated considerably in order to reduce sedimentation rates below tho
permissible once quickly, tiles increasing the useful life of the reservoirs.
10.4

Catchment Area Authority
It has been well established that, whatever the type of erosion or conservation hazard, the source area as well as the affected problem area must be
Time,. irreepective of the type of erosion, the planning and
treated together.
implementation has to be on the basis of a natural unit, i.e. a watershed or
catchment. The solution does not only cover protection and etabilization, but
also itu continuing effectivenese through appropriate maintenance and followup
practices. This is possible when the beneficiaries are involved intimately in
managing the treated land by a judioious land use plan which gives eizable direct
and indirect benefits
(Bhumbla, 1976).
Considering this vital need, eatchment area development authorities are
being constituted for different catchments in different tates embarking on
developmental activities in an integrated manner on a catchment baeis.

11.

COASTAL EROSION

India has a coastline of 5 700 km, along the east and west (Singh, 1971)
where sea and wind eroeion causo problems in certain places, especially during
The
the monsoon. The varioue utretehes subject to erosion are shown in Fig. 5.
problem is acute in the north of the eaet coaut end the eouthern portion of the west.
mil/ion tonnes bee been obeerved to be northeast during
Littoral drift at about
the southweet moneoon, and southwent during the northeast moneoon at abont
this leavea a not northern arift of 0.75 million tonnes/Year.
0.25 million tonnen;
This information relatos to Pondiclerry only (Deivasingamany, 1975). The area
affected is roughly between 50 and 80 thouieand km2 (Anon, 1976b).
1

11.1

Treatment

About 50 years ago, Freneh engineers, for the first time, built a vertical
eoastal wall to eafegealel the territory in Pondicherry, but even two decadec ago,
the rea in Pondieherry wae about; 400 m from ite present poeition.
Over the yearn,
the following measurer; lave been taken to eheek the problem of sea and wind erosion
along the eoast:
erention of protective sea walle wherenver eesential;
plantetione of eaenarina on the windy foreehoreel buttreesed by
inland plentatione of emlennnet, eucalyptus and COCOMIt.
Tito National Commieeion on Agrierltnre (1976) reoommended

a

similar technique.

In oertain eoekete along the west coast, fertile lands aro inundated by sea
water;
special attention should be paid to the prevention of salt water incureion
through aneronriaten drainage and proper follow-up and maintenance works to enable
the growing of profitable crops. A composite treatment for these lands has yet
to be evolved.
12.

WIND EROSICN

A very sizable portion of India comprising semi-arid and arid regions is
subject to varying degrees of wind erosion;
the area is shown in Fig. 5 and it
includes the desert of Rajasthan, the Runn of Kutch, coa'stal areas in tho south
and contiguous areas of Rajasthan and Gujarat. It also extends deep into the
Indo-Gangetic alluvial, black soil and eouthern red soil regions. In the early
1950e, it was estimated that the desert had been encroaching upon adjoining lands
in Uttar Pradesh and Haryana at the rato of 0.8 km/Year and that for the last
50 years the encroachment wau estimated to bo 13 000 ha. There may be differences
of opinion regarding tho marching of the desert, but the damagy done by blowing
sand-laden winds to the adjoining lends cannot be ignored.
The great Indian
desert in reality does not fulfil the usual idea of a deeert - a great stretch of
sand, a tract entirely devoid of streams with few rocks and a large number of nand
hills.
The Indian desert contains a substantial number of flora;
its population,
though thin compared to many parts of India, is considerable and it has large
herds of camel, sheep, goats, etc. (Blanford cited from Micro 1967). The air
over this region contains a quantity of precipitablo moisture comparable with
that of many other locations in the country with a loss eevere environment. It
could therefore, be said that, apart from the continuous interaction of meteorological, geological and hydrological changes over the centuriee, for which evidence
is available, the desert condition has definitely been accentuated by the activitien
of man.
Tho arid land of Gujarat, particularly the Rniin of Kutch, on the other hand,
has the twln problems of excees na/t and an acute shortage of fresh water.

is 65
12.1

The dispersion ratio for desert soils ranges from 33 to 83 and that for Kutch
(Table 2), which indicates their high erodibility.

Approach to the problem

Considering the inherent limitation of precipitation and high temperature,
it may not be possible to develop the greater part of the region to the extent that
it can provide a sizable aroa of intensive agrioniture, in spite of the fact that
the Rajaethan Canal scheme is bringing a total change in environment to a portion
of the desert. For the rest of the area, in the future, the solution needs to be
baged on principles applied to arid zone development. Any progTamme planning
should take the following into consideration:
reeouroes in the great Indian desert arca munt be managed under arid
and eemi-arid condition and not under the extreme limitation of
desert conditione;
a liveetoek-cum-agricuitural economy prevailed in the region for agen
and still, in epite of the advancement of technology, will hold the
key for any custained solution; therefore, gracsland or pasture
development will play a very important ro/e;
the delicate environmental balance needs to be reetored and ways and
means found. to prevent frequent disturbanne of this delinate balance.

12.2

Treatment

An integrated desert development technology is being developed by the Central
Arid Zone Research Institute at Jodhpur to tackle the problem.
The main thruot in
on stabilization of aand dunes, afforeatation, raising of wind breaks and shelterbelto,
and contour bando and stubble mulch fanning. Work on development of water harvesting
teohniques is also in progress.
Among the plants becoming effective in the Rajasthan
desert and adjoining areas aro Acacia tortilis (Kaul, 1970), Eucaluptus specien,
Acacia nilotica, Dalborgia nisnoo and grasses like Cenchrus ciliaris, C. setigerus
Lasiurus sindicus and Dichanthium annulatum (Bhimaya et al, T968).
The technique of stabilizing shifting sand dunes by afforestation conoists
protootion against biotic interference, (ii) treatment of sand dune() by
fixing material° in parallel strips or chess board design using local shrub materials
and starting from the crest down to the heel of the dune to protect seedlings from
exposure or burial, and (iii) afforestation of such treated duneo by direot seeding
and planting (Kaul, 1970).
of:

(0

Along the coact in the southern red soil region, there are the problems of
coastal nand duneo and considerable wind erosion. Hero, nand dune fixation and
provision of wind breaks are the common practices. The opecies usually used are
Prosopin juliflora, Azadirachta melia, Acacia nilotica, Casuarina equisetifolia,
Jatropha specie°, etc. (Sivasundaram, 1967.)
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TRADITIONAL FORMS OF LAND USE IN RELATION TO SOIL EROSION

by
Anthony Young
University of East Anglia, Norwich, England

INTRODUCTION

Many of the relationships between traditional land use and soil erosion are,
as generalizatione, widely known.
There can be few students who, on being required
to write upon the topic, would not instantly produce the statement that methods of
ehifting cultivation, if continued unchanged under increasing population pressure,
will lead to soil degradation and ultimately erosion: or that pastoral nomadiem,
with grazing land communally owned, is nowadeys almost invariably accompanied by
vegetation degeneration and often also erosion. Equally well recognized is the role
of insecure tenancy in removing the ineentive for soil improvement and conservation.
Tet these statements, whilst they may be overgeneralized, are nonethelese very true
and indeed are some of the most important things that can be said upon the eubject.
In contrPst with generalizations, case studies are comparatively few. and moetly
'descriptive. Many contain accounts, mape and often spectacular photographs of the
nature of the eroeion.
Only few include measurements of its rate on actual farmed

lands, as oppoeed to experimental plots (Rapp et all 1972, is a noteworthy exception).
But few go into depth about the technological, economic and institutional conditions
that have led to the onset and continuance of the eroeion.
In part,the gap between
natural and social scientists may be held responsible for this deficiency, in part
the political sensitivity of studies of such a type.
So in aPProaching this review, one encounters on the one .hand, a body of
received truths, overgeneralized but fundamentally correct; and on the other, a lack
of case studies which encompass the whole range of the problem ---- for it is indeed
broad, etarting from the technieal aspects of erosion resistance, extending through
land management practices and economics, and reaching into questions of land tenure
and ultimately politice.
Two terms in the title call for interpretation.
Under "traditional" I include
not only longestablished practice::: that continue relatively unaltered but also the
modifications of them brought about by population pressure and other modern changes.
"Land use" is taken to include both technology, e.g. cropping systems, and social or
institutional aspecte, notably land tenure. To do otherwise would be neither realistic
in the former case nor useful in the latter. Two common forms of land tenure in the
developing world ara excluded as not traditional: plantations and state farms.
Forms
of collective land ownership found in socialiet countries are, however, included, for
they are a modern adaptation of traditionAl land'use and some explicitly incorporate
features of early typee of communal responsibility.

TRADITIONAL LAND USE
Types of land use can be ,classified by a wide range of criteria;
these are
listed, for example, in the methods for description of a land utilization type as set
out in the FAO Framework for land evaluation (FAO, 1976) and in the International
Geographical Union Typology of world agriculture (Kostrowicki, 1974). Given the
reetriction to traditional uses in developing countries, certein features are common
to all or mont of the types: small farms (or, in communal holdings, low land per
capita), low ineomes, a low degree of medhanization and, often, of commercialization.

Two criteria are of greatest importance in relation to soil erosion: technology
of use, and land tenure. Under technology of Use are included typee of crops or other
produce together with land use inteneity: under land tenure, all traditional and
legal institutions which control rights to the use of land, the provision of inputs
to it, and the benefits from its production. Tables 1 and 2 show uses classified
separately by these two criteria.
In the claseification by technology (Table 1), annual cropping includes both
cereal and rootbased systems, ueually the former in the savannas and the latter in
the forest zone. Theme are subdivided according to intensity of cultivation, using
Semipermanent and permanent cultivation
the limiting values of Ruthenburg (1971).
systems may include supplementary livestock; a class of mixed croplivestock farming
is included to cover systems in which liveetock is an essential component, e.g.
Since plantations are by definition axcluded,
smallholder dairying in upland Kenya.
perennial cropping refers to cultivation of perennials by smallholders, usually in
association with subsistence crops (e.g. oil palm/cocoa with yams/sorghum/plantains
Systems dominated by swamp rice
in West Africa, rubber with rice in Malaysia).
cultivation are for convenience grouped under irrigated agriculture: a further clase
of smallholder irrigation covers areas such as the mixed cropping based on wheat in
the Punjab. Both classes of irrigated agriculture contain, however, their own
mechanisms for prevention of erosion and will not be further considered. Pastoralism
is divided into the "most traditional" form of total nomadism, and the nowadays more
common seminomadism in which at least part of the family remains static for pert of
Where pastoralism becomes fully
the year and there ie supplementary cultivation.
sedentary, and cultivation an essential component, we reach by a differont route the
Paetoralism could be
mixed croplivestock farming listed under annual oropping.
further subdivided according to intensity of stoeking, as hectares per livestock unit.
In relation to later discussion of erosion, it is relevant to make some comments
on how the actual situation today differs from the stereotypes of older textbooke.
Firet, shifting cultivation is fast giving place to semipermanent and permanent
cultivation. This nhange took place long ago in the Deccan of India and has oceurred
I believe that much of the 36 million square
in this century in many parts of Africa.
kilometres of land recently listed as under shifting cultivation (FAO, 1974, pp. iii,l)
has an R factor over 30 pereent, and no small part is under quasipermanent cultivation.
I now teach students that the "normal" form of agriculture in the eavanna zone is
permanent annual cropping, and that in many countries shifting cultivation is a raro
A second comment is that
survival, deserving to be lieted as a tourist curiosity!
the "textbook" view that cultivating peoplea do not own cattle, and vice versa, is
wrong; not only in India but commonly in Africa the cultivators, or at least the
slightly better off among them, possess cattle, often herded communally. Thirdly,
a state of seminomadism to sedentary croplivestock farming is steadily replacing
(if not without opposition!) the 'wandering nomad': the Flaani of West Africa provide
examples of all steps in the transition.
Table 2 shows traditional land use classified by form of land tenure. The
primary division is into private ownership, tenancy and communal ownership (plus the
"non traditional" state ownership). The main form of private ownership is the family
farm (also called owneroccupier and peasant smallholder). The latifundia, or large
estate worked by tenants, is characteristic of Latin America and so given its Spanish
Tenanny ie divided
it is "traditional" by virtue of four centuries' standing.
neme:
acnording to whether landlords receive a fixed cash rent, a period of labour (as
Under communal ownership, common land
commonly on latifundia) or a shere of the crop.
refers to land which may be nominally held by the state but which in practice is open
Village ownership refers to
to a wide range of users and the responsibility of nono.
the system often found in Africa in whieh ownership is vested in the chief, headman or
village council, and thie authority allocates rights Of use to individuals. Collective ownership'refers to villasebased systems involving communal working of the land,
which are the standard form of tenure in communist countries and occasionally found,
as ownercooperatives, elsewhere.

Table 1.

cLassipicA:E-2; OF LAND USE D./ DEVELOPING COUNTRIP.3 BY TECHNOLOGY OF USE

Nontraditional types in bra-cket.

R

years cultivated /years in the

oultivationfallow cycle, expressed as a porcentaL,Ye (Ruthenburg;

ANNUAL CROPPING

SHTF'rING CULTIVATION

R

SEMIPERMANENT CULTIVATION

R

430
10-70

PERMANENT CULTIVATION

R

,70

MIXED CROPLIVESTOCK FARMING
PERENNIAL CROPPING

ASSOCIATED WITH SUBSISTENCE CROPS
(COMMRCIAL MONOCULTURE)

IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE

SWAMP RICE CULTIVATION
OTHER SMALLHOLDER IRRIGATION

PASTORALIam

NOMADISM

SEMINOMADISM
(RANCHING)

Table 2.

Classification of la,rs1 tenure in developing countries
Nontraditional types in brackets.

PRIVATE OWNERSHIP

FAMILY FARM

LATIFUNDIA (ESTATE')
(PLANTATION)
TENANCY,

CASH RENT
LA13OUR TENANCY

SHARE CROPPING
COMMUNAL OWNERSHIP

COMMON LAND

VILLAGE LAND
COLLECTIVE

(STATE OWNERSHIP)

1971)

(STATE FARM)

Many of the stereotypes, such as the indebted share-cropper or the insecure
tenant, are regrettably still true, notwithstanding efforts of governments to change
them. Two comments on the standard picture may, however, be made. First, it is
widely found that the village ownership system is giving place to a eituation
approaching freehold, the change being associated with the transition from nhifting
to permanent cultivation. The "right to cultivate" nowadays often oovers the same
plot of land throughout a lifetime, and is retained on transfers through marriage and
inheritance. There is de facto security of tenure, the main differenoe from freehold
being absence of the right to sell land. Secondly, the frequent association of this
same system with grazing land held and used communally by the village may be noted,
for it has important consequences for erosion.
The number of combinations of teahnology and tenure is considerably lees than
the theoretical 72 posible by combining Tablee 1 and 2, since mnny types of technology are linked with systems of tenure. Moreover, where arene as a whole are being
considered, as opposed to individual farms, private ownership is nearly always mixed
with tenancy. Some examples of combinations are given in the discussion of erosion below.

3.

RELEVANT ASPECTS OF SOIL EROSION
As a basis for relating erosion to land use, it can be noted first, that
erosion is frequently Preceded by degradation, of evil, vegetation or both; secondly,
that erosion may be continuous, causing damage over a period of years (often sheet
erosion), or catastrophic (often gullying); ad thirdly, that we are concerned both
with the prevention of erosion as d with remedial measures where it has already
occurred. Given this basis, some aspects which should be taken into account when
studying a given land use system in relation to erosion may be expressed as a sequence
of questions:
Is there continuous
Faat finding. Is there catastropic erosion taking place?
erosion, at rates believed to constitute a danger of soil degradation? If so, ie
adequate action being taken to prevent it?

If the answers to either of the first two questions above are yes, and to the third
no, then an erosion hazard exists. If there is found to be no serious erosion, the
area concerned is "cleared".
Recognition.
recognized:

Is the existence of an erosion hazard, and time need for aotion,
(b) by government?
(a) by farmers, or other land users?

If recognized by government but not by land users, then a campaign of education
If not recognized (or not admitted) by government, then
of users is called for.
If both users
other than by representations there is little hopo of progress.
and government accept there is a problem, then an erosion hazard is recognized.
o.

Reasone for inaction. If an erosion hazard exists and is recognized, but there
is preeently no or insufficient action taken to control it, what are the reasons?
These may include, in varying proportions, the following:

If this is the illadn reason, it is a simple one
Lank of technical knowledr.
It is almoot invariably
on which to act, calling for technical assistance.
the case nowadays that appropriate and sufficient technical measures for
control of any kind of erosion are known.

i.

Where this is the main reason the solution is again straightLack of finance.
forward, lying in financial aid for conservation measures, to farmers or
government organizations. In this respect a difficulty may be to justify
investment of scarce capital in eroeion control, rather than in development
measures which show more immediate returns.
Action is not in the perceived interests of users. In developing countries
users frequently treat land resources on a short-term basis, sometimes by
If it is indeed in the best interests of the present
force of necessity.
land users, say over 10-20 years, to check erosion, then an education/
In addition, however, there will almost
publicity programme may help.
certainly need to be action at government level.
iv.

4.

This refers to matters discusses above, whereby for
Institutional block.
reasons associated with tenancy, communal ownership, or other institutional
or social factors, responsibility for care of soil resources lies with
different individuals or groups than those who derive immediate benefit from
It
their productivity. This may often be associated with reason no. 3.
is likely to prove the hardest reason on which to act, since land reform
and/or legislation may be needed.

LAND USE AND EROSION: SOME EXAMPLES
A few examples may be taken, combining the technology of land use with land
tenure and commenting on their relation to erosion. These are type-situations rather
than case studies.
Semi-Rermanent cultivation or annual croTs under communal village ownership,
wedonvillarwit/,e'commonland. This is a widespread
situation in tropical Africa. Former shifting cultivation has given place under
population pressure to semi-permanent cultivation (and in many arene permanent
cultivation also). Soil degradation, especially lciss of organic matter, is probably
widespread (although there is a serious lack of information on this). Over large
areas, simple management measures such as contour ridging have to-date been sufficient

ieu1erientarlivPstor-I

to prevent catastrophic erosion. There is certainly sheet erosion, although we do
not yet know whether it is at rates which ought to be regarded as serious. Severe
erosion in localized, where population presaure has combiniai with 80i1 of hign erosion
susceptibility. Examples are the severe sheet erosion in northern Ghana (Adu, 1972)
and gullying in eastern Nigeria (Floyd, 1965). Overstocking has imually led to pasture
degradation on valley grazing land, and this has in places led to gullying. In central
Malawi, valleyfloor (dambo) gullies have formed over the past 15 years.

Reasons for this state of affairs are a combination of perception, economics
and institutional aspects. Soil degradation and continuous sheet erosion are not
recognized. Where severo, the shortterm need for the annual harveat compels continued
Absence of physical conservation works is in
cultivation without resting the land.
The erosion of common grazing land
part through lack of knowledge, in part economic.
proceeds because it is in no individual's interests to check it, and social pressures
inhibit joint village action.
as a sharecro pint' tenant. This
Permanent cultivation of annual cro
situation is common in the Indian subcontinent. Soil degradation in widespread,
Catastrophic erosion is sometimes prevented by
probably accompanied by sheet erosion.
labourintensive physical works, i.e. handbuilt terraces. Eroeion may often continue
with little attempt to check it, however, with cultivation reaching right to the banks
of active gullies.
Reasons for the lack of remedial action are well known. The landlord does not
wieh to spend apparently unproductive capital on n small part of his holding (if,
indeed, he is aware of the erosion at all:). The tenant lacks finance, cannot spare
the labour from the shortterm need of next year's harvest, and above all has no
incentive since improvements will not benefit him.
Latifundia, based on extensive ranching, coupled with cultivation of annual
crops by labour tenants. Overstocking is not a problem, since it is in the interests
Tenants lack security of tenure, and have no
of owners to use the land extensively.
incentive to prevent erosion where their plots prove to be susceptible. (It may be
added that erosion on minifundia, or smallholdings, is not unrelated to the land
pressure brought about by the high proportion of land in largo estates; eevere
erosion in the Andean region of Venezuela is an example.)This form of tenure, which can
Permanent cultivation on collective farms.
apply to a number of the technological clases, is included in a short net of
examples on the grounds that it covers a oubstantial part of the developing world.
I am almost totally without information, however, on the occurrence of erosion and
measures taken to control it. Eroded and abandoned land is widespread in China, but
this is a legacy of the past. In theory, the institutional mnana necessary to prevent
or control erosion appear to be present, e.g. as communal labour guided by the village
It may well be that through human failings, practice sometimes differs
authority.
The fact that the systems frequently include individual plots as well
from theory!
NI; the communal farm may have consequences.

Nomadic or seminomadic paetoralism on common land. This last example, largely
found in Africa, illustrates in extreme form two common features. First, it ie a
method of land Use formerly in equilibrium with the environment, but Which with
modern population increase has led to widespread vegetation degradation and frequently
e.g. sheet and gully erosion of inner valley Bides in the savanna
also erosion
Secondly, it exemplifies the situation
zone, wind erosion in the semidesert region.
in which it is not in the interests of any individual owner of livestock to improve
the aituation by restricting his herd, but indeed the reverse. Where cattleowning
peoplea mingle with cultivators, as the Fulani and Hausa of northern Nigeria and
adjacent countries, the institutional and social difficulties of erosion control
become particularly complex.

SOME LINES OF RESEARCH
Directions of research directly or indirectly related to the
relationship of erosion with traditional land use include the following:

Field studies, including mapping, of the extent and severity of erosion and the
conditions, both physical and human, with which it is associated. A sound
geographical 'oasis of this nature in an essential first stage.
Detailed case studies of erosion, with a focus on the ecionomic and inetitutional
aspects of its past origin and present position.

Research into rates of continuous sheet erosion, under permanent and Remipermanent cultivation. Rates of lose of the order of 0.5-1.0 mmbear, equivalent
to 7-15 tfilectare/Year, are commonly quoted as "acceptable" or "tolerable",
but the geomorphological and pedological basis for this assumption is
questionable. We do not yet know whether erosion at such rates will lead to
irreversible soil degradation, and if it does, whether such effects are
likely to be experienced after periods of the order of 10, 30, 50 or 100 yeare.
.

Research into the extent to which soil organic matter levels have been
lowered under permanent and semi-permanent cultivation, and the degree of
structural deterioration or other adverse effects associated with this
lowering (Young, 1976, pp.- 115-121).
Studies of the losses, of production and in economic terms, from erosion, and
hence quantification of the benefits to be derived from conservation.
Research into methods of land use that are intensive, conservational, and at
the sane time compatible with traditional practices, e.g. minimum tillage
(La/, 1974e, 1974b), the INEAC corridor system (Jurion and Henry, 1969),
grass buffer strips (Roose and Bertrand, 1971).

Studies of the effectiveness of different mahods of controlling erosion,
e.g. legislation (Christy, 1971), extension services, loans.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

Few generalizations on this subject aro passible, for each local case is likely
It can be sedd, first, that whilst some forms of
to possess speoial features.
traditional land use are coneervational, others possess features which, unless
modified, are likely to lead under population pressure towards erosion. Unimproved
shifting cultivation and uncontrolled nomadic grazing are examples. Secondly, whilst
tenancy as eueh is not inherently conducive towards soil degradation and erosion,
in general, the less secure the tenure, the more is
certain forms of it are;
there encouragement towards soil exploitation.
Since the above statements belong to the widely known truthe referred to at
the start of this review, it may be more useful to end on a methodological note. In
any situation in which erosion ic found, one of the answers to the questions given
the
earlier is the "wrong" one. That is to say, erosion has not been recognized;
technioal knowledge or the finance neceesary for its control are lacking; action
to control it is not in the interests, real or perceived, of users of land; or there
is some institutional reason why sunh notion is not taken. Having first determined
where erosion is ocnurring, wp should ask why -- where, along the line from pereeption
to action, is the will or the means for its prevention lacking?
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Paper No, 3

LAND CLASSIFICATION
by

G.M. Higgins

INTRODUCTION

Land classification is an extremely controversial subject due mainly to the
complexity of the problem, the multitude of disciplines involved and the lack of
definition and resultant misuse of terminology. The two worde "land" and "classification" are an ambiguous pair. Land classifiers of all kinds think they know
what the term "land classification" means;
it is the work that they do. Unfortunately many of them undertake different kinds of work and so land classification
becomes all things to many men. Definition ie therefore of great importance.
DEFINITIONS

Both words in the title of this paper need to be defined namely - "classification" and "land". The first, olassification, is the easier of the two to
define:
the placement of individuals together into mutually exclusive groups defined in terms of one or more attributes of the individual. The attributes may be
morphological (e.g. shape, colour, chemical composition) or functional (e.g.
productivity, suitability, erodability). While many phenomena are individuated in
nature (e.g. animals, plante) land is a continuous body and for the purposes of
classification must, at least in imagination, be divided into individuals. Thus
for a morphological classification there may be red land and brown land, or steep
land and flat land. Examples of a functional interpretation are goodland and badland or erodable land and non-erodable land.
The definition of land is not such a simple matter and has been the subject
of many learned discussions and dissertations.
The prodigeous Oxford Dictionary
defines land as:
the solid portion of the earth'e surface,

the ground or soil, especially as having a particular uso or
particular properties,
a part of the earth's surface marked off by natural or political
boundaries.
These definitions allow too wide and ill defined a concept for detailedconsideration. The definition of land as agreed at the Wageningen meeting on land
evaluation (1972), is considered appropriate for land classification purpose('
namely, a delineated area of the earth's surface: its characteristics embrace all
reasonably stable, or predictably cyclic, attributes of the bioephere vertically
above and below this area including those of the atmosphere, the soil and underlying geology, the hydrology, the plant and animal populations and the results
of paet and present human activity, to the extent that these attributes exert a significant influence on present and futura uses of the land by man.

Land therefore involves:
climate
geology

geomorphology
soil

vegetation
populations and their effects.
3.

KINDS OF CLASSIFICATION

A land classification can emphasize any of the above attributes of land or
their combination, according to the purpose of the classification. Zonneveld (1972)
presents the following diagramatic companison of holistic and single attribute surveys to arrive at a land resource° classification, (simplified from original).

A.
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Young

(1974)

lista the following as subjects for clasnification of lands:

AFriculture
i.

iv.

cultivation of a specified crop or crops, annual or perennial
irrigated agriculture
arable farming
grazing, of unimproved or improved pasturee.

Forestry
i.

logging of natural forests
forest plantatione

Water resources
i.

'

groundwater and surface water
resources for irrigation

Mining
Engineering purposes
i.

iii.

transportation purposes in general
building foundations
urban use

Recreation
8.

Wildlife conservation (flora and fauna)
Special purposes
i.

military purpoeen
local government administration (e.g. assessment for taxation)

Multiple purposes

To this list may be added many farreaching subjects such as agricultural
adjustment, investment potential and environmental protection.

4.

SCALES OF CLASSIFICATION

In addition to the different kinds of clansification described, it is also
necessary to recognise at least three different scale intensities in land classification activities, namely:
scales nmaller than 1:250 000 comprising exploratory classifications

noales boten 1:50 000 and 1:250 000 comprising reconnaissance classifications, and
scales lees than 1:50 000 comprising detailed classification.

Vink (1975) has well illustrated scale concepts in land classification with
the following table.

Table

1

SCALE CONCEPTS IN LAND CLASSIFICATION

Survey phase

Publishing
scale of mape

Pilot
projecte

Planning
stage

Decision to be
taken

Formulating
targets
Stock-taking
and re-formulating of
targete

Preliminary investi- Sketch maps
gations for operational outline budget

Overall inventory of 1:1 000 000
250 000
1:
natural and human
resources, indication (sample areas
+ areas
of alternative level
50 000)
pose. and of priority 1:

Semi-detailed survey
of selected areas

:
:

100 000
250 000

Choice of survey
agencies;order let
set of airphotos

maps
plan

Choice of discipline
Drafting of
and members 1st team
alternative
action programs:
Plan pilot
projects

execution

First outline
of dev. plan

Choice of preferable
developments ana of
priority areas:
choices of survey
disciplines and
members and team;
order 2nd set of air-

Designing of
plans lot
priority dev.
areaa

Choice of first
priority development

execution

photos;

Detailed surveys of
confirmed development areas: Technical design of projects, financial
eetimates

1: 50 000 to
5 000
1:

evalation

areas

Second evalua- Confirmation of plans
choice of agencies fo
tion pilot
projects: Imple-implementation andexecution; choice o
mentation of
3rd survey team and
continued
technical deeigning
projects
team.

The question of the scale of the classification is so important that it
is considered beneficial to repeat the following table showing different soil survey classification scales as agreed between FAO And IBRD.

5.

EXAMPLES OF LAND CLASSIFICATION
In aelecting examples, an attempt is made to differentiate between morphological and functional claseifications and to illustrate both at varioue scales.
a.

Morphological

Of the morphological classifications one of the most comprehensive on a
global basis, is the World Atlas of Agriculture, produced by the Instituto Geographico de Agostini - Novara, under the aegis of the International Association of Agricultural Economiets (1969). In the foreword to this work Professor GiuReppe Medici.
statee - "the dieparity and uneveness of previous material (preeent land use) makes
it difficult, perhaps imposeible, to compare situations between country and country
and to detect common lines of development and transformation in agricultural reality".
Herein, it is suggested, lies the purpose of the Classification - to unify data presentation and compare country situations and detect common lines of development.
Sixteen main categories of land are recognized namely:
arable, rice, grass, coffee,
tea, agave, spice, fruit and orchard, eugarcane, market gardens, rubber, woods and
forest, forests and jungles, rough grazing, reindeer, grazing, and non-agricultural.
Mapping io at the scale of 1:21 million or 1:5 million for all countries except
Africa and there are accompanying texts for all regions except Africa.
The Atlas of Physical, Economic and Social Resources of the Lower Mekong
Basin prepared under the direction of USAID by the Engineering Agency for Resource
Inventories and the TVA for the UN Economic Commiesion for Asia and the Far East
(1968) contains a good example of a regional present land use claseification. Sixteen divisions of present land use are again employed (from 1:50 COO base material)
in the classification, rice lands being additionally classified into floating, single
cropping, double cropping and upland. The main categories classified and mapped are:
settlements, tree and perennial crops, cropland continual and rotational cropping,
un-improved grazing, ten kinde of woodlands swamps and marshes and unproductive land.
It is of intereet to note that the additional detail on rice cultivation and the
classificaion was based on an old International Geographic Union/land use system.
An example of a morphological classification at a more detailed country
level, is the Landforms, Soile and Preeent Land Use Survey of the Indus Plains in
then West Pakistan by the Resource Survey Divieion of the Photographic Survey Corporation of Toronto, Canada for the Columbo Plan Organization (1958). In the background to the report there appears the following statement - "officials and scientists
in (West) Pakistan have long felt the need for a broad appraisal of the location,
extent and characteristics of agricultural resources which would provide a firm
foundation for formulating comprehensive policies and plane for agricultural development, for frwning more detailed surveys and investigations and for planning and
aeeigning priorities to irrigation and reclamation schemes. The object of this
particular clasuification therefore wao to provide the foundation on which to plan.
This is borne out by H.G. Doin of McGill in his foreword to the report wherein he
ntates "no cumulation of diecontinuoue detailed reports, no matter how accurate and
how exhaustive they a,A3 for their particular areas, can replace an inventory of a
large area even though of necessity generalized. A broad picture of the whole
agricultural economy is necessary for wise country planning."
In the 401 page report and 77 accompanying maps, the present land use in
classified in 9 main claimer; (settlement and non agric, land, horticulture, tree and
perennial crops, cropland, improved permanent pasture, unimproved grazing, woodland,
swamp and marsh and unused land) with a total of 12 subclasses. Taking the cropland clase alone the subclases uped were: perennially canal irrigated, eeasonally
canal irrigated, neasonally flooded, torrent watered, dry cropped and well irriThe scale of mapping was 1:253,440.
gated.

The three examples cited aré emminently professional piece° of work and well
illuetrate the need for the claesifier to fit a local system to an existing and well
recognized overall Framework. Without such control it is impossible to collate
results. The ICU Typology of World Agriculture and the USGS Circular 61 are good
examples of such Frameworke for present land use (morphological) classification.
b.

Functional

It is probably true to say that every country in the world has a functional
land resources claseification, of one kind or another, as a planning tool to aesees
Many reviews have been made of the
the potential for agricultural development.
different systems employed, including Olson (Land Classifications) Search,
Agriculture No.4, published by New York State College of Agriculture, 1974; FAO
(Approaches to Land Classification), Soils Bulletin No. 22, 1974; Stewart (Land
Evaluation), Papers of CSIRO Symposium, 1968 and FAO (Land Evaluation in Europe)
Soils Bulletin 29, 1975.
A few examples, at consecutively larger scales of various eystems are oited.
At a global scale one of the moet simple and recent is that made by the
PSAC (US President's Science Advieory Committee) in 1967 and quoted by Meadows
(1974) in "Dynamics of Growth in a Finite World". That Committee claseified the
land of the world as follows:
Land suitable for cultivation
(potential arable land)
Non arable land with grazing potential
Non arable land with no grazing potential
Total

3.2
3.6
6.3

billion hectares
It

tl

13.1 billion hectares

The classification ie functional, i.e. it concerns behaviour, in this case
predicted uuitability.
An example of a regional functional land classification ie contained in the
In addition to the present land use
previously referred to Mekong Basin Atlas.
classification, the study includes a land potential claesification, wherein the
land is claseified as follows:
i.

Areas with a capability of high yielde per ha with the application of
intensive management practice°.
Areas with a capability of moderate yield per ha (most areas require
normal conservation practices) with the application of intensive
.management practices.
Arean predominantly euitabie for the production of forests - production
capacity only adequate to produce good stands of timber.

iv.

Land not suited for any other use.

At the detailed level there are a very wide range of claesifications to
consider one of the most widely used is that of the Soil Conservation
Service of the
USDA called. "land capability clasaification"
and deecribed by Klingebiel and Montgomery in the U.S. Govt. Printer Office, Agric.
Handbook No. 210. The classification is baeed on detailed eoil surveys of 1:20 000 scale or larger and
groups
soil mapping units primarilion the baeis of their capability to produce
common
cultivated crops and pasture plants, without deterioration, over
a long period
of timo.
The capability unite used have similar potentials and limdtations
and are
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designated by a symbol such as III e-2. The lower case letter designates subclaeses
that have the same kind of limitation and the arabic letter indicates the capability
unit whioh require similar management practices. Classes I-IV are generally considered to be land suited to cultivation and other uses;
classes V - VIII are limited in use. Pertinent among the assumptims are the fact that the claesification is
meant for detailed surveys, for moderately high levels of management and is based on
removal of non permanent limitations. .A generalized summary of class characteristics
is given in Table 3.
A somewhat similar methodology, with modified criteria, has been formulated
for the Philippines and the main criteria for classification in this system are presented in Table 4.

Table 4

CRIfIA FOR ARABL'E LAND CLASSES IN PHILIPPI/IFS

Arable
Olas

Slope peroent
(not steeper than)

Erosion
Class

Depth

(not more than)

A

3

B

8

1.

2.

Less than 25% topsoil
lost;
some rills may
be present

Very deep

25-75% topsoil lost;

Deep
(100-150cm)

small gullies may be
present
C

15

4.

All topsoil lost; land
truncated by guinea

D

25

4.

All topsoil loot;
land truncated by
gullies

(more than 150 cm)

50-100cm

from Hudson, 1?71

Non arable

It is suggested that the systems cited have a number of basic features,
namely:

the more severe the limitation the lower the class
grazing, pasture and woodland are not considered for the soils with
few limitations
optimum economic use is not considered although implied
the socio-economic context

C.

of the area is not

the use is very broadly define/I,

cohsidered

6.

TRANSFERABILITY

The question of transferability of different classifications, to a specific
area under investigation, is always a worrying question in reeource surveyors' thoughts
at the beginning and during the course of a survey and indeed sometimes after completion of a survey. Some eurveyors/classifiers automatically apply the system with
which they are most familiar, albeit that it was originally designed for different
environment conditions. There are undoubtedly some advantages in using an existing
clacsification. Firetly the classifier is aware of the methodology, assumptions and
criteria of the system and confines his data collection to those land attributee which
are essential to the classification and does not waste inputs in collecting unnecessary data.
Secondly, and equally important, having previously uned the system, he
has customers who are used to presentation of the reoults in the "standard" format.
A good example of this is the World Bank's requirement for the use of the USSR's land
classification.system for irrigation in anseesing the feallibility of irrigation projects.
Is such an approach, i.e. transfer of an existing syetem, with or without
modifications, always the ideal one.
It ie suggeeted that it is not.
Java illustrates this premise.

An example of recent work by FAO in Central

The project had, as one of its main objectives the demonetration and evaluation
of the tenefito of conservation techniques in several representative subwatersheds
suffering from very serious erosion.
The population density in the areas was exueptionally high (815 persons per square kilometer) and the terrain was flat to hilly
with soils developed from volcanic tuff, alluvium from the tuff and limestone.
Intense
food crop cultivation and exploitation of land for export crops had resulted in the
clearing of most hillsides. Average per cepita inoome WPS exceptionally low
and the average size of holding less than 0.4 ha per family (4.8 persons). The rate
of eroeion on non treated cultivated steep land has been calculated as up to 4 cm

per year.

For various reasons, a detailed soil/land inventory was not carried out but
a generalized soil map of the whole watershed, plus data on slope claoses, permits
reconstruction of the following simplified hypothetioal soil and land inventory oC
a representative area (Table 5). Soils are named in accordance with the local claesification used in the generalized soil map.

Table 5

HYPOTHETICAL 5011, AND LAND INVFNTORY

kappingi
Unit

Soils

Slope
(percent)

PM

!

1.

.

.

.

c.

Andonols
Volcanic
(normal phase) aRh
Andosois
Volcanic
(steep phaee) ash
Lithosols
Mixed
(normal phase)
Lithosols
(steep phaee)

Mixe:i

Kediterranean
(normal phase

Lime-

Depth

more than
50
more than lese than
30
50
16 - 30
less than
16 - 30

1

10

more than less than
30

16 - 30

stone

Elevation

Percent
of area

.above 75N

10

above 750m

20

(om)

10

more than

.

ml)

5

elevations
all
elevations

30

below 750m
5

50

stony
.

.

.

Lime-

lens than
50

below 75N

stony)
Alluvial
Alluvium
(normal phase)

less than more than

below 75Cm

Alluvial
1Alluvium
(flooded phane,

lese thin more than
100
__ -- 5

Mediterranean
(steep phase,

stone

more tha
30

5

20
,

5

100

below 750m

Applitation of the two described detailed classification systems, to the above
inventory, resulto in the following Land Capability Assessments for the representative area.

HYPOTHITICAL LAND CLASSIFICATION

Table 6

i'ercent of Area

USDA
Syetem

Soils that

Philippines
System

can be cultivated safely with

ordinary good farming practices,

i.e. Claes 1/A

5

5

Soils that can be cultivated with easily
applied praoticee, i.e. II/B

5

5

Soils that can be ueed regularly provided
they are given the proper treatment,
i.e. Class III/C

0

0

10

20

O

0

Soils that my be cultivated occasionally
if hardled with care, i.e. Clase IV/D

Soils that

should be used for pasture
or forestry i.e. Class V/L

Soils thnt ehould be used for grazing or
forestry capable of producing forav
or woodland if properly managed
i.e. Class VI/M

70

Soils tat

should be used for woodland
if rainfall is adequate, otherwise for
f7razing i.e. Class VII/N 45

Soils that sl.ould he used for wildlife,
recreation, or watershed uses
i.e. Class VIII/X or Y

45
0

In summary these two particular classifioations, if applied, would give the
followlng "recommendations".
USDA
'Philippines
Arable Land
20
30
Non-arable Land

50

Non-agricultural Land

30

70

Such action for the Central Java area is simply not practical.
If the land/
project area had been in Central Sulawesi the classification might have been applicable.
However, to take some three-quarters of the total land area out of arable cultivation
would result in at least famine in Central Java.
Other solutions and actions are
necessary and indeed have been found and implemented.

The following are the economic results of bench terracing on various lands
in the project area.
Table 7

PROVISIONAL PROFITABILITY CRITERIA OF BENCH TERRACING FOR
DRYLAND CULTIVATION CENTRAL JAVA

Land above

1

000 m

Benefit - cost ratio

Slope

1/at 12 pernent interest rate

0 - 5 percent

5-

30 percent

30 - 50 percent

Soil Depth
75 - 100 cm

12.5

6.1

2.8

50 - 75 cm

7.4

3.5

1.7

25 - 50 cm

2.4

1.2

0.6

AverageR (all depthill

.

Total labour (m/d per ha) 2s0
Total cost

(R /ha)
P

I

91 245

934

223 020

1

862

415 275

1/

Computed by dividing the total present value of project costs into
the total present value of project benefits.
The figures show that, within the socio-economic context of the area,
it in indeed practical and profitable to bench terrace certain lands of more
than 10 percent slope.
Accordingly, for a land classification in Central Java,
the criteria for classification must take this fact well into account.

This fact in no way detracts from the correctness, or implies any
criticism of the two detailed classification systems previously described.
It does however emphasize the fact that their criterion, liTf.e those of most
systems, are most applicable to the areas that they were designed to classify and
do not automatically have general application.

7.

A C0/3.:01..1 KETIIODOLOOT

Is there a universally applicable system for land classification?
If the meaning of system implies establishment of universally applicable criteria
the answer must surely be no. There is however a methodology whose principles, it
is believed, can be applied to a very wide range of oircumetances. The methodology
has been developed by two multidisciplinary groups, one in Wageningen and one in FAO,
over the past six years and the first version of the methodology has been publiehed,
FAO (1973).
entitled "A 1,}samework for Land Ealuation".
Publioation of an improved
version is anticipated in 1977.1J
In the proposed methodology land evaluation is defined as the process of
collating and interpreting basic inventories of soil, vegetation, climate and other
aspeots of land in order to identify and make a comparison of promising landuse
alternativos in terms applicable to the objectives of the evaluation. In summary a
multidisciplinary approanh is recommended and basie to the ooncept is recognition
of the fact that land evaluation is meaningful only in relation to a clearly defined
use.
The framework recommends qualitative and quantitative classifications of land
for well defined land utilization types under unimproved and improved conditions,
by suitability orders, classes, subclasses and units. A single stage (physical and
socioeconomic studies together) approach or a two stage (physical studies followed
by socioeconomic studies) is allowed for.
The framework is intended to provide
an outline of principles and terminology within which local systems of land evalua-:
tier' may be formulated.

Copies of the new publication will be available shortly and it is not the
object of the present paper to go into details of the proposed methodology. However
it in believed that the 6 basic principles of the Framework are pertinent to the
subject of the consultation.
.

The six principles are:
a)

Land suitability assessment is only meaningful with respect to specified
kinds of use.
This principle embodies recognition of the fact that
different kinds of land use have different requirements. As an example,
an alluvial floodplain with impeded drainage might be highly suitable
for rice cultivation but not suitable for many forms of agriculture nor
for forestry.
The concept of land suitability is only meaningful in terms of specific
kinds of land use, each with their own requirements, e.g. for soil
moisture, rooting depth etc.
The qualities of each type of land, such
as moisture availability or liability to flooding, are compared with
the requirements of each use. Thug the land itself and the land use
are equally fundamental to land suitability evaluation.
Evaluation requires a comparison of the benefits obtained and the inputs
needed. on d:fferent typer. of D-ind.
Land in itself, without inputs, rarely
if ever poeseases productive potential;
oven the collection of wild
fruits requires labour, whilet the uso of natural wilderness for nature
conservation requiree measures for its protection.
Suitability for each
une is aseessed by comparing the required inputs, such as labour, fertilizers or road construction, with the goods produced or other benefits
obtained.

1/

Framework for land Evaluation.
1977 FAO Rome.

Soils Bulletin 12.

o)

A multidisciplinary aporoach is required. In particular, euitability
evaluation always incorporates economic considerations to a greater or
In qualitative evaluation, economics may be employed
lesser extent.
In a
in general terma only, without calculation of costs and returns.
quantitative evaluation the comparison of benefits and inputs in economic
follows
terms plays a major part in the determination of suitability.
that a team carrying out an evaluation require a range of specialists.
These will usually include natural scientisto (e.g.) geomorphologists,
soil surveyors, ecologists), specialists in the technology of the forms
of land use under consideration (e.g. agronomists, foresters, irrigation
engineers, experts in livestock management), economists and sociologiste.
There may need to be some combining of these functions for practical
reasons, but the principle of multidisciplinary activity, encompassing
studies of land, land use, social aspects and economics, remains.

Evaluation is made in terms relevant to the physical economic and social
context of the area concerned. Such factors as the regional climate,
levels of living of the population, availability and cost of labour, need
for employment, the local or export markets, -systems of land tenure which
are socially and politically acceptable, and availability of capital, form
It would, for example be
the context within which evaluation takes place.
unrealistic to say that land was suitable for nonmechanized rice cultivation,
requiring large amounts of lowcost labour, in a country with high labour
costs.
The assumptions underlying evaluation will differ from one country
to another, and to some extent between different arcas of the same country.
to avoid misunderstanding,
Many of these factors are often implicitly assumed;
ano to assist in comparisons between different areas, such assumptions
should be explicitly stated.
Suitability refers to use on a sustained basis. The aspect of environmental
degradation is taken into account when assessing suitability. There might,
for example be forms of land use which appeared to be highly profitable in
the short run but were lieIy to lead to soil erosion, prorressive riasture
degradation, or adverse changes in river regimes downstream. Such consequences wouldoutweigh the shortterm profitability, and cause the land to
be classed as not suitable for such purposes.
This principle by no means
requires that the environment should be preserved in a completely unaltered
state.
Agriculture normally involves clearance of any natural vegetation
present and normally soil fertility under arable cropping iG higher or
lower, depending on management, but rare/y at the same level as under the
What is required.is that for any proposed form of lAnd
original vegetation.
use, the probable consequences for the environment should be assessed as
accurately as possible and suCh assessments taken into consideration in
determining suitability.
Evaluation involves comparison of more than a single kind of use.
,comparison cOuld be for example, between agriculture and forestry,
between two or more different farming systems, or between individual
crops.
Often it will include comparing the existing uses with possible
changes, either to new kinds of use or modifications to the existing uses.
Occasionally a proposed form of use will be compared with nonuse, i.e.
leaving the land in its unaltered state, but the principle of comparison
remains.
Evaluation is only reliable if benefits and inputs from any
given kind of use can be compared with at least one, and usually several
If only one use is considered there is the
different, alternatives.
danger that, whilst the land may indeed be suitable for that use, some
other and more beneficial use may'be ignored.

This

It is suggested that if the principles and methodology of the Framework had
been applied to a classification of the .project area, the results of a classification
in Central Java for upland soils might have looked as in Table 8.

Tab] e

F.YPOlifFIPICAL POTIIITIAL SUITABILI'PY CLASSIFICATICII FOR VaIOUS LIU'S

P,

moro than
Land Utilization
Type

Pine/Albizzia/Elephant
grass/cattle (I) rehabilitation, hand labour;
30 year cycle

Eucalyptus/Elephant grass/
cattle/rehabilitation, hand
labour, 40 year cycle,
Acacia auriculiformis
plantation, hand labour,
10 years cycle
Bench terracing rehabilitation, hand labour
with fertilizer, cultivation of maize, sorghum
and groundnuts.

less t'Lan

50 cm

50 cm

normal
phase

steep
phase

more than less than
50 cm
50 cm

.

normal
phase

nsteep
phase

normal
phase

normal
_phase

c,

S2

S1

(2.4)

S2
(2.0)

S2

S2

(8.0)

(Benefit-cost

S2

S1

(2.2)

S2
(1.1)

02

S2
(1.5)

(1.2)

'E'1

52
(1.2)

(1.3)

S2
(1.8)

.2

(1.7)

S2. Marginally Suitable;

S1..' Suitable

loss than
10 cm

S2
(1.2)

VS
(0.6)

S1

(2.4)

52
(1.5)

52
(1.6)

S1

(5-5)

S2
(1.9)

S2
(1.0)

S2
(1.4)

S2
(1.4)

NS= Not Suitable

ratios)

In terms of arable land, this would "allow" arable cultivation of some 35 percent
the S1 criteria of suitability were used, or 60 percent of the
of the area
area if the 52 criteria of suitability were used. These figures are in marked contrast
to those calculated previously from the other classification systems, even omitting
the alluvial lands.

if

CONCLUSIONS

There is an exceptionally wide range of land classifications that are not
comparable because of differencesin the methodologies, criteria and assumptions used.
Seldom can an existing land classification successfully be used in an environment
Use of existing frameworks
markedly different to the area for which it was designed.
is recommended in formulating both morphological and functional land classifications to
meet specific area requirements, 80 that results can be collated with other formulations.
For functional classifications the use of the Framework for Land Evaluation is recommended
to ensure that important socio-economio factors are well taken into account in classifying land for optimal agricultural use.
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Paper No. 4

SOIL CONSERVATION AS A PROTECTIVE MEASURE

AGAIM SALINIUTION
by

F.I. Maesoud
Technical Officer, Land Reclamation and Development
Land and Water Development Division

1.

THE WIDP.R SCOPE OF SOIL CONSERVATION

The hietorical concept of soil oonservation is exolunively related to the
erosion proseases, their physical effects on land, vegetation and agriculture, and
the coneequent economic, social and human welfare aspects of the erosion problem
(Bennett, 1939). The early American eon conservationists reoognized erosion as
the major cause for rendering eroded eoila unproduotive and they pleaded for the
preservation of the most precious natural resource, the soil (McDonald, 1941).
The concept of ooil conservation, nowadays, has been expanded to means
protection of the soil against physical loss by erosion or against
chemioal deterioration; that is, excessive losa of fertility either
by natural or artificial means, and
a combination of all management and land use method(' which safeguard
the soil against depletion or deterioration by natural or by maninduced
factors (Soil Science Society of America, 1971).
The use of the soil conservation term in this senae includes the preservation of
the remaining good qualities of the land and the restoration of those qualities
where they have been destroyed by manmade or natural forces.

The wider soope of soil conoervation, therefore, considere erosion as only
one of the ways that may cause degradation of virgin and cultivated soils. The
other proceases that may render Bone partially or oompletely unproductive include
salinization, sodication, waterlogging, reduction of pormeabilitY, loss of fertility, infestation with noxious planto and miNUse of herbicides and pesticides.
The restOration of those forme of soil degradation and the protection from their
hazarde call for the application of certain conservation measures and the undertaking of necessary precautions. Conservation tools such as contouring, terracing,
strip cropping, planting cover Grope, selection of proper crop rotatione, applioation of fertilizers, and drainage are quite often mentioned in the literature as
the techniques which help to protect or improve the land.
It ia the purpose of thie paper to outline some of the conservation measures
and precautions that are related to proteotion of soils againot salinization.
It
may be noticed that some of the conservation toole presented herein are not different from what is normally known as management practices for naltnity oontrol.
The paper in not meant to be a comprehensive etudy on the subjeot but rather an
example illustrating how under the domain of soil conservation a condition other
than erosion can be handled.

SELECTION OF THL SUITABLE SOIL
The right seleotion of uoils for agricultural development is the very
fundamental conservation meaeure, not only for the natural land resource but aleo
In the conservation farm plan, given by Reese (1966)
for the capital investment.
as the first aoil and water ooneervation practice,'the essentiality of a detailed
°oil survey was stressed in order to use the land according to itu capabilities
and to treat it according to itu need for continued production.
Conuorvation of
newly developed landa frote ealinization should start as early as the stage of
projeot planning ami site ueleotion. It is a normal practioe, under arid and semiarid climates, to examine at the time of surveying thoee land qualities and soil
characterietiou pertinent to ealinity, sodicity and waterlogging, and to make a
preferential eelection of the site oonuidering the absence of theee problema or
the ease with which they can be treated.
The selection of the uoil uhould be baeed not only on its present but
also on ita future condition (Meiotic & Hutchings, 1967). The standard soil aurvey,
when guided by oertain prognoutio prinoiples,beoomes an important oonsorvation tool
that providee early warning againut future salinity probleme (Mausoud, in preso).
The principle of prediction aocounts for the posuible changes in the ualt balance
Emphasis
when the soil is brought under cultivation, especially if irrigated.
uhould also be placed on theee ohangeable characteristics arising from water and
land development. Furthermore, it may happen that ealinization and sodication are
not present within the normal depth of uoil eurveying or the boundariee of the
project but the soil bocones ualt affected later on. As a precaution prinoiple,
it in necessary to extend the investigations to deeper aubstrata and consider the
land characterietice of tho area outeide the project boundariee and the future
development.

MONITORING OF SALIhITY

The frequent ohocking on the soil charaoterietios affeoting ite produotivity
ie a proper exercise that providoe an early warning against soil degradation.
Monitoring in this Berme oan be ooncidered ae a proteotive measure and, therefore,
ite role as one of the conservation toole should not be underestimated.
Varioue
soil and hydrological surveys, field inveetigations and laboratory analyeeo are
ueually undertaken to diagnoee coil ealinity and when they are used for monitoring,
with a predictive objeotive, they beoome useful prognoetio method°.
Although the
bezio surveye and investigation(' provide the eseential data on the eoil, water,
orope, climate, management and other parametern affeoting the ealinization prooese,
monitoring is quite often oonoerned with the following most effeotive faotore and
changing properties:
soil:

salinity, nalt compoeition, ESP, pH

water:

quantitites, nalinity and salt composition of influent
/vie effluent waters

soil-water:

depth to water table, infiltration rate and hydreulic
nonductivity

olimate:

perameters effecting evapotranspiration, reinfell

crops and management:

orop performance and yield, agronomio practices
and ealt leaching.

Monitoring of salinity by the routine uurvey and laboratory analyses is a
tedioue and costly exercise. The development of tho in eitu 4
electrode mil
conductivity technique has overcome these difficultiesT=71es, 1976). Similarly,
the use of remote eensing techniquee, if proved lo be applicable to diagnocio and
monitoring of salt affected soils, will cause a breakthrough in the time acale
and extent of coverage sinee it ic possible to monitor in an 18 day cycle an area
of about 5.6 million ha (9.5 x 9.5 inch frame) with the Earth Technology Reaearch
Satellite.

4.

WATER MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

The salinity of the soil is largely dependent on its moieture regime. Water
does not only add salte to the soil but aleo helps in moving them away from the
rootzone and it is the balance between the added and the removed quantitiee that
determine the trend towards salinization or desalinization of the soil. Adoption
of good water management practices can assure a favourable salt balance and conservation of the soil productivity. The main conservation tools in thio regard
may be presented under the following headings.
4.1

Irrigation

Except under dry farming, irrigation water in the arid and semiarid areao
ie one of the main contributors to the soil moisture regime. The quality, amount,
frequency and method of application affect the salinity status in the soil.
'Wen
where a. relatively good quality water (200 ppm) i8 applied at the normal rate of
10 000 mVha/year a salt load of about 2 tons/ha might precipitate in the soil
upon drying.
iortunately, a great portion of this quantity can be leached from
the rootzone with the proper management practicee. Anticipation in advance of the
probleme that may arise from using irrigation water of unfavourable quality will
help use alternative measures to reduce the risk of Aoil salinization. Aa a guide,
a water may have no problem, increaeing problem and severe problem as to ito
salinity if the ECiw in (0.75, 0.75
3.0 and) 3.0 mmho/cm, respectively (Ayere
Westoot, 1976).
Tho quantity of irrigation water varies with the kind of crops, its stage
and season of growth and tac abundance or scarcity of the water itaelf.
Generally,
watering dilutes tho salt concentration and if applied in excess of that needed to
replenish the ooil reservoir to its field capacity water uuually leaches salte
from the rootzone, in a well drained eoil. On the contrary, if water is thinly
epread over large areas salinization will enst probably occur.
As a precautionary
meaeure, water abundance, although advantageous, should be properly managed to
keep a favourable balance between the salt content in the rootzene, tYe depth to
water table an3 the groundwater salinity. In case or water shortage, tho use of
irrigation methods capable of distributing lower quantities with higher efficiencies,
sprinkler and drip irrigation, should be encouraged. Otherwise, the irrigated area
has to be limited ana efficiently wetted.
The frequency of irrigation afrecte the ealt balance between two irrigations.
The longer the interval, the drier the eoil and the higher the salt concentration
will be.
So, where oalinization is probable more frequent irrigation, if teohnically and economically feasible, can reduce the effect of moiature stress on
the crop.

"

The various methods of irrigation, being different in the rate of water
application, the uniformity of moisture distribution and the wetted area of the
soil surfaoe, will affect differently the salt regime of the soil. In flood or
spate irrigation salts tend to move aw,...y from the rootzone. In basin or border
irrigation, where water is epread to cover a certain surface area of the field,
the amount of salts removed is more dependent oil the quantity of water and ito
uniformity of distribution. As a precautionary measure against salinization, the
irrigation system should be designed to provide a uniform moisture dietribution
through land shaping and adjusting the surface slope, size of water stream and
leugth of run.
Although furrow irrigation provides a better control of moisture distribution
and percolation losses, salto may accumulate on top of the ridges between furrows.
It is possible to overcome this problem by changing the places of the furrows,
alternating furrow irrigation with border or basin irrigation, changing the bed
shape° and planting site. Sprinkling has the advantage over the above mentioned
methods, of distributing low norms of water uniformly over the field. Moreover,
water will move under unsaturated condition and thus be more effective in leaching
salts (Nielsen et al, 1965). Trickle irrigation has the same advantages as sprinkling, especially if the lines are closely spaced. However, salts tend to concentrate midway between plants and at the wetting front between the lines of drip
emittere (Bernstein & Frannois, 1975). In absence of sufficient rainfall to leaoh
the accumulated salts, trickle irrigation has to be supplemented by sprinkling or
other eurface irrigation methods to reduce salt accumulation in the uncultivated
portions of the field.
4.2

Leaching of salts

Leaching is the most effeotive process by which salt affected (Toile are
restored to normal and the ealinity of the cultivated soil is kept under control.
The efficiency of this procese depends on the quality and quantity of the water
used in leaching, the ease with which it percolaten through the soil, and the
removal of the leached salts in the drainago stream or their accumulation beynnd
the active rootzone.
The use of poor quality water for irrigation entails the
application of higher leaching requirements. Realizing the dual effect of leaching,
namely soil desalinization and increasing the salt load of the groundwater or return flows, the recent trend is to minimize the leaching requirements (Bernstein &
Francois, 1973; Rhoades, 1974). In this case, the leaching requirements previously recommended by the USSL staff, Agricultural Handbook No. 60 (1954), can
be reduced to one-fourth and consequently the crop tolerance limits be increased
4-fold. The applicability of the minimum leaching requirements to control soil
ealinization necdn efficient management of irrigation and drainage syetems to
keep the salts pushed downward and to minimize the upward water flux, otherwise
the riek of salinization will be higher whenever the irrigation or drainage system
goes wrong.

A less risky as well as a lees oonservative approach which seems to be more
convenient and effective in controlling salinization is that proposed by Rhoades
(197), where tho leaching requirement (LR) takee into account the average salinity
of the rootzone (Eco) at a given permissible reduction in crop yield, the salinity
of irrigation water (ECiw) and that of drainage water (ECdw) as given:
EC.
iw

LR
5ECe

-

ECiw

Data are available on tho relation between the permiseible reduction in crop yield,
eoil salinity, irrigation, water salinity and the leaching requirements Wers &
Westcot, 1976). Such information can be considered as a gaide to better conservation of irrigatea soil against salinization.
Leaching of Halts from rainfed agricultural soils depends in the first place
on intensity, duration and frequenuy of precipitation.
In the aria and semi-arid
rezions, other conservation meaeures have to be taken to encourage the relatively
limited rainfall to penetrate into the soil and induce leaching.
It may be feasible to count upon rainfall for leaching if the maximum rains fall in a efined
seaeon with sufficient amounts asis the ease onder a Mediterranean (Inmate. Otherwise, the availability of u supplementary system of irrigation, which is always
an advantage, will help in salt leaching.
4.3.

Drainage

Surface drainage was recognized by the early conservationiste as a meane of
getting rid of excess water on the soil surface, runoff, and controlling erosion
if the drainage channels were properly located. AH a uonservation measure against
salinization, subeurface arainage.plays an essential role in oarrying away the
exuess waters percolating through the son, reduoing the water table level and
minimizingats fluotuation above a critical level. The drainage water has usually
a higher salt content than that of irrigation and if meaeuree are not taken to
discharge it away from the root4one the rising watertable becomee a continuous
source of soluble ealts and induces soil salinization.
In order that a drainage system fulfills its objeotives, it shoula be
deeigned properly to account for discharging the percolated water in exceee of
the evapotranspiration requirement (inefficient irrigation losses, leaching,
ceepage, rain storme))taking into consideration the rooting depth of the major
crops in the rotation, the rate of capillary rise, salinity of the groundwater, and
it
has to be economically justified. The most important factor in efficient
drainage is the maintenance of the watertable depth below the critical level.
Kovaa (1973) relates this oritical depth to the Bait content of the groundwater
in the arid 4one and areas provided with irrigation and drainage as, respectively,
being 2 - 2.5 o when the salt concentration is 10 - 15 g/l, and
- 1.5 m for a
lees mineralizo,i groundwater, 1 - 2 g/l. Thin critical depth also varies with the
transmitting properLiem of the soil and may be considered for a maximum upward flux
of 0.1 Om/day as ranging from 75-100, 175-200, and 90-120 cm for loam, fine sandy
loam and sandy soils, respectively (Van Sohilfgaarde, 1976).
1

When drainage water is not of poor quality it can be mixed with river water
to supplement the limited water resourues downstream. Nevertheless, the water
quality of irrigntion return flow has to be carefully monitored in order not to
pollute the water downstream and cause soil salini4ation. Mixing of poor and good
quality waters should be economdoally justifi,ed, coneidering the expeoted increase
in crop production and the changes in the soil uharaoteristics. Under the ciroumstances of a. limited fresh water supply, drainage water may be used to leauh and
reclaim salt affected soils.
Drainage is often required where the danger or seepaee exists. This has to
be watched in case of land terracing or levelling for coneervation practicee.
An
interceptor drain can nave vast areas at a lower level from salinization.

5.

AGRONOMIC AND SOIL MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
When the soil conservation principles oall for using the land acoording to
ite needs for a cOntinued production one has to think in terms of improving the
soil, protecting it from deterioration, and if these are not deemed possible, of
how to live with the problems and avoid or minimize their"harmful effects. Some
of the following practices are conservation tools that seem to be concerned more
Others are followed for reaeons loas related to
with the latter objective.
salinity control but they may indirectly cause soil salinization and therefore
they have to be practioed taking into consideration their side effects.

5.1

Crop selection and rotation
The difference between plants in their relative 'tolerance to salinity provides the land user with a wide choice to select the most suitable crops for a
given soil salinity and even with an advanced knowledge of the expeoted yield
under this condition. Data on crop tolerance to salinity are available (USSL
staff, 1954; Ayers & Westcot, 1976; Maas & Hoffman, in press) and they have to be
used as a guide keeping in mind the various factors influencing the crop toleranoe.
These factors inolude the climate, plant species, varieties and stage of growth,
and cultural conditions. Moreover, the economic value of the crop has to be considered inc.ombination with its tolerance. Crowing a sensitive orop on a moderately
saline soil will not give its optimum yield as that of a moderately tolerant one,
but it may happen that even with the permissible reduotion in yield of the former,
its net return will be higher than that from the latter.

As a general rule, the relative yield (Y) of a given crop at any given
salinity (ECe) was found by Maas and Hoffman (in press) to follow the equation:

Y

w

100 (ECe -ECe )

ECo

EC

100

where EC100 is the salinity threshold value (Ea, whore Y = 100) and EC0
at zero yield (EC, where Y - 0).

the salinity

The quantitative salt tolerance rating for a wide range of orops based on
their figures is given in a tabulated form in the Annex. According to the available data the relationship between crop salt toleranoe and the range of ECe at
75% and 50% relative yields may be summarized as follows:

Crop salt tolerance ratinG

ECe at a relative crop yield of

a2e

sensitive
Moderately sensitive
Moderately tolerant
Tolerant

0%,

<3 mmne/cm
3 - 6
6 - 9

9 15

"
"
"

3 -

6

9
-

15

6 mmho/Cm
9
"
15
"
21

Il

Since plante do not differ only in their tolerance to salinilty but also in
their water requirements, season of growth, rooting depth and moisture extraction
patterns, and cultural requirements, it ie to be expected that the soil characteristics will be affected differently under various crops. The selection of the
right crop roiation is a euccessful conservation tool that improves the physical,
chemical and nutritional qualities of the soil. The land user, therefore, can
reduce the salinity hazards by including whenever possible crops like rice, berseem
and those requiring frequent irrigation to holp leach out salts.

5.2.

Planting
Adjustment in planting techniquec can modify the offoot of salinity on
orops, especially during the germination and seedling growth otages. Furrow row
crops will withstand oalinity better when planted in the irrigation furrow where
crusting is not a problem, on the aide or a sloping bed, near the edges of a
double-row bed, on top of a single-row bed, in decreasing order of effect. Inoreaeing the depth of irrigation water in the furrow and continuing irrigation
until the wetting front has moved past the seed row on eloping beds are reoommended practioes for salinity control around the seeds.
Broadcauting or drilling
of seeds on flat fields when followed by a heavy irrigation is alao practioed to
overcome salinity effects on germinat ion. Increasing the rate of Beeding, ail a
precautionary measure, ie also praotised in salt affected soils.

5.3

Land levelling and tillage

Land levelling is an essential operation to prepare land for irrigation by
surface methods.
It ic also practised in combination with other measures for
rainfed agriculture to reduce surface runoff, and erosion. Where salinity may develop, the depth of soil as well as the micro-relief after levelling have to be
carefully considered. aallow profiles may lead to secondary aalinization and
therefore require more efficient water management. Changes in the micro-relief
in the order of loss than 30 cm result in increasing salt content on the raised
spots and better leaching in the dips. Repeated land shaping before cropping will
help to eliminate these variations and their effect become lc:n3 obvious.
Tillage in one of the mechanical operations that corvos numerous purpooes
including those of seed bed preparation and improvement of soil permeability.
Since water infiltrates into and percolates through a tilled soil at a facter
rato than in non-disturbed one, tillage will help salt leaohing as well as water
atorage which in rather important in rainfed agriculture.
However, repeated
tillage to the same depth, especially in heavy textured soils and at above adequate
moioture content aggravated by using heavy machinery, can create a dense ploughlayer that causes temporary waterlogging followed by nalinization.
Variations in
depth of ploughing and subooiling aro practices to avoid or alleviate the formation
of thiu layer.
Plougbing can be done by varioun implements that not only affect differently
the soil bulk deneity and aggregate stability but aleo the distribution and mixing
of salts.
Improving permeability and enhancing salt removal can be achieved by
chisel and mould-board ploughs more effectively than by a dioc harrow.
Deep-ploughing implements would turn a salty layer and bring it up ()loser to the surface and
therefore such operation has to be carefully investigated before proceeding on a
full scale.

In areao susceptible to erosion, whether by: wind or water, tillage operations
have to be carried out with minimum disturbance to the coil eurface or pulverization
of the soil aggreglitee. The advantages and riuks or til/age have to be carefully
weighed and evaluated.

5.4

FallowinE and mulchinE

The land may be left fallow for some time where availability of irrigation
water becomes a limiting factor for crop production, or under dry farming to preserve the soil water for a eubsequent crop. A fallow land is more liable to
oalinization than a cultivated onn Gino(' the cultural operations, especially
irrigation, will tend to reduc'e or reverse the procesc. When fallowing is praotised,.

factors affecting coil ealinization suoh ae depth and quality of groundwater,
atmospherio evaporative demand, transmitting properties of the soil, length and
frequency of fallowing, and measures taken to °heck water and salt movement upward
should be oarefully aeeessed.

The danger of fallowing becomes greater the shallower the depth to watertable will be. Theoretically, evaporation from a dry surfaoe of a fine sandy loam
soil would proceed at a rate of about
and 1 mm/day if the water table is kept
at 90, 120 and 180 cm respectively (Gardner & Fireman, 1958). The effeot will be
augmented with increaeing tho ealinity of the groundwater and the evaporativity of
the atmosphere. Summer fallow should be avoided under thene conditions or otherwiee carefully managed.
Surface mulching and grouping irrigated and fallow areas
separately and arranging them in such a way to reduce unnecessary oiroulation and
rise of groundwater are preoautions againet salinization during fallow periods.

8, 3

Mulching, as more frequently practised to conserve soil moieture under dry
farming, would be a useful praotice for reducing nurface soil salinization.
Surface
tillage, maintenance or surface application of crop residue° and placement of gravel
are among mulching praotices. The effectiveness of mulching in chooking salinization
depende on the factors affecting the processes as given above and on the right mulching techniques. Since mulohing ie also related to wind erosion control, practices
euch as minimum or zero tillage as a measure for oonserving water and controlling
erooion should be carefully assessed where the threat of salinization existo.

6.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Soil conservation is thouRht of by moet planners and land users in tome of
erosion and its control.
Recently, other forma of land degradation, including
salinity, have been oonsidered by conservationists and International Organizationn
interested in environmental studies. However, the majority of land users in developing countries are not completely aware of the role certain conservation tools
and management practices can play in safeguarding their soils against salinization.
It io the responnibility of national institutions through the extension Bervioe
media to encourage the farmers to apply practices as those given in the paper.

Boil

Adopting the ooncept of living with the ealinity problem, if measures are
not available to combat it, as a conservation prinoiple may be the only way to a
continued crop production and, therefore, the related praotices should not be

underestimated.
Salinity may be a side effect of certain conservation measures and cultural
practices, which may be true for other degradation forms.
Consequently, Boil conservation has to be practised in an integrated manner taking into connideration
other factors affecting land productivity.
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ANN E7

Salt tolerance of crops
(adapted from Maas & Hoffman, in press)

CROP

Tolerance rating

(mho/cm); rango at a

ECe
relative crop yield of

50%

75%
Grain crops
maize, rice
wheat
barley

moderately sensitive
moderately tolerant
tolerant

3-6
6 - 10

10 - 15

5 - 10

10 - 15
15 - 21

Sugar, Fibre & Oil
Seed Crops
augar cane
sugar beet
flax
cotton
peanut(groundnut)
soy bean

moderately tolerant
tolerant
moderately sensitive
tolerant
sensitive
moderately sensitive

6 - 10.
10 - 15

3- 6

10 - 15
<3

3-6

9 - 15
15 - 21
5 - 10
15 - 21
5

5 - 10

Fbrage Crop-Legumes
cowpea, clover (ladino, red, strawberry),
broadbean, common
vetch, alfalfa,
sesabania
moderately sensitive
berseem clover,
birdsfoot trefoil

3 - 6

5 - 10

moderately tolerant

6-10

10-15

moderately sensitive

3- 6

5-

9

10

9-

15

Forage orus grasses
meadow foxtail,
lovegrass, maize

orchard grass, /larding
grass, rye grass,
barley, feacue, (tall),
moderately tolerant
Bermuda grass

6

Forage crops grasses
wildrye, beardless,
wheatgrass, fairway

moderately tolerant

Sudangrass, wheatgrass (crested),
wheatgrass (tall)

tolera.nt

6 - 10

9 - 15

10 - 15

15 - 21

oont.

Vegetable crops
sensitive

<3'

5

moderately sensitive

3 - 6

5-9

sensitive
moderately sensitive
moderately tolerant

3 - 6
6 - 10

sensitive

<3

5

grapefruit, orange,
grape

moderately seneitive

3-6

-9

date

moderately tolerant
to tolerant

6 -

bean

pepper, lettuce
cucumber, cabbage,
tomato,

broccoli, spinach
Root crops

onion, carrot
reddish potato
garden beet

<3

5

5 - 9
9 - 15

Fruit & Nut Crops
strawberry, apricot,
blackberry, boysenberry,
peach, almond, plum

lo

-20

crops lacking
sufficent data for quantitative rating
apple, avocadr,, lemon,
okra, raspberry

lentgrass, millet
(foxtail), Rhodesgrass,
timothy

sensitive

moderately sensitive

bromegrass, canarygrass
(seed), olivo, safflower,
sorghum,

wheatgrass (slender)

moderatelY tolerant

wildrye rtai)
wildrye kussian)

tolerant

4
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ROLE OF SOIL GONSERVATICN IN WATERSHEM MANAGEEENT
ON AGRICULTURAL LAN:6
by
N. Gil

1.

craTERAL RENAMCS

Watershed management deals with all lands within the boundaries of a drainage basin.
It is not only concerned with the agricultural lands at present under cultivation,
but sluc with forest, rangelnndfz, areas deptroyed by erosion, and. oters that
oan serve as protection areas only. Furthermore, in oomprehensive watershed management,
special attention will be given to climate, hydrology and the ecologioal balance of
a given watershed.
1.2

The importance of theselatter subjects and their influenoe on the inherent oapabilitiee
of the agricultural lands, their physical improvement and the return of high and
Most damage by erosion of
sustained yields cannot be sufficiently stressed.
agricultural uplands and other damage to lowlands is created by disturbing the
ecological balance of the drainage basin, destruction of its protective plant oover
of treeG and grasses, misuse of land not fit for cultivation and wrong agritechnical
methods.

1.3

Man is the beneficiary and the destroyer of his own environment and its production
capacity. The population explosion, the need to produce more and the lank of means
to even maintain yields by adequate inputs, traditional restraints, lack of adequate
extension and many other reasons, have created a vicious oiroleof population increase
and diminishing resources. The result is a rapidly increasing group of subsubsistence
farmers in developing countries.

1,4

This paper will restrict itself to the role of moil conservation on agricultural land
within the overall and integrated approach of comprehensive watershed development and
But, as mentioned above, no real and complete solutions can be expected
management.
to stop deterioration of agricultural lands and to rebuild their productivity without
attention to all other aspects and components of comprehensive watershed development
plans.

2.

CCNSTRAINTS

2.1

Human factora

The human element is Probably the most serious limiting factor in carrying out
Pressure on the land by a rapidly increasing
improvements on agricultural lands.
The
rural population has been the cause for most of mange destructive activitiem.
need to produce more and the constantly decreaaing oultivated area per household have
The result is accecaused the convereion of marginal areas into cultivated fields.
lerated erosion on the steep hillsides which should not have been cultivated at all.
bad lands were in the past such areas converted into agrioultural
Mari:( of the preGent
lands.

more difficult to prevent further deterioration on rapidly
It iR however even
Sometimes, this will be practically impossible
eroding land still under oultivation.
without complete retirement from oultivation of such areas. To do so, faced with
It has
the hunger for land of an increasing rural population, may seem unrealistic.

however not been sufficiently realized by farmers and governments, that there may be
at
no other solution. Expansion soil oonaervation praotices on marginal lands could
In faot, it would
only pootpone the unavoidable destruotion of such lands.
the best
only prolong the agony of the poor farmer without solving the problem. These realities
It may be reaettlement in other
should be faced and the necesaary stepa be taken.
areas where arable land could atill be reclaimed, or the absorption of the surplus
manpower into other industries or segments of the economy. Otherwise the results
will be famine, starvation and violence. Hungry people-have nothing to lose and
may be driven to desperate actions.
There are many aspeota of human behaviour which may play their part in the
reaction of the farming communities towards the requirements of proper soil conservation activities in a watershed and in agrioultural lands, such as: customs,
traditionalconstraints, social setup within the family and the villav.)and others.
All this will have to be coneidered in narrying out soil and water conservation within the framework of comprehensive watershed development. It would be
futile to embark on these activities without the full cooperation of the farming
communities and the individual farmers.
2.2

Physical and local constraints

A very close and interdependent relationship exists between all phases of
comprehensive watershed development. Soil conservation activities on agrioultural
It is however a major component and
lands alone can only be partly effective.
an important tool for improvements and of direct benefit to the farming population.
Protecting and preserving the limited resources of arable land certainly deserve
special attention. However, without the complementary works in other sections of
the watershed development plan, it may sometimes only give temporary relief, e.g.
The
the hydrolou of a watershed will depend on the conditions of all its lands.
agricultural sector will probably be only a minor factor in the overall water
regions of a drainage area. Thie will be especially important where climatio
conditions are such, that irrigation is required for full produotion and irrigation water has to be supplied from local sources. The same applies to the
drainage conditions of the bottom lands which are in most cases the areas of
highest production. Hereditary lawn and fragmentation of the land may sometimes
prevent any physical work for the conservation of the small and scattered plots
of individual farmers and whole communities. The selection of soil conservation
meanures will depend to a large degree on land consolidation, cooperation between
farmers and other aspects which wil/ be different in each locality. It is
important to inveatigate and fully comprehend these prerequisites, to prevent
a patchwork approach which will lead to certain failure.
3.

SOIL EROSION ON AGRICULTURAL LANDS
All sloping agricultural lande are exposed to erosion if not properly managed
and proteoted. Depending on soiltexture and atruoture, the grade of erosion will
differ from place to place on different slopes and under different levels of
management. The climatio conditions, such as rainfall distribution and intensities
will play a decisive role on the above subjects and on the steps to be taken to
repair and prevent damage.
Exact figures on the magnitude of erosion can be obtained from experimental
plots, but even without research it is not difficult to detect erosion and estimate
For the trained eye it
however without exact quantitative figures.
its severity
and rill erosion, which are often disregarded
will be easy to observe splash
sheet
as the dangeroua start of soil degradation and erosion which in faot they are. It
This is however already the last and
is certainly easy to observe gully erosion.
Conservation practices should always start
most destruotive face of water erosion.

.

in the earliest stages.

Wind erosion is difficult to measure by any means but it is a very obvious
phenomenon which can be easily detected by the trained observer.
.

There are other aspects of soil conservation on arable lowland which are not
direotly connected with erosion control:
raising watertables, alkalinity etc.
All
these subjects have to be considered in a comprehensive watershed development plan.

4.

SOIL CONSERVATION OU AGRICULTURAL LANDS

4.1

General observatione

Soil conservation has a wide soope, much beyond the generally accepted
standards of physical works for erosion control.. It is in fact a comprehensive
approach to soil and farm management in which
so-called soil conservation
practices contribute only a
the overall target of maintaining and improving
soil fertility, to the improved relationship between soil water and plant and to
higher sustained yields.
It is the most important segment of re-establishing and
maintaining the ecological balance between man and nature.

part to

all

Mechanical moans for erosion control should be considered as aupplementarY
measures for soil conservation on arable land and should be applied only if and
when the physical conditions - slope, soil texture, rain distribution, intensity etc.are such that good farm management alone is insufficient to prevent erosion. But,
even under these conditions, soil fertility, maintained or established by good farm
management should always be considered as the first slope in soil conservation on
arable land. There is a tendency in most countries to divorce soil conservation
and farm - (soil) - management from conservation practices.
Consequently, expensive
physical works are carried out without any regard to the integrated approach which
could save large investments and in all casos will produce the highest benefit to
the farmer. There certainly arises the question of institutional set-up and the
place of soil conservation in relation to other services, most of them with a much
longer tradition of existence to the rural population.
In integrated watershed
management these problems have to be solved before embarking on such works. The
necessary co-ordination ad cooperation between related services have to be a
"sine qua non" for any suoh activity. Under the conditions prevailing in most
countries, where different organizations deal with single subjects, it may however
be difficult and sometimes even impossible to establish this essential integration.
Soil conservation starts andendswith good soil and farm management. One without the
others will certainly fail in the end. Good soils and dense plantoOver may require
only simple coneervation methods (e.g. contour cultivation) on certain soils and
under moderate topographic and climatic conditions. The same area may require muoh
more intensive works under poor farm management and on degraded soilo.
Soil conservation on arable land in the framework of watershed management may
eetablish valuable guidelines by demonstrating the essential multidisciplinary
requirements of soil conservation.
4.2

Soil conservation
4.2.1.

Land use

Agricultural lands contribute in general a muoh higher percentage of eroded
material thantbir area percentage of the total area in a watershed.
This is
due to the constant oultivation of such lands and the exposure to the foroes
of run-off water and wind without a protective plantcover during certain
period° of land preparation, planting and after harvest. Furthermore,
succeseful orop husbandry demands occasional or permanent weeding and
cultivation of row-crops, under such oonditiona erosion will be accelerated
compared with uncultivated lands of the same type and topography.

In watershed management all parts of the drainage basin will be treated, but
special attention has to be paid to the agricultural lands, due to the above
conditions. lAirthermore agricultural lands provide the rural population with
most of the available labour.
In general, the area of cultivated land may vary between 15-40% of the total
Even this
area of a waterehed, 25-30% will probably be the average figure.
percentage has been reaohed by the conversion bf forest and graseland on
steep slopee and shallow soil° which should not have been oonverted at all.
Shifting cultivation which was practised during many generations and which
was well adjusted to a sparse - eometimea semi nomadic-population, became
Even the improved systems of this practice, suoh as
gradually permanent.
"Taungya" cultivation, have lost their value, due to the ever shorter cycle
In some countries efforts are still made
between cultivation and forest.
to introduce or improve the above system which may give some temporary
It seems however that the time has come to abandon any hope that
relief.
permanent solutions can be found to a system which worked well 160 years age
Watershed
but is not adjustable to the changed circumstances of today.
Consequently it is
management is supposed to give long-term eolutions.
suggested to exclude this method of soil conservation from compreheneive
watershed management except in very special cases of suffioient land
reserves of high capabilities.
It haz been pointed out that good soil management is the fast and foremost
step in soil coneervation on agricultural land. This implicates that only
land which can be properly managed should be under oultivation. An exact
land use oapability survey is consequently the basis for any decision in
regard to agricultural lands which are at present cultivated and should
be retired, lands which are used for other purposes bit coUld be converted
to arable land and the soil conservation measures to be applied on all
oultivatod lands.
4.2.2.

Coordination of soil conservation on agricultural /and with the
watershed management plan
In the framework of compreheneive watershed management, soil conservation
measures on agricultura), land have to be incorporated into the integrated
development plan of a watershed. The lowlands and the bottomlands of the
sido valleye consist mostly of medium or large sized blocks of cultivated
Plane for improvements will be relatively eaay to prepare and to
land.
implement.
Soil conserOne of the main problems will be fragmentation of ownership.
vation practices will have to be employed without the possibility to consider
tho irregular boundaries of the small plots of individual farmers. Cooperation
of a whole village community or a number. of villages is required to make
soil conservation activitiee poesible.
If large upland tracts are
On the uplands the conditions will be different.
cultivated, the sane approaoh as on lowlande has to be applied. In many
cases however tho plots will be small, scattered over and intersected by eide
areas of unoultivated land. Land consolidation under such conditions will
be muoh more difficult. The minimum requirement for such areas would be
an-agreement between farmers to carry out eoil conservation improvements
without regard to the boundaries of the individual owners. This is a
difficult undertaking but it should be already spelled out that the
treatment of each individual plot would be ineffective and that no patchwork
improvement would be carried out.

Praotioally in all cases and on all lands 000peration of the village oommunities
The farmers on the lowlands have to realize that the activities
is essential.
on the uplands fortheir farmers are of benefit to themselves. Without "give
Upland
and take" no realistic solutions to the joint problems can be found.
farmers aleo have to realize how watershed management on the uplands, surrounding
Both segments of the rural
their arable land, will be of benefit to them.
population in a watershed have to fully 000perate tri all improvements, which
will not only raise their standard of living but will also improve their
Without such cooperation watershed
general living conditions and environment.
management cannot succeed.
4.2.3.

Grouping of soil conservation activities as related to comprehoneive watershed

manyement
It is not intended to go into details on eaoh soil conservation practice
which may be applied under different soil and topographic conditions.
However, oonsidering the requirements of oompreheneive development,
two main groups of soil conservation practices on arable land and their
In different
part in an integrated development plan can be defined.
climaticzones, on different soils and elopes and under varying social
and economio oonditions, the importance of each component in a group will
In a general paper only passing indications can be given to theee
change.
subjects.
Uplands

A major divieion should be made between uplands and lowlands. Upland
eoils will be derived in most oases from the parent rock and very often
be of medium to light texture. They will have an undulating to steep
topography. Thoy will be exposed to all kinds+ of water erosion and to
the abrasive and selective forces of winds. There will be a constant
Internal and surface drainage
downhill movement of soil particles.
will be good and waterlogging will 000ur only under speoific oircumee
Airdrainage will be good and soil will generally be"warmer"
tances.
Infiltration rate will be high, absorption capacity
than lowland soils.
however will be often limited. Most crops, annual and perennial, could
be successfully produced on uplands, exoept crops which need special
conditions such as paddy rice. With proper management upland soils can
produce excellent yields.

In practice, the yields of upland crops in developing countries are
Most of the staple food
however far below the minimum to be expected.
in produced on the lowlands, espeoially where irrigation has to be
Flood (border) irrigation
applied, which is much easier on lowlands.
by gravity is mostly used and the more sophisticated methods of irrigadrip irrigation) are practically non existent. Furrow
tion (sprinkler
irrigation can be efficiently'used on uplands, provided the necessary
levelling is carried out. Sprinkler and drip irrigation are well adapted
In most cases upland irrigation will require a pumplift and
to uplands.
for sprinkler and dry irrigation additional pressure is necessary.

It is regrettable that in most countries little attention has been paid
to research, extension and the supply of fertilizer, plant protection
material and revolving fundo for uplands. Governments and farmers
have not realized the high potential of uplands. The upland farmers
are therefore the poorest farmers in most developing countries.

Uplands will require very special attention in waterched management.
Government services should be equal to the facilities provided to
lowland crops. This is eseential for the production of acceptableyields.
Soil conservation meaourcs depend to a large degree on these latter
government policies. Sometimes considerable investments have to be
made to prevent further degradation of uplands. It may be beyond the
farmers' ability to carry out all necessary improvements'by his own
labour and resources. leirthermore, all conservation activities of
the upland farmer will be of benefit to the lowlands by reducing
floods, sedimentation etc. This will aloo be of benefit to the urban
population and the financial burden should also be borne by them.
Eroeion i8 generally severe on cultivated uplands and a variety of
practices can be applied to prevent erosion and to restore and improve
Largo scale farming on gentle slopes will be seldom
productivity.
found in developing countries. Consequently, broad base terraces, strip
cropping and similar practices will not be practical. On small ploto
and gentle slopes contour cultivation, contour ridges and graxs strips
may be more feasible, cooperation between individual farmers will be
essential especially for the surplus water disposal systems, such as
waterways interception and diversion ditches and for irrigation facilities.
Land consolidation according to a well designed conservation plan will
certainly be of the utmost importance.
On steeper elopes, where the above simple conservation practices will
be insufficient to stop erosion, bench terracing will probably be the
most effective practice. Here again, land consolidation will be an
important factor.
bone!: terraces even on olopes of up to ng, can prevent
erosion, increase water infiltration and should be considered as the
Generally slopes of
most important practice in developing countries.
up to 25% should be the limit for bench terracing for rotation crops.
On steeper slopes plantatione on small contour benches and a permanent
cover crop on the slopes would be safer and no looses of land by terrace
risers would ocour.

Well laidout

Effective soil conservation on agricultural uplands is most important.
These lands are a major sourcoof erosion, runfloods and oiltation.
Above all these lands provide the livelihood for a large segment of
the farming population.
Lowlands

Laalands are the alluyial plains and the bottomlands of the small
tributaries in a watershed. In most developing countries they are
used mainly for the production of the staple food. Soil conservation
worko in theoe areas will be of a different nature to that on uplands.
Eronion control practices will be necessary only in limited locationo.
The water regime, land use and crop production will depend to a large
degree on the condition of the upperparts of the watershed and the
aoil conservation activities carried out on all uplandscultivated
and not cultivated. Under climatic conditions which require supplementary
irrigation, the watersuonly from local sonrces will depend on the
oondition of the drainnge basin. Consequently.the cropping pattern
on lowlands may underge remarkable changes with the change of conditions
in a watershed: itn degradation end mieuse or its improvement.

Water storage, prevention ()Mach floods and sedimentation in the drainage
system, reoharge of groundwater resources, springs, rivorflow and many
other benefits which will normally serve the loWland farmer, will be
the results of integrated watershed management
e.g. conservation of the
natural resources of a drainage basin.
It would be unwise to start soil conservation activities on the lowlands
without having done so first on tho uplands. This is a simple fact, easy
to understand.
It is surprising that it is still so often disregarded.
The main soil and water conservation practic'es on lowlands will be concerned
with maintaining and improving soil fertility by good farm management.
This will include
in the case of irrigation
proper levelling and
application of water, prevention of alkalinity and creation of swampy
conditions.

Under dryland farming the main objective will be good soil and farm
management.
There may be need for improvements or for the repair of damages already
done. This may include surface and subsurface drainage, interception and
diversion ditches, rivertraining and others.
All these works will be
effective if watershed management has been implemented on the uplands.
Otherwise conditions will return in a short time as they were before
implementation of the above works. As on uplands, land consolidation
and prevention of new fragmentation and cooperation between individuals
and villages are indispensable for planning, implementation and maintenance.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

It

Watershed management is a multidiscipline activity.
can be simply expressed
as the establishment and maintenance of the ecological balance and the equilibrium
between man and his environment.

Soil conservation on agricultural land is an integral and highly important
part in this undertaking.
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INTRODUCTION

Erosior can be a nerioue problem in tropical Boils, partioularly if the
management praotices aro not related to the high olimatic erosivity, and high
dotaehabi/ity of come tropical Boils resu/ting in silrface Reeling and low infilPermissible limits of eoil erosion for some of the shallow tropical
tration rates.
noiln are considerably lower than for deep temperate sollo with favourable rooting
oharneteristion of the subceil horizon.
Considerable experimental data evailable from tropical regions indicate that
for ereae with annual erosivity index exceeding 400 footton por acre, soil loan of
as met' as 100 t/ha/annum can occur oven on gentle nlopen of
to 5 peroent. The
enrichment ratio of the eroded sedimento being 2 o 10 for nutrient elements nuoh
an organic, matter, nitrogen, phosphorus and exchangeable cations, soil erosion can
renult in a rapid decline in the productivity of a minority of tropical soils. Crop
yields from eroded Boils are general 1:.' below the economic level of produotion even
with hoftvz,r doses of commeroial fertilizer. In short, there is no economical
subetitute for adequate noil and water conservation moanures adopted right from
the begining of land clearing and development.

A majority of the tropical fame, particularly those in southeast Asia and
In tropical Africa, are below 5 hectares. Commonly recommended practices of
terraeing, oontour farming with adequately denigned and properly maintained water
weye and out drains, are neither eeonomically feasible nor practically applicable
under the socioeconomie and finaneial reeources of the email fa-riere. What are
therefore suitable alternatives in terne of soil and water conservation measures?
The objective of thin report in to describe the applicability of oover orops
and muloh farming techniques for tropical soil and water management.

SOIL MANAGE= FOR EROSION

CONTROL

The natural vegetation eover on tropical soils maintains a hydrological
balance in which the surface runoff component of the hydrological cycle in minimum.
If arable erops are substituted for the forest cover without dieturbing this
hydrologieal balance, the problem of erosion would be nonexistent or minimal. Thin
can be aohieved through the application of residue mulches on soil surface. Crop
residuo acts an an energy dinnipator which absorbo the raindrop impact and prevents
dinpersal of the soil aggregetee. The infiltration.rate of the soil in maintained
at a high level under mulch because:
i.

structural porosity of the coil is maintained, there is no surfaoe
Reeling and crust formation,

macroporen open to the soil surfece remain intact and funetional in
transmitting water through the soil,
iii.

biological Activity of eoil fauna iR meintained at a level equivalent
to that under natural vegetation. Thin aotivity providen additional
poren for water oonduotion.

The potentinl infiltration rate of most of thene noiln in high, Pnd can be

maintained with even small quantitiem of plant residue melohen. The mulch factor
for nn alfieol Under a simelated rainfall in ilhown in Pig. 1. Por an half-hour storm,
the runeff is 50, 20 and only 5 percent of the unmelnbed treatment, respectively for
muloh rate of 1, 2 afld 3 t/ha. For nn bonr Rtorm of the Hanle Inteneity, the runoff
lonsee wore 95, 25, 15, 10 end 5 ton/ha. Similer reselts were obtained for the
sediments transported in the runoff. Field observationn made on small runoff pieta
1976).
RA well As on waterobede bkve cenfirmed these leboretory Tindings

Though mulching is en effentivn erosion preventive teenniene,.it may he
diffinult to use for lArge arePe under arable or row nrop farming. One of the
praetieal moans of obtaining meleh is through the use of no-tillagr myetems with
appropriate nerbioides to control weeds. A large number of field seale and plot
etedien at 11TA have nhown that crop yields at least equivalent to that of conventional ploughing can be obtained by thin teohnique without Additional erosion eentrol
measuren

Lal, 197(i).

This terfinique, bowever, onn only be uned For nome nrops with special paelcage
prodention lie-ducting eeeding teehniene, weed eontrol, quantity and method of placement

of fertilizer and ineentleides, and proper cropping epitome and rotations f,t) eneure
that there ie an adequate quantity of crop renidee on the noil nurfaee.
ROLE OF COVER CROPS

To be very effective, special requirements for the no-tillage syntem aros

adequate amounte of crop residue, required weed eontrol, A minimal dependenee on

herbicides, beilt-in rotational eequeneen, and eropping systems to eradieate innente,
other penin and pathogens.
Leek of adequate qnantities of plent residuos on the

soil eerfaee nan reenit in degradation of soil structure (Fig. 2). For example, the
infiltration rate of soil in a plot under no-tillage system and froto wbioh erop

reeiduen liad been deliberately removed deolined progreeeively over a period of 4
yekrs. The infiltration capacity in 3 hours was 145, 110, 75 nnd 75 cm for 1972,
1973, 1974 And 1975 respeetively. The (equilibrium infiltration rates were eorrespondingly low as well. Some of the rhizomatons weeds are renistant to paraquat and
tend to perRiet in no-tillage plots over a period of time.

Reelamation or improvements in soil strueture of eroded land in another
important aspeet of land management whir+ needs to be incleded in the management
eystem.

neilding ep of the ntrnetural profile and organic matter eontent nf the

surfaee horizon of the eroded nlot non be done through the une of some never crops

over a period of time (Lal et al, 1977).
Maintenanee of soil structure, weed control, adequate crop residue and other
requiremente of the no-tillege Ryetem can be met through rotations involving suitable
cover orops.

A flow diagram

of sunb

a management systems in shown in Fig. 3.

CROP PERFORMANCE AIM COVER CROPS

The reeelte or performance) or verioue food nropn planted through a Fierier'
of sod epeeies ere clown in Table 1. It in onoonreging to note thnt ("rope such as
maize, couple, pigeon peas, soybeenn end even cannave can be planted and yueoesnfully
grewn

in eepprenned nod with no-tillnge nyetem of Roil management. Tbere are

eignifieent differenees in nrop ytnld RP influenned by the natere of (lover nrop
grown. In general erope grown in sod of legeminnun ereepers Fier+ an atzionantnes

Creille, CeT,CroReMa riheR,2eril and rlierPriR phaseoloides yielded better than the
other. 'Mope legeminone nover nrops are easy to establish, provide P quick. grcend
00Ven, nett be Pmelly suppressed by either ehemical or meehanieal means mid their
stemn in tbe res idee Are net very woody and then provide A mpnagenble eover to need
throegh, In addition, the yield of nrope pianted throegb tiene ("over crops are nt
least etleai to that ender ?looyeRtAnnal nNetem.
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Year II

Year Ill
PARAQUAT

NO +

FERTILIZER
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FOUR YEAR ROTATION FOR ARABLE

Rotation

I

CROPS

followed by cowpeas, maizesoybeans, maize inter or relay planted with
cassava, cover crop
Maize

Rotation II Maize cowpeas or soybeans, pigeon peas-sorghum,or inter planted with
cassava, cover crop

labio

1

GRAIN YIELD (1./1;a) AS AFFECTED BY VARIOUS SOD SPECIES 1974

(After Lal, Wilnon and Okigbo, 1977)

.

CROPPTNU

Maize-Oowpeas

(a)

Cowpea-Maize

Pigeon jiaa8-Soybeann

Casnava

Cowpea

Pigeon pea

3.13

0.37

1.19

Centrenema

5.79

0.49
0.76
0.63
0.76

0.86
1.27

Melinis

5.77
5.17
5.18

Pueraria

4.77

0.84

1.12

Glycine

5.05

Stylosanthelq

5.17

0.65
0.61

Ploughed
LSD (.05)

4.87

0.50

1.04
1.17
1.06

2.21

0.05

0.20

Second Seazon

Cowpea

Maize

Soybean

Panionm

0.62

1.69

0.50

Setaria

0.71

2.97

0.91

Brachiaria

1.04

3.80

1.14

3.50
7.90
17.39

Meliniz

0.87

0.77

18.85

Centresema

0.76

1.43
3.71

15,01

Pueraria

0.79

Glycine
Stylonanthec

0.71

9.67

1.44
3.02
3.11

0.75
0.80
0.93

Plonghed

0.43

2.06

0.51

LSD (.05)

0.06

0.51

0.23

Firzt SeaFion

Maize

Panionm
Setaria
Brachiaria

1.19
1.23

CASRavA

19.49
14.12
19,83

0.91
'

8.05

2.53

The potentialities of come lumen being grown as live mulch (i.e. living cover)
through which crops sunh as maize, rice, cowpeas, and soybeans are drilled without
cultivation or killing of the legumes are receiving preliminary evaluation at IITA.
Under suGh conditions the legume may contribute some nitrogen to the soil and with
the aPPlications of adequate amounts of phoophorus and potassium and rednoed levels
of nitrogen, maize planted through Desmodium triflorum gave 2.38 t/ha as compared
to 2.23 t/ha on ordinary maize stover residue mulsb and rice cave 4.12 t/ha on live
mnlch as compared to 3.41 t/ha on rice straw mulch (Wijewordene, 1976). Preliminary
observations indionte that water reqoirements of both the legume live muleh and the
companion nonlegeme crop may be different and perhaps higher tban under sole crop
conditions.

5.

ROLE OF SOME PROMISING COVER CROPS TN SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION IN THE TROPICS.
Cover orops have long been used in soil conservation and in coi/ fertility
Cover erops especially leguminous species have the
maintenance as green manures.
following advantages in tropical agriculture (Bunting & Milsum 1928; Whyte & Tremble
193; Wingley 1929; Webster and Wilson 19(6):
Control of soil erosion by affording effeotive cover of the soil and minimizing
the pounding action of the rain;
reduce the undesirable effects of beat or sunshine by reducing temperature
flur-tnations;

ensure that adequate levels of organic matter ore maintained;
d.

improve soil strnotnre, aeration and texture while reducing leaohing, and
encournging more infiltration and water holding capacity than or hare soil;

e..

deep rooted cover ()roes are able to bring to the eurface mineral nutrients
which become available to the crop;

leguminons cover crops may significantly contribute nitrogen to the noil;
may compete effectively with or sorpresa obnoxious weeds;
sometimes control plant diseases and pests.
Disadvantages of nover orops inolude (a) competition with associated crops
for water and nutrients, (b) cometimos harbonring pests snd diseases although some
may also suprens nematodes, and (c) climbing of vigorous twiners on permanent
crops and often dnmnging the crop by ohstructingtransloostion.
Leonninous crops that lave been found suitable ns cover crops in plantations
and in soil conservation include Calociogoriem meconoides, Centrosemn puhescene,

Indigofera snicata, Pueraria phonooloi.ltslosnnthes
DalirM°'"
Glveinej:s.smica,etc. Ounting & Milsom, 19'41 Crowder, 1970Y1; Whyte & Tremble
19r,6; Wingley, 19(9; Webster A Wilson 1969; Williams 1967; and Pursglove, 1969).
Many of those tropical cover crops have siso been found to be suitable forage crops
alone or in mixteres with le-gimen (Yellroy, 1969$ Wrig/ey, 19(9),
Widesprend use has been made of cover crops in tree crop plantation culture.
At TITA stedien are currently devoted to the ese of cover erops in sero or minimum
This involven the use of cover crops
tillage technique of arable erop production.
in one to two yenr follows after which they are kil/ed with herbieides and arahle
crops such ns maize, cansava, soyhenns, cowpeas and pigeon peas are sown through
the dead residne by band, hand operated drills or mechanical planters. Alternatively, the cover crop may be moved or killed along the rows in which the erops are

-

planted.
Another method involves tbe use of selected covers as living or live mulch
through which crops are planted with hand operated or mechanical planters without
killing all the legume and only by dieturbing the soil and/or killing the legume cover
along tLe rows. Cover crops which have been used as fallow crops and killed with
herbicidee in zero tillage studies at IITA include Centrosemainibeucons, Pueraria

phazeoloides, Stylosanthes gracilis, Psophocarpus_paluetris, Stizolobium deeringianen
and some grasses such as Brachiaria ruziziensis, Cynodon nlemphuensis and Paspalum
notatum.
Leguminous ooverswhich have been used in preliminary live mulch experiments.
are Arachis prostrate and Desmodium triflorum while Tndigofera spicata haz shown some
promise.

A brief description of these legumes based on studies reported by various
author° (Bunting and Milsum, 1928; Hutchinson, Dalziel and Keay, 1958; Hewitt, 1969;
Wrigley, 1969; Whyte Nilsson-Lessner and Trumble, 1953) in given below.
Araohis proetrata
A prootrate dwarf perennial with glabrous trifoliolate leaves, yellow flowers,
and rhizomatous long creeping sterile very much resembling the cultivated groundnut.
When properly established it effectively suppresses weed growth and is somewhat
adapted to acid soils but i8 only olightly drought resistant. It roots a/ong the
stem especially at the nodee and is propagated by stem cuttingz. Araehie.prostrata
is a native of South America but has been introduced into many parts of the tropics.
At TITA preliminary studies indicate that it is a potential live mulch legume which
has been compatibly grown with maize, cowpeae and rice. Whyte, Nilsson-Leeener and
Trumble (1953) report that it ie also a good forage legume which growl well in
mixtures with Paspalum notatum.
Centrosema pubeseens

A vigorous or aggressive trailing or creeping perennial legume which forms good
ground cover but has a tendency of twining and climbing on erect shrubs, trees or
poste with whinh it may be in contact. The stems and trifoliolate leavee are softly
pubescent, stipules are minute, flowers mauve in colour with purple lines or white
with purple markings and pode are up to 6 cm long with 10 - 15 seeds which are brownish
with dark green mottles.
Centrosema io drought resistant, grows well on a range of soils especially in well
drained soils under wet conditione but does not stand prolonged flooding or swampy
conditions.
It is also eomewhat tolerant to acid soils.
Centronema is easily
established by seed at the rate of 3-4 kg per hectare. There are about 38 000 seeds
per kilo of Centrosema seed.
FOr good and uniform germination, mechanical or acid
soarifioation is necessary. Centrosema is difficult to mow but re-generates eaRily.
At IITA it has peen found to be a suitable cover crop in minimum or zero tillage Ln
which the legume is killed with paraquat.after 1-2 years and prior to crop establishment.

Desmodium triflorim

A small prostrate mueh-branched creeper forming dense mats. The prostrate
more or less pilose stems with trifolialate finely appressed leaves which are pilose
beneath, and about 1 cm long form very good ground cover. The purple or pink flowers
are borne 1-1 terminally or in the exile of stipulate pinnately trifoliolate leavee.
Pods are 5 seeded and indented on one side. Sometimes it constitutes a weed in lawns
and is adapted to dry and wet well-drained soils of the tropins.
Demodium has been used as a cover crop in rubber plantations in Malaya where
it was reported to persist even in old rubber plantations.
It has also been reported
to produce good fodder in hot climates (Whyte, Nileson-Lessner and Trimble 1953).
At IITA it has been used euceessfully as live mulch and grows eompatibly with maize,

Although it seeds well,
cowpeas and rice under optimum soil moisture conditions.
It is easily established vegetaharvesting is difficult sud germination is poor.
tively by stem cuttings but it does not effectively. compete with many of the
vigorous more robust weeds such as Talinum triangulare except after 3 to 4 weedinge
following transplanting.

Indigofera snieata (Trailing indigo)

A prostrate creeping perennial herb with woodydder stems which spread
horizontally close to the ground and develop tiny roote along the older stems.
The stems and pinnately compound leaves consist.of leaflets less than 3 cm long
and somewhat glabrous. The flowers are orange red in colour and pods are borne
Indigofera
in axillary spikes each with over 40 pods eanh bearing 8-15 seeds.
spinata is pantropic and adapted to a wide range of well drained highly weathered
It is reasonably drought
acid soils in areas of1 250-2 500 mm annual rainfall.
resistant and resumes growth with the onset of the rains. Although it is known
to be toxic to stock, some eultivars are crown for forage.
When planted
Indirofera snicata needs profusely and in easily propagated by seed.
at distances o-t- 0.5 to 1 m apart it provides a good cover within 4-6 months. Seed
rnte is 1-2 kilos per heetare with each kilo of seed containing up to 500 000 seeds.
At IITA evaluation of Indigofera spicata for live mulch has just been
It appears to be suitable for oover crop to be killed with herbicide
initiated.
for minimum or zero tillage production of arable crops.
Peuraria phaseoloides
A prostrate vigorous trailing sud twining perennial herb forming a dense mat
The stems which may attain lengths of up to 6-7 m and leaves are densely pubescent.
The trofoliolate leaves may be up to 13.5 m long and 6 cm wide. Flowers are in
racemes and are mauve in colour. Pods are narrow and smooth produeing small seeds
100 000 of which weigh about a kilo.

Peuraria is adapted to a wide range of soils but does not do well in dry
It is tolerant to soil acidity and can also tolerate slight watersandy soils.
It does not
It performs best in Areas of over 1 250 mm annual rainfall.
logging.
seed heavily and seeds are difficult to harvest but it can be grown by stem cuttings
It has been oxtensively used as a cover crop in planta(Bunting and Milsum, 1928).
Peuraria has been fonnd useN1
tions all over the tropias and as a forage legume.
in minimum tillage as a mulch after killing with herbicide at IITA. As live mnleh
killed with herbiciden along the rows Peuraria usually climbs and strangles the
associated crop as has also been observed with Psophocarpns palustris, 0entrosema
pubescens and Stizolobium deeringianum.
Psophooarpns palustris
This is a vigorous prostrate or twining perennial very much resemblins! the
cultivated winged bean. It readily formo a thick cover. 'rho leaves are
Psophocarpus does not root along the
late .and both leaven and stems are clabroun.
Its seeds are large and covered with velvety
ntems. The flowern are blue in colour.
hairs. -They do not germinate readily without scarifieetion. Regeneration takes
plano rendily by meanc of dormant seeds or tuberous root-stocks. After germination
it forms a thiok (lover faster than any other leEnune tried at IITA.

At IITA, Pnonhocarpun has proved to be good in minimum tillage plantings of maize,
nowpea, soybean, and oasnava.,bnt where it in onlY partially killed by moving and/or
herbicide applieation or nsed as live mnlch, it has a major disadvantage of olimbing
and almoat strangling the crop.

Sty/osanthes graoilie
An erect vigorous shrubby perennial popular panture legume rarely exceeding
1.5 metros high.
It is adapted to a wide range of conditions and is tolerant to
acid poorly drained soil. Stvlesanthes i8 810W to establish but is persistant,
drought resistant anct performs well in areas of wet Ana dry tropics with rainfall
ranging from 900 2500 mm per annum. The leaves and Rtems of Stylo are pubescent,
the stems tend to get woody with ago and root at the nodes.
Wrigley (1969) reports
Stylo to be tolerant to hormone herbieides.
Flowering in Stylo in Southern Nigeria
if4 restricted to about three months in the year and the seeds mature unevenly and
shatter if not promptly harvested. Seed rate of Style is about 0.8 to 1.6 kg per
hectare with 1 kg of snnd containing 3-4 mi/lion seeds.
Once planted, Stylo reseede
itself after removal of the cover mechanically or by burning.

Stylosanthes forms good cover alone or with nome grasses.
In minimum
tillage a cover of Stylo totally killed witb paraquat supported good crops of
maize, pigeon pea, soybeans and eassava.
The tbickness of Stylo cover renders it
somewhat unsuitable for use ns live muleh.
Styzelobium deeringinnum

(14ununa_pruriens var,

util is)

Velvet

bean

large trifo-

A vigorous somewhat semiperennial climbing or twining leg,Ime with
liate leaves consisting of large ovate leaflete. Tho white to dark purple flowers
are in long pendant elusters. Pods are often covered with dense white or grey hairs
with each pod 5-15 cm long bearing 3-6 seeds which are edible.

Velvet bean i8 adapted to most soils and is extensively used ne o green manure
and nover nrop.
/t ia easily established by seeds whieh are difficult to harvest.
It has been used as a cover crop in minimum tillAge work at ITTA with mood resulte
but it iS not as good in this regard as either Pueraria Or Centrosema.

Nonlopuminons

Covers

At IITA, a number of graminaceous cover crops were compared with legumes either
paraquat and sown with test crops or treated only along the row and
used as live mulch. The mraeses tried ineluded Rrachiaria ruziziensis, Molino
minutiflora, Cvnodon plemfuensis zuul Pasnalum uotAum. None of these were suitable
as live mulch and as cover crops for minimum tillage because of their persistence
and tendency to compete seriously with crops planten through them.
It requires more
than one herbicide (e.g. Paraquat) treatment or special herbicides to completely
kill them prior to establishment of arable crops.

by killing with

Efforts Are now directed towards evaluation of more legumes species and two
grasses (Paspalum notatum and Axonopus eompressus) as cover crops for /ive mnleh in
zero tillage eultivation.
Interplanting of Grain hopinnes witY Food crop
(hdtivars of the eowpea (Vigna unp,-ninulate), Lima beans nnd Vigna radiate
are sometimes intorulanted with nonlegumes and both
are harvested for food.
Legumes may be relay planted wit, tbo nonlegumes which
are harvested first and the lep2imes eompanion orops may serve as cover crops and/or
green manure crope. Trials at University or Ife farm, lbadan, showed tbat nowpea,
green gram, lima beans, soybeans, velvet bean, calero ami stylo intercropped with
maize redueed maize yields as compared to maizo grown alone (Crowder, 1970-71).
Climbers caused up to 50't rednotion in maize ield.
Wbon cowpea, green gram and
calopo were plantel on eame rows with maize, no effect en yield of maize or lep,ume
WAS observed.
Intercropping of legumes with maize increased grain yields during
3rd and 4th cropping seasons of two crops of maize per year AS compared to

van aureun and other legumes

unfertilized plots. Grain yields of legumes were considerably higher when they wore
grown alone as compared to intercropping in which the legumee competo for water (except
in forest areas with sufficient rainfall), ligbt and nutrients. On the intercropping of
oreeping legumes and non-legumes with starchy staples ouch as maize and cassava - a
widespread practice in traditional cropping aystems of tropical Africa -the legume er
non-legume cover serves the purpose of conserving uoile as wel/ an uource of food.
Unfortunately, research on sunh cropping systems ie only beginning to receive the
deserved attention.

CONCLUSIONS
Mulebing is an imnortant element in minimum or zero tillage farming which promises
to effectively minimise erooion, lose of organic matter and soil fertility and improve
soil structure and water infiltration thereby enhancing nontinuoue cultivation in the
humid tropics with mueh reduced or without periods of fallow. Very emall quantities of
mulch have pronouced effects in the reduntionofsurfane runoff and erosion. However,the
availability of suffieient amounts of organic residues on the soil surfacepunder hot
humid conditions,with its high deeomposition rateomay nonstitute a major constraint in
the suecessful use of minimum or zero tillage techniques in the humid tropins. The
use of leguminous nover crops which are killed with herbicides one or two yearH after
establishment as mulch in zero tillage cultivation of maize, ()assays, eowpea, soybeane
and pigeon peas has proved ouecessful in redncing erosion, eoneerving moisture and
maintaining adequate levels of organic matter while giving as good or better yielda
than conventional tillage. The use of some creeping legumes as live mulch also holds
some promise and its potentinlities are being evaluated at IITA. Mneh remains to be
done in (a) evaluation and selection of leguminous (lovers as soernes of dead mule}, in
minimum tillage; (b) selection of epecies And evaluation of low growing leguminous or
other npeeies of covers as live mulch which can grow compatibly witb selected erons;
(c) development of soil rind crop management techniques aseoniated with the use of cover
crops in minimum or zero tillage; (d) determination of the frequeneies and minimum
periodo of eover crop fnllows for different soils, topographic situations and ecologieal
zonee in the tropics; (e) selection of speciee nnd development of legume cover nrop
management systems that enhanee the Full realization of nitrogen fixing potentialities
of legumeo in minimum tillagr cultivation in the tropics; (f) study of the economice
of different cover crop and zero tillage/rotation/Management systems for the production
of important crops of the tropics; (g) development of low input equipment, herbicide or
other treatments for use by small farmers in the zero tillage planting; and (h) explore
the pocsibilities of tieing leguminous foragn cover crope alone or in mixtures in
rotations involving alternate husbandry in mixed farming eystems for the humid tropins.
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STUDYING PATTKRNS OF SOIL MOSION IN KENYA
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University of Washington, Seattle, USA

1.

INTRODUCTION

Soil erosion is intense in many areas of developing countries beoause of
erosive climatic conditions, rugged terrain, and heavy land use,
yet little quantitative information is available about the patterns of erosion. This ignorance limits
an assessment of the real magnitude of eroeion problems, or the ranking of priority
regions for the most urgent soil conservation programmes.
When sites are ohosen for
reservoir impoundment or other water resource development, a rapid aeeessment of
sediment transport is usually made but very few such studies are continuad for a
long enough period to sample the vagaries of weather and flow which characterize the
The aecumulation of information on
hydrologic regimes of most developing countries,
soil erosion and sediment yields is usually too meagre and too late for adequate.:
design (Dunne and Ongweny, 1976)..
The situation requires the training and support of a small number of field
scientists in developing nations who will be concerned with field assessment of erosion
and sediment transport. They ehould be able to take advantage of hydrologic records
which have sometimes been accumulated for yearu and have lain unanalyeed in the files
of water-resource agencies. Suoh scientist° should also be eapable of setting up
networks of stations for the collection of data on erosion and sedimentation in hitherto
ungauged areas, and of carrying out field experiments on soil erosion. The cost
of euch work would not be high, relative to its value, but the suocess of the work
requires a commitment to field work and continuity of purpose which is freauently
lacking.

In this paper, I review some work on patterns of soil erosion in Kenya and refer
to relatively inexpensive methods of studying erosion processes and patterns.. It win
also indicate eome of the gape in our knowledge of soil erosion, particularly in
developing countries where physical end land use conditions differ from the more intensively studied, commercial agricultnral region of developed countries.
It ia appropriate to stress from the outset, however, that the accumulation of
field measurements is not enough. In developed countries, larqe amountsof money have
been spent on monitoring programmes and the data have, lain unanalysed for long periods
waste, and the field scientist
of time. Developing countries cannot afford
must be encoUraged to analyse data as they accumulate. This part of the scientific
training is as important as instruotion in field methoda.

this

Methode of Quantifying Erooion Rates
There are two basic approaches to the (study of erosion patterns.
The first
involves sampling the rate of sediment transport past some point on a_river channel
at the outlet of.a drainage basin. This method is relatively cheap, and it is easy
to monitor soil loon rates from large, representative areas by installing gauging
stations on a few rivers.
Decauee the measurement of sediment loes is made at a
single point, however, it is not possible to interpret much about the spatial pattern

of erosion within the catchment. Nevertheleas, sediment monitoring is the most widely
used method of assessing soil eroeion rates and many water-resource agencies collect
it in useful, therefore, to consider methods of
suspended sediment records routinely.
extracting the maximum possible information from such records.

The second method of quantifying soil oroeion invedven direct measurement of
soil removal by individual processes at a number of sampling Bites within the drainage
baein.
By strategic location of plots, erosion pins, surveyed cross-seetionn of
gullies and river channels, it ie possible to define the spatial pattern of eoil
loss, and to study the local controle of erosion.
If measurement sites are distributed so as to sample a range of hillulope gradient, soil typos, land use, and conservation practices, for example, the effects of theee variables on soil erosion can be
This kind of information is necessary in the deeign of
isolated and quantified.
land-use and conservation ntrategies for developing countries. Yet very few meaeurements of hillelope erosion processes are presently being made in these lands. There
ie a need to eneourage scientists in these countries to use the techniques that are
now available. The most useful field methods are described in another paper (Dunne,
1976 a), which includes a bibliography of original sources.
Both of the approachen referred to above include systematic monitoring. The
concept of environmental monitoring is gaining acceptanee and nupport ( U.N. Conference on the Human Environment, Stockholm, 1972) and we can reaeonably look forward
to an increase of erosion measurements in developing countries in the near future.
In order to interpret the resulta from monitoring networks, however, it is ueually
necessary to carry out some controlled experiments of erosion under different condiconditions of hillslope gradient, land use, conservation practice or other variables
of interest. The most common type of controlled experiment involves measuring soil
loss from small hillside plots under natural or artificial rainfall (Battawar and
Vaeedevaiah
Rao, 1969; Dunne, 1976b; Fournier, 1967; Goel et al, 1968; Hudson, 1971;
The plots can be subjectedto various treatments, such as removal of
et 41, 1965).
vegetation, trampling, or the growing of varioue crops. They are useful for previewing
the soil erosion consequences of a range of management options.
Each of these approachen is presently being used to otudy the pattern of soil
erosion in Kenya.
2.

SZDIMENT YIELDS OF KENYAN RIVERS
During the period 1948-68, suspended sediment concentrations were measured by
the depth-integrating method at a large number of river gauging stations throughout
eolith and central Kenya (the only regions of the country which eupport perennial
streams).
At 63 etations, the data were adequate for constructing sediment rating
curves. 'Daily dineharge records from the same stations wOr(1 then esed in eonjunction
with the sediment rating curves to calculate suspended sediment yields for drainage
baeine eovering a wide range of climate, topography, and land use. A map of mean
annual suspended sediment yieldn was constructed from the data (Dunne, ms in preparation). Sediment yields range from 8 to 19 520 tAm2Aear. The reselts of this
national survey can be used directly for estimating potential rates of sedimentation
of proposed
reservoir sites. They can alno be used for an analysis of the major
controls of besin sediment yields.
A great deal of attention has been directed toward quantifying general relationshipn between basin sediment yield and climate (Langbein and Schumm, 1958;
Faurnier,
1967; Wilson,.1973).
1960;
Dougles
The climatic parameter generally used is mean
anneal rainfall, either obtained from direct measurements or calculated from mean
annual runoff and air temperature. Each of the publieations listed Above proposes
a different reationehip between sediment yield and climate. Wilson, who annlysed the
most comprehensive set of data, concluded that differences in climatic regime and
land use make it impossible to define a single rule relating vediment yield to rainfall
or runoff.

The Kenyan data confirm the suggestion of Wilson, and of Douglas (1967) that
land use is the dominant variable which confounds the establishment of general relations
In Kenya, as in many other countries, land use depends
of sediment yield and olimate.
partly upon climate but there are important differences of land use in each climatic
zone.

In Figure 1, mean annual sediment yield per unit area of catchment is plotted
against mean annual runoff. The dominant land use in each catchment is indicated by
a symbol.
In the absence of a detailed quantitative analysis of land use, the
clansification was confined to four c/asses:
completely forested; forest covering
more than 50 percent of the basin;
agriculture covering more than 50 percent of the
basin and the remainder under forest, and grazing covering more than 50 percent of
the basin.
A fifth class, lightly grazed scrub forest, contained only two basins.
Even with such a coarse classification of land use, however, a pattern is evident.
The lines in Figure 1 are approximate envslopes for each set of land use symbols,
and very few points fall outside the appropriate region of the graph. The enveloped
do not separate the symbols completely because of differences in the ruggedness
topography, the degree to which the major land use dominates a basin, the dnration of
records, and the quality of the original data.

or

There are dramatic differences of sediment yield between land use types.
For a fixed value of runoff in the figure', differences in sediment yields between
and use types can vary over two orders of macnitude or more. The graph shows,
however, that land use is not the only important variable.
Agricultural catchments
with heavy runoff may havd sediment yields which are far greater than the driest
grazing lands.
For each land ase type, there is a general increase of sediment
yields with annual runoff. The higher runoff yields are associated with heavier
rainfalls and therefore with greater kinetic energy for hillslopc erosion and stream
transport of eroded sediment.
Regression analysis for basins in each land use
category yielded the following .equations,all of which are significant at the

0.o5level:
Sed. yield = 2.61
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The regrenniorn are plotted in Figure 2..
Although only fonr forested basins were available for this analysis, the
reeultn are almost exactly the FiPMC over the rangrt of the data as those from
a
similar analysis of sediment yields from 27 eatehments in eastern Anntralia made
by Douglas (1967). Tho Auntralian catahments
were "selected to avoid as much
human disturbanne au posnible".
His results are shown in Figure
2.

For the other land use types, sediment yields are higher than under the
complete
forent cover. The exponentn in the regression ermations
above also show that sediment
yield inereaces with runoff leso rapidly in regions with a forest
nover than in
cultivated lends, which in turn are less Sensitivo than ranglends.

'Fig.
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Mean annual yield of
suspended sediment and
mean annual runoff for
catchments under five
dominant types of land
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Field observations and visual examination of the data suggested that topographic
steepness is a significant factor affecting sediment yields.
Measurement of the
frequenoy distribution of hillelope angles in each drainage basin was not feasible
with the reeources available for this study, and a surrogate measure of basin steepness
had to be used.
Sohumm (1955) showed that the relief.ratio of a catchment (its
maximum relief divided by the length of the main stream) was positively correlated
with sediment lose in Colorado.
The relief ratio was used with mean annual runoff in a stepwise multiple
regreseion of the Kenyan eediment yielda. The resulto were limited becauee most
land use categories contained few points.
Runoff proved to be the dominant variable
in each case, but only on agricultural lands did relief ratio add eignificantly to
the explanation of the variance in sediment yield.
In the other /and use classes,
however, there was a positive relationship between relief ratio and sediment yield
when relief ratio enterad the multiple regression as a second variable, and it is
likely that the effect of topography would have been demonstrated with a larger
sample.
The limited data aleo suggest that in a logarithmio multiple regression
equation the exponent of relief ratio increasee in the mame order as that for runoff.
In other words, the effeot of basin steopnene on sediment yield increaoes as the
' vegetation cover becomeo sparser. Correction of sediment yielde for the effect of
oatohment area by the method of Brene (1948) did not alter the general form of the
results, except by inereasing the sediment yields.
No bedload data are available for Kenya and so the yields referred to above
underestimate the true soil lose.
Field observations suggest that bedload transport
is small in the volcanic uplands, where most of the eroded sediment is fine grained.
The larger rivers draining the lowlands of EAstern Kenya receive considerable amounts
of coarse sand from erosion of eoile on schists and gneisses.
Some of this material
moves as bedload, but its oontribution to the basin sediment yield will not be known
until a programme of bedload transport meaeurements is undertaken.

3.

HILLSLOPE MEASURDENTS OF EROSION
In sparsely populated dry regione, where stream flow ie rare, there is little
likelihood that developing nations can bear the coet of maintaining ctream gauging
stations for the purpose of aseessing sediment yielde.
Under these conditions, noil
eroeion can be monitored directly on hillslopes. This can be done by installing plots
or networks of erosion pina. Leopold et al
(1966) demonstrated how varioue techniques
for meaoering hillslope erosion processes could be used to obtain a sediment budget
for a small rangeland catchment. A major problem with all field methods which involve
installing even simple equipment, however, is its eusceptibility to theft or disturbanee.
Soil erosion rates can also be evaluated by measuring recent lowering of the
surface against come dateable reference. Judson (1968) obtained ratos of soil
removal from the depth of exposure of Roman archaeological sites.
Fence posts often
show marks indicating the position of the soil surface at the time of installation.
The difference between this height and the present 'soil surface divided by the age
of the fenceline gives the soil erosion rate.
The most widespread indicatorn of surface lowering in some areas where erosion
is intense are expoped tree roots or mounds of residual soil proteeted ender the
oanopy of.trees Or bushes while the surrounding soil is lowered (see Fig. 3). If the
tree or bush can be aged by counting growth rings (as many tropical species can, in
spite of the popular misconception that tropical woody plants do not produce annual
or seasonal growth rings), the height of the mound divided by the age of the plant
indicaten the average rate of surface lowering.
In some areae the dating problem is
simplified dramatically if there is evidence that Roil erosion was accelerated after
a period of intensive vegetationdearing. The height of the root exposure or mound
con be meaeured Eamply and quickly an shown in Figure 4.
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On nuitable tree

opeeien the height of the -fonler (7roun1 :rCao in located by examining the
tree for 1gr3 f3uch as the ponition of the bamal flare or t:le boundary between

trunk bark and root bark.
This should -OA (kirie orly after examining trees in
relatively unerode:3 niten. A carpenter's level in then placed at the estimated
level of the former land uurface and its heicht above the prenont r.oil nurfaoe
is measured wit?' a ruler
.

Problems of interpretation arise with this method, and a great deal of care
should be taken to check for potential probleme in each region before the method is
A dateable tree species must be found and the treering chronology
ueed there.
established, or the onset of accelerated eroeion must.be dated from aerial photography or other local information. Growth rings can be counted on each tree for which
An alternative
root exposures are measered, but this nnn be very timeconsuming.
method involves cutting down or coring only a Hample of trees and constructing a graph
Each tree
of trunk diameter versus age for each species and region (see Figure 5).
used for measuring the erosion rate can then be aged from its stem diameter.
Other sources of uncertainty ariee with thie method. Some trees produce
their own mound by developing a wide baeal fiare or even by developing buttrees roots
above the ground eurface as they grow. This problem oan be avoided by choosing a
speciee which does not have thesecharanteristics. Careful examination of trees in
sitee which are not undergoing intense erosion (such as plateaux or heavily vegetated
areas) should suggest the moet useful tree species to use as an erosion indicator
in each region. We aleo compare plants with a range of ages to observe how the plant,
its root, and the mound or root exposere develop as the tree or bush grows.

Speeics, or at least individual trees, which regenerate from old etumpe or
root stocks should be avoided because the mound in more likely to be related to the
age of the older plant than to the new etem. Termites often build mounds around
Recognition of thie problem is not always
trees and these must also be avoided.
easy, eepecially if the mound ie no longer colonized and has been eroded. Small
termite mounds can usually be recognized by their looser texture and higher organin
content than serrounding eroded soils. They also lack pedogenie structures. Mounds
produeed by wind deposition also have a different structure and texture from the
Other
surrounding eroded area, and can be renognized through careful examination.
sourees of uncertainty arc described by Eardley (1967) and by Lamarche (1968), who
pioneered the method on Brietlecone pines in Utah and in the White Mountains of
California.

We incorporate measurements of treeroot exposures into a general hillslope
survev of topography, vegetation cover and noils, as deecribed by Leopold and Dunne
(1971),
At intervals of 100 meters along the hillslope profile we measure the height
of the root exposure or erooion mound under the five or ten nearest trees or bushee
of the mpeciee being used in that area. The procedure illuetrated in Figure 4 is
The plant is also aged.
carried out on opposite sides of the tree along the contour.
The average erosion rate for the 5-10 plants is then computed for each site.
The data can be used for mapping the variation of erosion depth along a
hillside (Dunne, 1976a, Figure 10) and therefore for computing the total amount of
soil lost from a sample of hillslopes in each region. They can also be used.for
studying the effect of gradient on erosion, as shown for a single rock/soil oomplex
Measurements of this kind were ueed to quantify differences in rates
in Figure 6.
of soil Ives on three ronk/soil complexes in Kajiado District, a heavily grazed
rangeland in southern Kenya. I have quantified differenees of soil erosion rates
on hillslopee with differing gradients, soil types, and intensity of vegetation
removal in the Maralal area of northern Kenya. The resulte are illustrated in
Figure 7.
These field measurements show that the rate of soil erosion on even gentle
gradients in Kenyan rangelands in extremely high by comparison with the rates
compiled by Young (1969) for a variety of regions throughout the world. Over the
laot 10-20 years, ooil has been lost at rates in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 em/yr on
the AthiKapiti plain ond 0.4 to 1.2 embr2in Northern Kenya. These values are
18 000 t/km /yr depending on the bulk density of the
equivalent to yields of 1000
It io difficult to compare these values directly with basin sediment yields,
soil.
beoause a portion of the soil mobilized from hilleides comes to rest in avales,
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floodplains, and other storage sites.
catchments usually declines, therefore, as the size of the basin increases. I know
of no published information which indicates the rate ai whieh this decline °enure
for arid regions, but in moister agricultural regions of the United States, Brune
(1948), Maner(1958), and Roehl (1962) have Rhown that nediment yield por unit area
is proportional to the catchment size raised to a power of approximately - 0.15 to
-0.20.
Using a value of -0.20 the Kenyan rangeland sediment yielde would je approximately 150-2 700 t/62/yr at 100 km2.nrid of 90-1 620 t/km2/year at 2 000 km'. These
values are in the same range as most of the basin valuee for the drier grazing landa
in Figure 1, and confirm the evidence that soil erosion there ie extreme.
This kind of simple measurement could profitably be made more widely in the
rapid/y eroding regions of developing countries. Two people with only a hand level,
tape, carpenter's level, and rule can make an erosion survey of one to two kilometers
per day, and in doing so colleet a great deal of information on erosion rates and
their controlling factors, In addition to costing little, the method has some other
advantagee over installing plots to monitor soil loss. The tree-root meaeurements
yield data immediately, rather than the investigator having to wait three or more
yeare to obtain usable data. Secondly the resulting calculations of erosion rate
average out inter-annual fluctuations which may distort the picture over a short
measurement period on a plot. Thirdly, there are no installations to be disturbed
or stolen.
On the other hand, monitoring of soil loss from plots or by erosion
pins can yield more detailed information, sneh as the contribution of rainstormn
Plots are particularly useful where the rate of erosion is less
of various sizes.
than the high values shown above, or where trees and hushes are rare. In other
words, use of the two methods can be complementary.
In addition to collecting information on soil loss from hillsides we need to
more about the fate of the eroded sediment. There is very little information
know
on this topic even in regions where soil erosion has been studied intensively and
Sediment is temporarily etored at many locaalmost none for developing countries.
tions as it moves down a drainagy basin after its initial release from a hillside.
Such locatione include footslopes, unchannelled swal es, channels and floodplains,
The amount of Pediment aceumulating at each of these sites
lakes and reservoirs.
is important from both an economic point of view (rates of filling of reservoirs and
stock ponds) and an ecological point of view for those interested in the nutrient
supply and depth of water holding sediment delivered to swales and floodplains.
Our ignorance of the fate of eroded pediment is important to a full understanding of
the effecte of soil eroeion, and could be remedied by a programme of simple, repeated
topographic surveys at eites where the sediment accumulates.
4

CCATROLULD PLOT aPERIMENTS
To provide quantitative information on the controls of soil 6rosion on Kenyan
rangeland°, we have begun a set of controlled experiments using a portable sprinkler
system whinh generates artificial rainstorms over a 5m by 2m plot (see Figure 8).
With this system a storm of, say, one hour's duration and intensity of 7cm/hr can he
applied to plots on a range of hillslope gradierts on wet or dry antecedent conditioes,
with the qrass cover in various states. With repeated irrigations of a plot to
simulate a whole wet season, we can 170W and cut grass to various cover densities.
But runoff and soil loss rates are monitored during the storm, and a sample
of the resulto from one experiment are given in Figure 9. The results can be used
to compare plotH on the baeis of infiltration capacity, total runoff, or total soil
lose.
Figure 10, for example,nompnres soil lose from three soil vegetation eomplexes
in their typical conditione at the end of a dry seaeon.
These and similar resulta
will be described in a set of forthcoming papers.
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Total soil loss in a one-hour rainstorm on dry conditions from plots in
their usual condition at the end of a dry season. The crosses represent
vertisolic alay soils on volcanic rooks with a ground cover averaging 65 85%; the circles represent sandy clay looms on schists with a ground nover
of about 10%, and the triangles indicate sandy clay loams with novers of
0 - 7% developed on volcanic rocks

SUMMARY

The purpose of the present paper is to indioate the range of approaches
available for studying soil erosion in developing countries.
Most of tho techniques
are simple and can be carried out by a small team of field scientists in each country.
The cost of such a programme would be small relative to its value, whinh was reviewed
at the beginning of this paper.
Thoro are many gaps in our knowledge of the magnitude,
distribution, and controle of soil erosion in the tropicn.
We do not know a great
deal about the degree to which various conservation techniques presently reduce soil
lose.
In view of the present concern about t'dosertification" and the many pessimistic
reviews of the status of eroded lands in some developing countries, it would be
worthwhile to collect some quantitative information to ferie an objective basis for
decision making about soil conservation.
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SOIL EROSION AND RESERVOIR SEDIMENTATION

CASE STUDIES IN TANZANIA

by

Andere Rapp
Department of Physical Geography, University of Lund
INTRODUCTION

Soil erosion and eoil coneervation have long been major issues in a number of
tropical areas, not least in Tanzania. Much of the debate on theee issues has been
carried on with only superficial specific information on the typee of processes at
work, their relative importance and their ratee of operation. The main purpoee of
our project was to obtain reliable information on the types, extent and contemporary
rates of eoil eroeion and reservoir sedimentation in Tanzania. It was hoped that
ouch information might form a more rationa/ basis for future schemes of soil and
water coneervation in critical areas in Tanzania and other countrien with similar
ecological conditions.
The Dar es Salaam/Uppsala Universities Soil Erosion Research Project (DUSER
Projeot) was carried out during the period 1968-1972.
Tt resulted from cooperation between the Department of Physical Geography of
the University of Uppsala, Sweden, and the Department of Geography, the Bureau of
Resource Assessment and Land Use Planning (BRALUP), and the Department of Agricultural Chemistry of the University of Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
The main sponsor of the DUSER Project was the Bank of Sweden, Stockholm.
The
University of Dar ea Salaam provided funds through BRALUP. Other valuable assistanoe
WAS provided by the Tanzania Ministry of Water Development and Power and the Ministry
of Agriculture and Oooperativee. The Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA)
made grants towards the costs of aerial survey and part of the costs of publishing.

A first etep toward rational and ecologically Bound land use, in Africa or
elsewhere, is to make an inventory of the types and extent of preeent degradation
of vegetation and soil and to monitor the changen. This is true with regard to both
traditional and mechanized or "modernized" forms of land use.
A second step is
interiisoiplinary ecological research and training for better land use.
In order to otudy types of soil erosion, monitor present rates of erosion and
determine the conoevences of erosion, it i6 neoessary to carry out continuoue studies
of water and sediment flow in natural watersheds. This ir called the "catchment approach"
or "watershed approach".
Such ntodies must be pe'rformed in a variety of environments.
So far, only a few quantitative oatchment studies of this kind have been performed
in developing countries.
Examples of suet' etudiee are those undertaken by Dormannt
Likene and Eaton (1) in New England, Douglas (2) in Malaysia, and. Rapp et al (3,4)
in Tanzania.
Some aopects of the latter studies will be presented below.

10IL-EROSION AND ITS EbbECTS.
The most common forms of soil erosion are caused by running water or by wind,
or by ra combination of thee° two.
Both water erosion and wind erosion are particularlY
effective in climates where long/ezting dry ocrlsons weaken the vegetation eover and
the sell is exposed to later attack by intensive rainetorme or dust storms. Vegetation

cover is the best general proteotion against the wtahing away of °oil particlea by
runoff or the blowing away of soil ao dust.
A dense grass oover can in this reepeot
be as efficient an a forest cover in protecting the soil (5). Fire and overgrazing
contribute very much to the erosion hazard in African semiarid areaa by exposing
the soil to the aseault of water and wind as well as to the heat of direct eunlight,
redueting the biological activity in the neareurface zone of the coil.

.

Tropical and subtropical semiarid areas are thue, in general, zonee of great
potential erogion hazard, due to the oombinatioh of eparse vegetation at the end of
the dry oeason and periodically very intenso rainstorms or duet etorme.
Other
environmente with potentially great erosion hazards are mountaine. Many mountain
areas in Africa have been subjected to a high degree of exploitation by man, with
deforestation, burning, cultivation of nteep elopes,soil erosion by elope wash,
landsliding and other forme of degradation.
Also in tho lowland, humid tropics soil degradation by erosion ie a serious
problem, which has been emphoized recently byfr e.g., Greenland and Lal (1975) (6).
Eropion causes loosen of produetive topeoil, organic matter, nutrients and
water.
Up to 50 percent of the annual rainfall can be lost from eroded slopes due
to decreased infiltration and high surface runoff. The downstream effects of
this are increasing floodpeaks with higher sediment loada from denuded source
areas of rivers.
The inereating sediment loads reselt in fasterfilling of
reeervoirs and thus shorten the useful life of these reservoirs.
3.

FORMS OF EROSION

The water erosion on a naked,soilcovered slope inereasen with intensity of
rainfall, slope gradient, length of slope, surface runoff, and erodibility of the
Roil. Splash erosion, caused by the direct impact of water drops on the soil,
affects the entire slope, from the crest to the valley botton. The eplaah makes
the fine soil particles start moving. It also creates a wet crust on the soil;
email splashed particles of soil enter and seal the surface poros, thus deoreasing
the infiltration rate of the water into the soil and increasing the surface runoff.
Sheet eroeion in the washing away of a thin surface layer of soil. Rill
erosion causes erosion furrows of eeveral cm in depth.
Gully erosion createe
furrowe of more than one meter in depth.
All these forme of erosion can be
created by temporarily high surface runoff.
River erosion, either by bank cutting
or bed ncouring, does not come under the heaaing of soil erosion (interfluvial erosion),
but is nevertheless of very great importance and is closely linked with soil
erosion.

on hillelopee of eome steepness, landslide erosion may oceur, generally as a
sudden movement of soil and weathered rock, creating a elide scar. Some landslide
masses that begin with a sliding movement change into viscous flows as they move
down the elope. Sueh flowing masses of loose material eompoeed of soil or rock
debrie.are called debris flows or mudflows (7).
The common forms of splash, sheet and rill erveion can be studied in erosion
pieta of a few meters in dimeneion or even in a laborntory. The larger forms of
eroaion such as guinea, landslides and debris flows have to be studied mninly in
natural catchments, due to their lesn frequent occurrence and large size. Water
erosion and elides bave downstream effects on nediment transport and denotation.
Thun a catchment basin is a useful unit for studies of the erosion/sedimentation
system.

4.

XROSION AND SEDIMENTATIUN IN FIVE CATCHMENTS IN 31I-ARID TANZANIA
Man-made and natural lakes act as sediment traps and store part of the material
In semi-arid areas,
eroded and transported by running water from the oatnhment.
streams flow only occasionally and tl'e flow of water and sediment is difficult to
However, the sediment trapped and deposited on the bottom of a reservoir
measure.
can be measured and analysed and can thus reveal the history of sedimentation since
It can also tell the history of erosion in the
the time of the dam construction.
catchment, although only in a generalized way, as muoh of the material eroded
from the slopes of the catnhment is temporarily deposited upstream of the reservoir,
e.g. some parts are deposited at the base of the eroded elopb, other portions on the
But some material reachee the reservoir
floodplainR and still othere on.the riverbeds.
and is deposited in a delta or as fine-grained bottom Rediment on the lake floor beyond
the delta. Some of the fine-grained suspended material is oarried out of the reservoir
by the flow.
Sediment surveys of silting reservoirs can be used to forecaat how fast the
basins will be filled up and made useless.
The sediment-suevey approach was used in studies of five small reservoirs and
catchments, four in the Dodoma area (4) of central Tanzania and another near Arusba in
northern Tanzania (8). The Dodoma area is a semi-arid plain with scattered hills of
The soils are red and sandy
granites and gneisses, so-oalled inselberga (Figure 1).
on the gently sloping plaine( pediment slopes), and blank, cracking clays on the
The dry season is about
The annual rainfall ie lese than 600 mm.
flood-plains.
7-8 months long, lasting from May until December.
Kisongo catchment near Arusha is underlain by Young volcanic rocks. The Roils
are dark, silty-sandy and derived from weathered volcanic lavas or ashes. The annual
rainfall is about 800 mm and the dry season normally lasts 5-6 months. Some data on
All catchments are under
the five reservoirs and catchments are given in Table 1.
Cultivation and collecting of
intense land use and are much overgrazed by cattle.
firewood aleo contribute jo erosion.
The eedimentation rate in each of the reservoirs was determined by repeated
Inventories of the erosion features in the catchmente
surveying of cross-profiles.
were made by means of air photo interpretation and field checking (Figure 2).
Rainsplash and sheet wash are probably the most important types of erosion in
the area that was studied. Gullies appear in distinct zones on the upper pediment
In the Kisongo area
slopee near the foot of the inselberge in the Dodoma catchments.
the gullies are out along cattle tracks near the main drainage lines of the catohment.
No new areas of gullying oould be traned by comparison with ola air photographs in
the Dodoma catohmente but extension of some single gullies had occurred since the
early

1950s.

The reservoire have very high ratee of sediMentation. Three of them, Ikowa,
Matumbulu and Kieongo, have very short expected total lives of 25-30 years and still
The expeoted total life of a reservoir in the period from
nhorther economic lives.
the construction of the dam to the time when the whole storage volume is filled with
eediment. The economic life of a reservoir is the period during whioh the eeonomic
the reservoir's
advantages of ueing the reservoir outweigh the inveRtment oosts;
economic life unually ende when sediment fills 50-75 percent of the total storage
The annual sediment yields corresponding to the sedimentation in the surveyed
volume.
reservoirs vary from 200 to 730 m3/62 per year (mean values for longest period of
In addition, large volumes of Rediment have bsen deposited upstream
available data).
of the reeervoire As thin, sandy sbents on lower pedimento, as sand fans along etream
olannele and as silty-clayey layers on mbuga floodplains, the latter oceurring
particularly in the Ikowa catohment (Figure 1).
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catchment In Idlorm.ter9 Economle tite of sliting reservoIrs Is shorter
than expected total lila unill 109 percent illiing

Soil denudation rates in seven catchment banins in Tanzania. Nos. 1-5 are catchments
with reservoirs in semi-arid areas. Nos. 6-7 are catchments in the Uluguru mountains
with high precipitation and no reservoirs
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MATUMBULU CATCHMENT

Dodoma district

0,

Land use, erosion and sedimentatiOn 1960
.sno

rS{0

Map of land use, erosion and sedimentation, Matumbulu catchment,
Tanzania. Based on air photographs from 1960 and field checking
during 1969-71. Note the zones of erosion and deposition:
gullied upper pedimento with intense sheet wash, cultivated
lower pediments, stream channels with three sand fans and
reservoir with heavy sedimentation. Map by C. Christiansson.
Area of Figure 3 indicated by frame.
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Fig. 3

Long profiles of Malumbulu reservoir, 1960-71.
The gradient
A sandy delta is rapidly filling the reservoir.
of the accumulation in slightly lees than the original stream
channel above full supply level, slightly moro below that
level. Prediction of 100% filling by 30 yearn after construction.
Potential use of filled reservoir as groundwater storage should
be investigated.
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Fig. 4 Relation of mean annual sediment yield.to drainage area for
five catchment banins in Tanzania (open circles) and 73
the latter
catchments in eastern Wyoming (cloned circles);
after Schumm and Hadley (11). Decrease of apecific sediment
yie/d with increaning catchment area in evident in both
groupsdbut is lees marked in Tanzanian cases.

The reservoir sedimentat,ioneorresponds to a aoil denudation rate of 0.2-0.73mm
Sediment yield in m-Ylcm`-han been transformed into values of soil denudati.
per year.

rate under the assumption that the dry bulk density of sediments as well as pone
in 1.5 ecm3. A bulk density close to 1.0 is characteristic for topsoils of the area,
so the topsoil denudation figures may be more relevant if 50 percent is added to the
valueu given in Table 1. Most of the reservoir floors have been surveyed when they
have been dry, with compacted but °racked clayey sediment (4).
Table 1 and Figure 4 summarize data from the five eatehments at Dodoma and
Kioongo.

The figures for specific sediment yielde decreer:le with increasing drainage
nroa, due to sedimentation in the catehment (Figure 4). Therefore, sediment yields
from small catchment basine (a few km2 in area) reflect most closely the erosion
in the catchment.
WATERSEED MANAGFEXMF TO COM-AAT RESERVOIR SEDIMWTATICU

Controlling erosion and increasing the life of the reservoirs are mainly
geestions of better management of gratin and other vegetation in the catchments and
protections of harvested fields against splauh and sheet erosion. Deduction of
stock numbers, of overgrazing and of excescive burning of grass and mulch in
nenessary in order to combat erosion and lengthen the useful life of the renervoire.
The type of sediment which fills a renervoir is of great importance for ito continued
A reservoir whieh is filled with sandy or coarser oediments
use after is has silted up.
can used for groundwater in the future.
The potential nhould be further inveotigated.
Reservoir surveys to document the rate and type of uedimentation and to
eetablish the remninirvr life of reservoirs should be undertaken R13 standard prnetice
ReserVoir maps and
for all existing nnd planned reservoirs in semi-arid areas.
profiles should be mnde and sedimentation pegs established to Make later comparisons
posoible.
In addition to the reservoir surveyn, mapping and monitoring of erosion in
the catchment should be performed to define areas and rates of sediment produntion.

DITORFSTMMCUNTAIN SLOPRS
The Uluguru Mountains in Tanzania were selected for the study of an area
reprecenting deforented mountain slopee with intensive cultivation. In one of
the etudy catchments, a three-year sampling and analysis of suspended sediment load
The
in the Morogoro River was carried out (1). The catehment area is 19.1 km2.
elevation ranges from 550 m at the stream gauge, to 1450 m at the rainfall recorder,
where a montane rainforest reserve be6ine, to 2100 m altitude on narrow mountain
ridges in a rainforest zone (Figure 5). The annual preoipitation is about 900 mm at
530 m altitude and 2 400 mm at 1450m altitude. The soils are sandy learns, weathered
from the local basement bedrock of gneisses and granulites.
Another study catchment in the Uluguru is the Mgeta Valley, which is similar
to the Yorogoro catchment in geology, landforms, climate, vegetation, soils, population
density 'midland uso in general. On 23 FUbruary
1970, this vaaley was hit by an
intence rainstorm during which 100 mm of rain fell in two hours.
It triggered more
than 1000 landslideo and mudflowo and caused serious damage to human life and property,
including crops and land (9).
These and other catchment otudies in the Uluguru Mountains showed the importance of three kinds of erosion hazard (Figure 5).
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Three maps showing three malar types of
erosion on deforested and cuilivaled slopes in Irop
Icai mounleIns. as represenled by the Uluguru Mounteins In Tanzania_

Map I Annual "average" Sloaewash 19115-1970 from
cultivated Japes caused n soil loss or 7500 lons;year,

treasured as suspended load In the Morogoro River

Map II. In April 1973, n large landslide within same

watershed area as shown on Map I, started al A.
leg 25 030 tons mudllow al B. plus unknown sediment load beyond C. It b'ecked the water Intake
or the lown o Morogoro. smed up Ihe water plpes
Ind damaged the water supply lar weeks (9).

N
Map III. A larga mirribar of small landslides triggered
by a heavy rainstorm of 100 mni on february 23, 1970.
Slides Indicated by Tsymbols. A few landsi.gea thal
occurred In tha forest reserve, and the more than 1100
that occurred on deforested slopes below the forest
"%cr.") bnundarY MI. moved 400 000 tons of soll and
regollth Into sireams.

Annual soil 1099P9 by slope wash from cullIveted
slopes nrn high Prater-Mon MeASWe9 graS9 bafflers.
for,. Ono_ cover crops. mulching (Map I).
At Intervals n, one or a few decades. maximum
:osses are esused by extreme raIrslorms and numerous
small landslides. PrOlec/10n measures: planting al
forest belts In critical nones (below ridge crests,
above roads. near stream aides) (Map 1111.

sf lnirrynIS 01 several decades, single, large lard
Odes 01 100 CIO lens occur. Proleciion mainly by
awareness of landslide danger In waiershed.
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1 Sheet and rill erosion oecurring every year on cultivated slopes, Although highly
variable in severity, depending on the intensity of.the individual rainstorms.
Terraning, grass barriers, eover crops, mulch cover on hare soil and reduoed burning
of vegetation are simple .but effeotive methods of protecting against these kirie of
Oros ion.

Numerous email debris slides and medflowe triggered by extremely intensive
rainstorms with a periodicity of several yeare or decides (9).

Planting of ehelter belts of forest in eritial zonen, to stabilize the noil and
regolith with tree roots, in reeommended for protection against this kind of hazard.
Single, large landslides, ninny meterR deep.
These are rare in time and °pace es
compared to nategory ?, but can have far-reaching destructivo effects through etream
sedimentation (The Pali,. example) (10).

As sueh deep landslides can probabl:f not be avoided, even by tree planting, there
must be an awareness of the potential destruetive force of large landslides, and
this must he taken into aceount in water supply management.

CCIPSIONS
Soil erosion by running water is a growing problem in many countries in
Africa, duo to increasing pressure on marginal lands for grazing, cropping or wood
collection.
Erosion has very marked effeets on the flow of water and eediment in
streams. Thns erosion/sedimentation syGtema have to be studied .together in natural
catohment basins, under different environmentel conditions and different types of
lend use, to clarify the mechanismu and rates of aetive processes.
Snoh ntudies or
"catchment dingnoves".nrovide a sound basis for reelamation plans, as these have to
be adapted to the local eeologica/ and social conditions to be successful.
EVery lend and water development seheme should be combined with eritical
evaluation of its impant on .C:e environment and on man. It in necessary to observe
nritically the reantions of the environment to exploitation, and to draw conelusions
for
land use from these observations. Reliable referenee data maps, photographs,
descriptions must be obtained for lond and water development projeets, co that it is
possible to compare the situation before, during and after implementation of a plan.
Byweans of repeated eomparisone or monitoring, initial mintakes can be recognized
and corrected.

better
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CONSEMVATION OF UPLAND WILDLANDS,
FOR DOWNT1REAM AGRICULTURE

by

S.H. Kunkle and D.A. Harcharik 1./

ABSTRACT

This paper describes in broad termo the objectives of natural resource
oonservation and restoration for non-agricultural uplands, partioularly from
the viewpoint of protecting downstream interacts. Tho function of foreets
in moderating runoff is dieouseod. A number of common conservation meaeures
are briefly desoribed, including measures for forest roads'and fOr logging,
the concept of restoration through afforestation, the use of buffer stripe
along streams, techniques of vegetation modification and combined mechanical/
biological methods for the restoration of eroded nlopee.
The role of the
vegetative cover in the water balance is illustrated by examples.

1/

S.H. Kunkle and D.A. Harcharik,

FAO Forest Resources Divinion, Rome.

INTHODUCTION

The upper parts of many river basins consie of foreste, grazing areas, brushy zones
and other non-cultivated landa, often in steep terraiD, which we refer to collectively as
"wildlands".
These upper catchments are not only the afeas where rivers find their origin
but also typically the zones where the most precipitation flls. Thus, upstream wildlandsix
are the source of the bulk of available water in many drainagd basins. For this reason, it
is logical that agricultural development efforts, such aa irrigat)on schemes, should concern themselves with upstream conservation, including the wildlands.
This paper describes natural resources conservation and restoration in non-agricultural uplands, particularly from the viewpoint of protecting downstream intefeSts. An
attempt is made to describe some of the main physical and biological processes Which are
involved, for example, the function of forests in moderating surface runoff.
Secondly, the
paper summarizes the procedures practised by foresters and other wildland managers. It is
recognized that if lands are properly classified as to thoir most suitable use, most steep
areas will be best used as foreat land, whereas many of the more fertile, flatter areas
would be put to agricultural use. In this paper, wo concentrate on the steeper slopes.

LAND USE UPSTREAM - IMPACTS DOWNSTREAM
2.1

Evidence of Land Use Effects on Streams

There are ample field examples which illustrate how /and use practices in wildland
catchment° affect land development downstream, both positively and negatively.
To take one
case, an irrigation project which recently constructed concrete canals in a Caribbean
country was inundated with nearly a metre of sediment only a year after the construction.
The sediment was deposited by torrential flows from watersheds upstream, whgre shifting
cultivation and the farming of steep hillsides are cauning severe crosion.1/ In a similar
example in central Africa, a concrete reservoir was conntructed to serve as water aupply
for a town of about 5 000.
Four years after construction, the reservoir was already half
filled with sediment and losing its usgfulness. In thie case, heavy grazing above the
reservoir caused most of the erosion.1/
The importance of upatream areas ia likewiae underscored by sediment problems in
rivers.
In the estuary of the River Plate at Buenos Aires, ailt dredging for shipping
costs about $10 000 000 per year.
Mineralogical studio° by the Authority for Water and

Power show that some 80 percent of this 100 000 000 tono a year of sediment comea from one
heavily grazed sub-basin, the Bermejo River. This mnall mountain region is only a very
minor area of the whole drainagn basin (4 percent) but contributes 80 percent of the sediment problem.
A government commission has been sot up to tackle thin problem of land use
(Pereira, 1973).
One may find similar type° of land use problems on a much larger scale in Asia.
Sterling (1976) gives a description of floods in the Himalaya region, summarizing the
impresaions shared by many natural resource specialists that downstream flooding is highly
related to upstream land uso impacts, such as deforestation.
Regarding the cost of floods
to tho region, Sterling writes, "until 1970, the average coat (speaking of floods in India)
was roughly 3120 million a year. From then through 1973 the average leaped, with a record
of $750 million in 1974".
Such field examples are common, although not well documented, but theee scattered
references give an indication of the importance of upstream conservation for the protection
of downetream developments, especially reservoirs. In all cases, upstream actions -

1/

The two examples cited are bailed on personal observations in the field
by S.H. Kunkle.

shifting cUltivation, over-grazing, de-forestation, uncontrolled road building, wildfires,
etc. - were the main cause of downstream river problems.
2.2

Summary of the Main Downstream Effects of Land Use

The hydrological response or strcamflow of a basin iB tho most obvious index of the
adverse effects of land use. The streamflow likewise will reflect good land management
practices upstream, including protection or restoration measures.
.The adverse effects of upland erosion may be summarized under four principal categories of problems (as seen from "downstream").
siltation (main problems:

reservoir silting; degradation of water quality);

farm field loases along streams;
torrential conditions (main problems:
villago destruction; bedload impacts; river channel cutting);
higher peak streamflows (problems:
meaning moro bedload transport);

flooding; greater tractive forces,

less infiltration, hence less baseflow (problem; tendency for streams to
dry up earlier or be lower during the dry season).
These four categories of problems are summarized in the schematic graph of Figure 1.
An individual basin will not necessarily demonstrate all four types of problems, although
often they occur together.

AFThR EROSION IMPACT
STREAM
DISCHARGE
m3/sec

B1TORE EROSION IMPACT

TIME

Fig.

1

Schematio illustration of the principal offeots of erosion of an
upstream catchment on the hydrological regime, taking a hypothetical
hydrograph of storm runoff from a basin "before" and "after"
severe erosion.

Monetary values can be attached to the two natched areas "A" and "B" of Figure 1 for
cost/benefit comparison, for example; benefits of the land - exploitation (value of the
timber harvested) va total coste of the downstream floods.
From a restoration viewpoint,
the approach would be:
benefite of halting siltation or other damages (e.g. saving the cost
of river dredging) vs costs of alleviating the problem through afforestation or other
restoration work.
To take a current example, a 20-year programme of upstream watershed
protection and management on the Loukkos Watershed, Morocco, is aimed at reducing land degradation by 10 percent every 5 years. It ia calculated that, in terms of the dam under
construction, this would extend the dam's sediment storage capacity from 37 to 65 yeare
(Comit4 National Marocain, MAB, 1976). The monetary benefit of an extra 28 years of reservoir use would be the amount which one could justify spending for conservation. Profits
resulting from the conservation (e.g. wood production) also could be included as "secondary
benefite".

3.

ROLE OF FORESTS 1N REDUCING FLOODS AND SFDIMENT

For steep topography, a forest cover is often an excellent protection for streamflow,
because of the following reasons:
infiltration and percolation are typically much higher under a forest cover
than if the same catchment is used for agricultural crops (see Table 1);
therefore, more water enters into the ground, and leas flows overland;
ii.

forest soils typically develop a higher detention storage capacity than do
soils of farmed fielde, largely due to root development; this provides
extra storage for flood water protection;
in general, trees tap and transpire water from deeper in the soil, which
also provides storage space for protection againet floods;

i/.

during storms forest canopies and their floor litter can trap up to 20 mm
of precipitation by interception (according to field research), again
holding back some of the runoff;

v.

because of the above processes, forests generally provide a good opportunity
for groundwater recharge, which may improve dry season flow conditions
downstream.
(me actual amount of groundwater recharge, however, aleo
depends on transpiration losses, as discussed later.)

In other words, a forest cover maintains storage space which moderates the runoff
This is why protection of existing forests or afforestation of degraded upper
catchments can be important in terms of water resource development and flood protection.
Many fiels1 investigations have been carried out on the above processes (Sopper and Lull,
1967; Pereira, 1973 and others).
pattern.

F011 FOREST AND AGRICULUURAL LAND
(after Molchanov, 1963)
Soil porosities are similar, varying frem 48 to 59 percent

Table 1

1/110IL'IRATION

Land use
Oak forost

Age

180

11.4
12.5
7.0

18

20.7

36

22.9
16.8

26

60
Ash forest

Infiltration rate mm/Min

65
Meadow

6.0

Plough Lnnd

1.2

Pasture

0.3

Forest felling area

7.6

listed

hydrological benefits are greatest for
It must be remembered that the above
When a forest plantation in first established, it resembles an
a natural mature forest.
in tones of its hydrological response, especially if soils have been
agricultural
ploughed or disturbed when removing a previous stand of mature trcea. As the forest
plantation develops, the benefits which it provides vis-h-vis hydrology will come cloaer
to resembling that of the natural forest.

field

To cite an example of the mainly beneficial effocts of agorestation, planting
100 000 treea (mainly pines on severely eroded sitos in a TV/area reduced the peak
ratee of streamflow (mi/aec) from the catchments by an impreesive 90 percenti with the
sediment reduced by 96 percent. However, the total volume of runoff (i.e. m3) was reduced
by about ono-half; therefore, the flood and pediment protection benefits were not without
a trade-off in terne of the total water yield. In thia case, the reduotion of peak flows
and sediment were more important than the loes in water volume, since the "loas" came
largely from the high flood peaka.
Another example of afforestation effecto is shown in Table 2, where the runoff and
sedimentation from abandoned farm fielda and poor deciduous forests are compared to those
from areas afforested with pines.

1/

illinessee Valley Authority, southeastern U.S.A.

Table 2

AVERAGE ANUAL

RUNOFF AND Sh:DIMENT FROM THREE V.93E7PATIVE COVER TYPM

IN NORTHERN MSISSIPPI
(19r,8-60 studies by Ureic, 1961)

Vegetative

Runoff

Cover Type
Loess
soils

Loose and
coastal
plain soils1/

Soil lose
(kg, ovendry,
per hectare)

cm

Abandoned fields

28

8

398

Depleted hardwooda

13

7

280

Pine plantations
(Pinustaeda L.)

5

0.5

39

average of 2 catchments.

4.

WILDLAND CONSERVATION AND MANAGENENT

Considering the beneficial role of upland vegetation, especially forests, for regulating streamflow, it would be easy to conclude that one of the primary causes of downstream
problems is vegetation destruction upstream and that therefore we need only to leave upper
catchments au protection foresta. In many cases this is precisely the answer, but in moot
countries the need for timber resources and the pressures for land use in general are much
too great to allow large zones of upstream land to go un-used.. We therefore need practical
management guidelines for making proper use of wildland watersheds while at the same time
protecting downstream intereets. It is not an eaoy task. Wildlands are often steep,
marginally productivo and - as opposed to good agricultural fields - can attract only
modest investments. Therefore, many of the well-known options available to agronomists,
such as bench terraces, are generally not relevant.
Tho fact that very large areas usually
aro involved also spread° the efforts thin.
We shall review come conservation measures and guidelines which are useful for
managing or restoring degraded wildlands
Development of Pound guidelines demands an
understanding of certain hydrological or biological functions or processes.
The runoff
procese is particularly important, since coneervation in wildlands is largely aimed at
controlling overland flow.
.

4.1

Planning Road Conetruction

One of the.initial problems which plagues mans,/ wildlands ie the opening of the area
to ready access through road construction. The risk of eroeion is high when new roade are
constructed in wildland areas.
Theee accesu routes can easily be the main erosion source,
especially if ill-designed or "no deaign" roads are bull-dozed into hillsides, as is often
done by poorly supervised logging operations. This brief oection only highlighta a few of
the more important questione regarding road conetruction; for further details on the subject
an FAO paper by Megahan (1976) is in preparation.

Planning in the most esaential point.
Roads should be well-planned beforehand so
that a minimum area of the waterahed in dlsturbed. There are also several specific rules
of thumb for avoiding erosion which are based on natural terrain features, geological

factors and the engineering methods - all which need to be taken into account in the construction. The essential objectives of proper road construction, in brief, are to avoid
concentrating surface runoff and to by-pass risky sites (e.g. slide prone areas) when
selecting the road placement.
Drainage is another major point. If roads are not drained, they concentrate runoff
and can become "instant gullies". The simple drainage devices shown in Figure 2 can prevent
this problem by spreading overland flow out rather than letting it concentrate.
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locati.ona spaced along a loccinc- road.
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hand-nade cross ditch for roads which have little traffic (from FAO report by
Mecahan, 1976, in press).

4.2

Timber Harvesting

Careless timber harvesting practices can lead to eevere sediment problems. For
example, in one logging study, turbidity in the strewn below a clear-cut area reached
56 000 parto per million, compared to only 5 ppm in adjacent unlogged streams (Hornbeck,
1968). Turbidity is an optical index of suspended sediment/. However, if logging is done
in conjunction with suitable conservation measures, the sediment yields will not be appreciably higher from logged catchments than from undisturbed areas.
The engineering method for logging in particular is important, and the hydrological
principles involved are not unrelated to those for road construction - i.e. mainly to avoid
risky sites and the concentration of runoff and to minimize soil disturbance. For example,
as sketched in Figure 3, uphill logging by cables avoids concentrating runoff. The skid
trails of downhill tractor logging on steep terrain, on the other hand, concentrates runoff,
resulting in a much higher erosion risk.
It is critical that any temporary tractor trails
be immediately broken up by cross-drains after use, to divert runoff (as in bottorr4 Figure 2).
If downhill tractor logging in used, there are devices which lift the logs to reduce the
ploughing effect of log skidding.
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DOWNHILL

DIRFgTION

i
Fig. 3

Simple sketch of uphill cable logging and downhill tractor logging
on steep lands, illustrating how tractor skidding makes trails to
concentrate the surface runoff.

Even with cable logging there are major differences in erosion impacts, depending on
the method used. In one example, a small-size, truck-mounted cable skidder (60 m cable)
disturbed 25-10 percent of a catchment with the temporary roan it needed, whereas larger
cable systems which could reach out several hundred metres for logs disturbed only about
5 percent of their catchments with road construction (Megahan, FAO, 1976). Experiments with
helicopter and balloon logging are interesting from a conservation viewpoint, but it seems
unlikely that these methods will become common.
Another important consideration which deserves mention in connection with timber
harvesting is the choice of silvicultural system. Where one objective is to keep erosion
at a minimum, clearcutting is the 'least desirable silvicultural system because it removes
most of the protective tree cover and results in the heaviest soil. disturbance. Qther
silviculturai systems which harvest fewer trees over a period of years create leso of an
erosion hazard. Early and abundant natural regeneration is also desirable because it
reduces tho peried of high erosion risk.
4.3

"Buffer Strips" and Protection Zones

"Buffer strips" or "filter strips" are ribbons of trees or other vegetation which
are left undisturbed along stream channels (or lakes) as a protection against erosion and
sedimentation during logging.

A review of the phenomenon of surface runoff helps to explain the value of buffer
strips.
In many forest lands
ae opposed to opon fields
surface runoff is rather rare,
at least on upper slopes.
During a atom only a mnall part of a datelusent, basically along

the channels, yields surface runoff, while on upper slopes high infiltration occurs. For
this reason, the areas most sensitive to erosion in forested lands are likely to be the
streambank zones, while the upper slopes are more stable.
Some landslides along streams
occur, however, even in virgin forests.
If we clear the forest, there is very likely to be a sharp increase in surface runoff, which can lead to erosion and sediment movement.
The implications for leaving uncut
buffer strips are obvious. First, they protect the sensitive stream channel environs and,
secondly, they act as a filter for any sediment coming from upslope.
The steeper the slopes
adjacent to the channels, the wider the buffer etrips must be.
The field guidelines of
Table 3 give an indication of the size of buffer strips needed.
Table 3

Ill.:C=1U; DM HORIZONTAL UIDTH EN MFJTRH2 OP BUFFER STRIPS ALONG STREAMS
(from Balmer et al, 1976), showing distance on each stream side,
between the ehannel and the upper edge of the buffer strip

Percent Slope

Erosion hazard of
the strip's soil

0

10

20

10

40

50

60

9

17

24

32

39

47

54

Moderate

1?

23

30

42

51

61

71

Severe

15

27

39

51

63

75

87

Slight

-it is apparent from the above discussion of runoff that largo size clearcuts are
more disturbing than smaller openings. We also know from erosion prediction equations,
that the longer the slope along which runoff flows, the greater the erosion potential.
It is preferable, therefore, to clearcut in small blocks, in alternate years.
It should be noted, however, that in certain downstremn catchments, especially in
arid regions, strips of trees along streams may be undesirali because of their high water
consumption.
But typically in upper, forested catchments the erosion protection value of
the buffer strips far outweighs any water loss disadvantages.
4.4

Fire Control and Fire as a Tool

Fires, usually uncontrolled, are a familiar occurrence in wildlands and a major
cause of erosion and sediment. The influence of fires on streamflow is well known.
Flood
peaks may be several hundred times higher after wildfires sweep through a basin (according
to research by Krammes and Rice, 1963, and others). After fires, movement of sediment and
debris is greatly increased. Wildfire prevention and control therefore is an important
part of conservation.
One possible management tool for some vegetation types is "controlled" or "prescribed"
burning, which consists of deliberately and periodically burning vegetation at a desired
time, in part to avoid the buildup of fuels which can lead to much more damaging wildfires.
Burning the under:story of most pine forests, for exmsple, will reduce fire hazard.
Controlled burning at relatively low intensities i8 used for other managerial benefits
In pino forests it reduces the invasion of undesirable, shadetolerant tree species.

as well.

It also appeals to land managers attempting to favour une type of vegetative cover over
another, for example, grass instead of brush.
Caution must be exercised, however, as not all vegetation types lend themselves to
this technique. Also if poorly timed and irrationally applied, especially to steep slopes,
controlled burning may increase, instead of decrease, erosion.

5.

RESTORATION OF STEEP ERODED UPIANDS THROUGH AFFORESTATION

5.1

The Effectiveness of Afforestation

On uplands already denuded by wildfires, shifting cultivation, poor logging practices or heavy grazing, restoration is a conservation priority. Mechanical structures, such
as check dams and amall terraces, aro useful but are normally only temporary control
measures to aid in revegetating eroded wildlands. The best overall means of providing
permanent erosion control on wildlands is by establishing and maintaining a dense vegetation cover over the entire catchment. Long-term conservation work, therefore, usually
involves biological measures, such as afforestation or range improvement - which may be
done complementary to mechanical measuree.
Vegetation on wildlands, whether trees, grass or various dense brush, ie effective
for erosion control largely becauee it:

1.

provides a protective canopy as well as a mat of litter for protection
against "splash" erosion by rain (especially critical in intense tropical
rainfalls);
physically binde the soil with roots; in some cases the roots may anchor
the soil mass to the parent material, which may reduce creep or land
slidee (important in steeper zones of wildlands);
provides galleries of decayed roots in the soil, to facilitate rapid
infiltration (important for flood control, but also to reduce surface
runoff);

increases the water absorbing capacity of the soil, by adding organic
matter.
In this
Some plants are much more effective than others for erosion control work.
section, we shall mainly review the objectives and procedures of afforestation, while
It should
recognizing that it is but one of several possible erosion control measures.
be underscored that afforestation is not a panacea for erosion problema on degraded lands.
When the time required to establish a vegetative cover is an important coneideration,
herbaceous plante, such as grasses, grains and clovers, are preferred because they provide
a quick cover and have the added advantages of being relatively cheap and easy to establish.
Aleo, severely degraded, barren "moonscapes", too poor
Even aerial eowing is poseible.
In nuch cases, establishing grasses
for agriculture, may aleo be too poor to grow trees.
or simply letting native vegetation return naturally may make more sense than afforestation
Nonetheless,
and, in fact, may be preferable from the viewpoint of immediate erosion control.
as a well-established tree cover affords the most effectiVe overall protection and usually
allows for eventual economic return through the production of wood products, afforestation
should be connidered as a possibility for many eroded areas, at least at a second stage.
5.2

Selecting Tree Species for the*Job

The choice of one or more species of tree(s) for eroeion control is based largely
on the specific climatic and aoil conditions of the planting site, using species and
provenances which are most adaptable. Morphological traits are also important. For most
tree species, especially those which are wide ranging, selection of the correct provenance
ia as important as zelecting the apecies itself. For example, important differences( in

growth, adaptability and morphology have been proven for different provenances of Eucalyptus
camaldulensis, Pinus caribaea, Pinus sylvestris, Pinus taeda and many other tree species.

The following factors should be sought in selecting a tree species for erosion
control:

good survival and faet growth on impoverished sites;
ability to cast a largo amount of lit-ter and form aldenee crown;

ease of establishment and need for little maintenance;
deep and widespreading root system.
In most
In addition, provision of some degree of economic return is usually sought.
cases, therefore, it is desirable to select forest trees with the beet combined erosion
control/Wood production benefit. Usually a compromise must be made in this request.

The final decision as to which species and provenance to use for wide-scale planting
Where
would ideally be made on the basis of results from comparative, replicated trials.
such resulta are not generally available, interim decisions must be taken based on the
Where suitable local tree speciee occur, they are usually
limited information available.
the safest choice, until trials prove otherwise. Certain tree species are of intereat to
the forester from a wood Production viewpoint but are much lees appealing in terno of conservation. For example, teak trees do little to retard surface runoff, according to some
observers, because their flat leaf litter tends to "coat" the ground surface (personal
communication, Wheeler, FAO, 1976). Pinus tarda, on the other hand, is known to be both a
productive timber species in southeastern USA and highly effective in controlling erosion.
Mixed plantations of two or more speciea may provide better erosion control, but they are
usually less appealing to foresters from a wood production and management viewpoint than aro
monospecific stands.
5.3

Planting Approaches

.

In regions where rainfall is sufficiently abundant or well distributed to support
at least a moderate ground cover, planting site preparation requires only a minimal effort
eufficient to ensure that the introduced trees can grow without excessive competition from
surrounding grass, weeds or other plants. But in cases where the natural vegetation iB
sparse or non-existent because of low rainfall, water and soil retaining structures may
need to be conetructed, to improve moisture conditions or to prevent surface flow from
causing erosion. Mechanical measures which are commonly employed in combination with tree
planting include terracing, various types of contour ditches or steps (also called gradoni
or catastrips), tied-ridges, wicker work fences and a number of gully control methods.
There are two basic probleme involving these mechanical measures in respect to afthe investment, e.g. for terracing, may be excessive in respect to the
forestation:
modest returns one can expect from wood production; and (ii) the probable lack of maintenance of structures in wildlands can destroy their effectiveness. Usually in wildlands
mechanical measures aro best concentrated on critical sites - along roads, on landslide
areas, in major active gullies, etc.

(0

Various disking, ploughing and other site preparation methods also have been used
for afforestation work. Caution is required, however, since these techniques on steep
The protection guidelines used in reference to site preparation
slopes can lead to erosion.
U.S.A. are shown in Table 4.
in the southeastern

Table 4
-------

MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED SOIL EXPOSURE DURING MECHANICAL SITE PREPARATION
from U.S. Forest Service Timber Manual, Southeastern Region, 1973
as discussed in Balmer et al, 1976

(0

Maximum Recommended Soil Exposui:e
During Mechanical Sito Preparation

Stable Soils

Slope

Fragile Soils

0

75

100

5

50

75

10

35

50

15

25

40

20

10

30

25

8

25

30

5

20

35

10

40

5

Though direct seeding is an important means of sowing grasses, it is generally not
effective for establishing trees on eroded areas; seedling stock and cuttings are generally
In mild climates, many tree species may be bare-root planted, but more
more successful.
often the harsh conditions of eroded sites require that tree seedlings should be raised in
containers in the forest nursery.
The most important arcas to vegetate for erosion control are those zones where
surface runoff is more frequent, that is, near streams or temporary water-waya and on
steep slopes. Planting spacings in such areas should be closer than on sites where runoff
is less. The main objectives should be early tree crown closure and heavy litter buildThe distance between trees can be adjusted to the degree of erosion, with spacings
up.
x 1 m and occasionally closer on the most critical areas, such as gully
as close as
bottoms. Wider spacings of 2 x 2 m and more are used on lees actively eroding areas.
1

Where little or no site preparation is required or where planting is not restricted
by any set arrangement, such as terraces or contour ditches, the planter is free to select
each planting spot. Me should seek those especially fertile spota, for example:

arcas of topsoil or other looee material aloughed from the rims and
banka of the gullies and
deposits of soil or sediment behind clumps of vegotation or other natural
barriers, or other sites favourable for the mall trees.

Where top soil is completely lost, on very steep slopes or other arean where no
natural sediment-collecting barriera can be found, small brush sediment catches or "dams"
These brush
may be constructed to collect sediment and retain moisture for the trees.
They
catches are made from brush piled across the water course to a height of 30-40 cm.
are not, however, suitable on flats and slopes that have eroded uniformly down to parent
rock material. Here it is advisable to fill planting holes with top noil if available
nearby. Placing a ]ayer of mulch around the seedling is desirable as it protects it
against further erosion and helps to maintain a high soil moisture content.

6

VEGETATION CONVERSION AND WATER YIELDS

There are numerous possibilities to chango or manage the type of vegetative cover
These actions must be carried out with some caution from an erosion and flood
on wildlands.
control viewpoint. For example, in a study in California, steep eatchments were converted
from essentially small trees and brush cover to a cover of shallow-rooted graso and herbaceous vegetation (MurPliY, 1976). Grazing was carefully controlled. The runoff was increased
(The
by an average of 50 percent because the high transpiration of the trees was stopped.
tree roots reached to 20 metres). After removal of the trece, however, land-slides, Boil
creep and mudflow bogan to occur in one catnhment and sedimentation increased from 400 (pretreatment) to 4 000 tone per year (post treatment) ... 10 times: In brief, the example
shows that advantages - in this case better grazing and continued streamflow - must be
weighed against the disadvantages, namely an enormous :increase in sediment and higher peak
flows.
More draetic conversion, from dense forest to grass, can be even more hazardous.
Increased erosion and landslides are often associated with sunh vegetation conversions,
according to Hice (1976, in press).
Whether one tree species consumes more wate4- than another is a question often
Wicht (1949) concluded from etudies in southern Africa that plantations of exotic
trees did not consume more water than indigenous species. Other studies, however, indicate
differences. For example, Bailly et al (1974), working in a rainfall area of about 2 000mm/
yeRr in Madagascar writes, "without a doubt an old Eucalyptus forest consumes 100-200 mm
of water more per year than a natural, mature forest" (in the basins where his reecarch was
Likewise, 15 years of research in southeastern U.S.A. show about 2J percent
carried out).
It
streamflow reductions when hardwoods are converted to pine plantationc (Ursic, 1974).
ie important to note that these examples are in situations where precipitation is fairly
abundant. One also must underline that results of such studies are still rare in the tropics
and that the scattered reeults are not entirely consistent. There is still much to learn
on this topic. A number of factors are involved, but many of the differences between
speciee can be attributed to differences in rooting depth, total biomass production and
efficiency of water use.
raieed.

Within an area where forests are managed, there also are a number of silvicultural
techniques to increase total water yields while protecting streams against sedimentation.
For example, in the mountains of Colorado (U.S.A.), experimente were carried out with strip
clearcuts with the intention of increasing water yield from the catchment. The cutting
pattern conflieted of alternate clear cut strips of different widthe, 1, 2, 3 and 6 cliatle
(one chain e about 20 m), running normal to the contours; 40 percent of the area was cleared
The greatest increase in
in these strips. Results of after-cutting are shown in Table 5.
water yield (right hand column) was immediately after cutting (1956). As the trees grew
back, the water yield gains began to decreame.

Table 5

MULTS OP POOL CREEK TREATNIIIT EXPERIMENT
(from section 2, Jeffrey, In Gray 1970)

Data:

1/

7.

Yield

Actual Yield

Actual Yield Minus
Predicted Yield
(the "gain")

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

1956

29

40

11

1957

50

58

9

1958

29

34

5

1959

27

35

1960

28

33

10

1961

22

28

5

1962

44

49

5

1963

14

18

4

Years

Predicted

'

Rocky Mountain Forest and Rango

8

'

Experiment Station, U.S. Foreet Service.

based on pre-treatment data for the basin; figures here converted from
inches and rounded to closest centimetre.

TORRENT AND GULLY CONTROL
A torrent ie a natural channel or waterway with:
a small

catchment;

a steep channel gradient;
ill.. a high fluctuation of runoff, after storms or enowmelt; and
iv.

high bedload transport with sedimention (Ilattinger, FAO,

1978).

Torrents are a well-known problem in the Alps and Japan and a familiar phenomenon
The main correction techniques are check dams and
in Asian and Latin American mountains.
use of atreambank protection measures. The check dama, built across streams in a stairstep series, serve to stabilize the channels and halt bed erosion by collectinP: debris in
the dame, thereby reducing the stream gradient and tractive forces. Another important
feature of the dams is their support of the too of Steep elopes, to help halt mass hillslope movement downhill.
The most knowledrze on torrent control has been cieveloped largely in the Alps (for
Torrent
geological reasons, the particular problem is much less common in North America).
control is most effective if accompanied by biological measures of erosion control and. land
use improvemente in the basin above the structures. Once torrents begin, structure work
will likely be eseential. Torrent work, as normally carried out in the Alps, demands a
Nonethelees, FAO torrent control
proper engineering deeign and can be quite expensive.
work in Nepal has made use of labour-intensive approaches, ueing rock on hand (personal
canmunication, O. Tautscher, Nepal).

Similar to torrents is the much more frequently occurring problem of gullies.
Heavy grazing can cause this problem. Often a combined biological/structural approach is
used to control gullies.

The types of check dams include:
loose rock check dama;

wire-bound loose rock check dame;
single-fence check dams (a wire fence, acioss the gully, supports the
rock from the downstream side);

gabion check duns (made of prefabricated wire cages, filled with rock); and
brush or log check dame.

These and other structurea are described by Heede (1976) and by his chapter in the
FAO publication "Conservation Guide" (1976). In many developing countries, type2 (a) and
( b) or (e) will be of greatest interest in wildland areas, because of their simple requirements for materials. It is important that the check dame be designed to handle the peak
This design also involvee proper spacing along the channel.
flows - and to not be eroded.
Where rocks are not abundant, brush or log check dama may be used.
Where an effective vegetation cover will grow, gradients of gullies may be controlled by establishing plants, without mechanical structures, in cases after re-shaping.
An ideal plant cover for a gully should be dense, low in height and have a denso and deep
root system. Typically in steeper, wildland areas some combination of mechanical and
vegetative treatment is required.
WIND EROSION CONTROL
Wind erosion ia not necessarily an upstream problem although we might point
briefly to two "services" in this subject where forenters are able to offer their agricultural colleagues assistance: (i) shelterbelt establishment and (ii) Band dune
stabilization.
In cieveral countries, especially U.S.S.R., U.S.A., Denmark and Israel, the
experience with nhelterbelts has been well quantified in termn of the benefits to field
crops. The shelterbelts cut field evaporation and reduce wind danages. Unfortunately,
we have rather limited experience with the use of shelterbelts in developing countries.
Sand dune stabilization, on the other hand, Is a rather well-known and effective art in
North Africa and Iran, among other areas. The normal approach is to construct small
checker-board palissades or "micro-windbreaks" of dry materials so that trees, shrubs
Eucalyptus
or grasses can be planted. Some surprisingly good resulta have been achieved.
gemphocephala trees in Libya, for example, are now over 20 years old and have produced come
specimens over 50 cm diameter (Forest Resourcea Division, 1974).

CONCLUSIONS

From the foregoing discussion it should be evident that a number of techniquee are
These techniques
available to land managers when developing and restoring upland catchments.
can be tailored to Provide downstream benefits - particularly through the reduction of
erosion effecta and the regulation of streamflow. Nonetheless, there are a number of areas
where we need more technical information. For.example, what species of trees are best for
eroaion control, for shelterbelts and other conservation uses? Which npecins waste the
least water? We have little information on these types of questions in most developing
countries, bilt instead extrapolate techniques, not always with success.
But by and large, the problems today are lees of a technical nature and more a
Too often wildland managematter of narrownesa of approach on the part of land managers.
Instead, conservation of
ment for a single objective or a "dominant use" has prevailed.
upland areas should be planned as an integral and important part of the overall land-use
planning for an entire banin. A logical firet atep is to conduct a land suitability

evaluation for a given baein which is geared to answer a number of major questions, for
example:
Which areas can safely be placed under permanent cultivation? Which areas are
better classified a2 forest or grazing landa? Where are the degraded sites in need of
restoration? Which are the most actively eroding sites requiring immediate and epecial
eroteotive measures?

It iu not enough, however, to define the fields of play and then to pursue
separate and unrelated policies. Agriculturists and land and water resource developers
must more and more 0824 their eyes upward, while foresters will need to look far below,
beyond the forests. Water resources development schemes,for example, should routinely
include planning for upstream conservation. To build a darn with appropriate investment
in upstream protection is good economics in the long run, yet 'far too often this aspect
of water reeources development has received inadequate attention. In this respect, we
need better knowledge of the ways to quantify and demonstrate the economic benefit of
conservation. As coneervationists, we have so far failed to present our case in economically convincing terms.
Where upland forests exist, their management should be tied closely to the
interests of downstream water users, fully recognizing that harvesting practices and other
activities are reflected in downstream effects.

In summary, upstream conservation should be part of the overall plan for the
water, agricultural and other developments within a river basin and its sub-catchments.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the principal erosion problems in Algeria, Morocco and
Tunisia and the approaches appliod to their resolution as reviewed in case studies
from these countries. The topics of discussion include: water erosion and
the biological and meohanical measures to control it; the types of ehelterbelts
the techniques for sand dune stabilization; the desertification hazard
in use;
and potential measures for its control; and consideration of the integrated
and basinwide approaches in relation to a better management of natural
resources.
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INTRODUCTION

Throughout history, eroeion of soil from eloping land during periods of intense
rainfall has been a problem of North African agriculture, and conservation measures have
been known and practised for centuries. Eroeion of soil by wind has also been, and still
is, a problem in some parte of the region. Eroeion by water has become much more severe,
particularly since power equipment was introduced for farming and made it possible to bring
large areas of hitherto uncultivated lands on hillsides into cultivation.
In arid and semiarid areas this is resulting in a considerable loss of lands and threatens whole areas with
desertification. Many soil conservation projects have been launched and large sums of
money have been invested to carry out conservation work.
In this report, we shall consider
some of the region's soil erosion problems and diecuss the approaches applied to their
resolut ion.

EROSION

Anyone who has ever been caught in a heavy rainstorm in North Afrioa has witnessed
some of the frequent, epectacular disasters caused each year by water erosion.
Highways
and railroade are damaged; low lands are flooded; streams and wadis are filled with muddy
water.
Part of this water accumulates in reservoirs or is transported to lakes or the sea.
Since most of the rainwater has not been percolated into storage during the rainy eeason
but has runoff, an aridification process develops, even in the subhumid areas.
Daring the dry period, one can witness the havoc caused by high speed winds.
The
moet spectacular phenomena in the dry areas are the blowing sand dunes, which not only
encroach onto productive land and rangelands, but also engulf irrigated oases and threater
villages and human habitations. The following is a brief review of the magnitude of wind
and water erosion in North Africa and some of the techniquee used to control it.
2.1

Water Erosion

Erosion by water is by far the most serious phenomenon in the three countries.
This
ie a result of the easily erodible, eedimentary parent rock, the steep slopes, high rainfall
intensities and the destruction of the vegetative cover. The moet important aspect is that
the proportion of land with steep slopes is the highest in the humid and subhumid zones
of the region, where rainfall is greater than 400 mm. The Rif region in Northern Morocco
is a typical example: 50% of the land has slopes of more than 50%; soils are predominantly
clayey and the annual rainfall is 900 mm. In Algeria, areas stretching from the Saharian
Atlas mountaine to the Mediterranean Sea invariably receive high inteneities of rainfall
several times per year, with a mean value of 47 mm per 24 hours, which is about one to two
times the threehold value for erosion.
In Tunisia, the arcas most badly affected by water
erceion are situated in the higher rainfall areas of the north where wheat, the main crop,
is produced.

Inherent in these countries is a long history of land exploitation and a marked
increase of human population, which together are the direct causes of much of the dieappearance of the vegetative cover.
In Tunisia, the degradation of the natural vegetation has
proceeded at a higher rato than in Algeria and Morocco.. In 60 yearn, the Tunisian forest
has lost onethird of its surface, not to mention the degradation of the twothirde that
still exint.
Today the forested area comprieee only 3.2% of the total area of this country,
while in Algeria and Morocoo it is 840 and 11% respectively.
Awareness of the necessity for soil and water ooneervation was originally generated
by the tremendoue loas of agricultural arcas and the rapid siltation of reservoirs.
The
reservoirs conntitute the major sourCe of water supply for domestic, industrial and agricultural uses.

There was a need to aesess the erooion hazard, not only to better appraise its
In Tunisia and Mor0000 this
magnitude but to design appropriate conservation programmes.
han led to intensive studieo of the basio erosion prooess and erosion intensities on many
As a first step, qualitative erosion mapa were drawn up. Studies underway
watersheds.
aro directed at cdantifying the various proceeses of erosion, in order to select the type
of antierosive treatment moot suited to a particular site.
2.2

Wind Erosion

Erosion by wind also in common in the region and is further aggravated by the fact
that strong winds blow from both the north and the south. Southerly winds are particularly
harmful, as they have high speeds which allow them to mobilize and traneport substantial
quantities of fine eurface eoil elements from the arid and semiarid areas in tho south.
In Algeria, wind erosion is especially a major problem along the coastal region on the
In Morocoo, strong winds blowing from the Atlantic Ocean
plateau mnd in the steppe zones.
have inhibited tho development of many agricultural crops. In Tunisia, wind eronion in a
very serious hazard throughout the country.
The most important factors of land use which contribute to wind erosion are:
cultivation of unsuitable land; (ii) use of power equipment (diec) for Roil preparation;
(iii) overgrazing and (iv) stubble and vegetation burning.
(i)

2.3

Desertification

Desertification, as diooussed in this paper, refers to the decline of Roil productivity as a result of unwise land use practices under the marginal climatic and edaphic conditions prevailing in the southern parts of the region.
In Tunieia,it is estimated that 18 000 hectare° of potentially productive land are
Although eimilAr data aro not available in Algeria and
loot to tho desert each year.
Morocco, the areas of land lost are no doubt equally impressive.

3.

MIL CONSERVATION METHODS AGAINST WATER EROSION

The methods of controlling erosion caueed by water commonly uoed in the region
reforestation; proper tillage practiceo;
can be divided into three broad categories2
and the une of mechanical structures which control the velocity and volume of flowing water.

3.1

Reforestation

Efforts to reestablish
Many watersheds in North Africa lack a good vegetative cover.
a vegetative cover have boen focused mainly on forest tree planting. The objectives pureued
were not only to combat oroeion but also to meet the local demando for firewood, charcoal,
poleo and timber. There have been many reforestation projects, covering the whole range of
soil, climate and vegetation typoo.
The lack of precise information on suitable npecien and reforestation practices has
led to the extrapolation of afforentation resulto from ono country to another. The extremely
interesting renults of Eucalyptus gomphocephala and E. camaldulennis plantationn in the
Mamora in Morocco, for example, have generated considerable enthuoiam for largoscale use
of these speoies under a variety of soil and climatic oonditionn. However, thee° species
These early poor resulto underscored
were not successful when firat introduced in Tunisia.
the need to carry out investigations on nuitable speoies and to find most appropriate
teohniques for afforestation.
But reforestation an it was practiced did not provide the protection needed. The
areas reforested were generally very limited; in addition there wore numerous failures in
Where the natural maquis vegetation was removed for the purpose of
many plantations.
planting treee, erooion increaned.

Because of these technical difficulties, the high cost of reforeetation for erosion
control and the low productivity of the trees, it has been accepted that reforestation
should not be viewed as a "cureall" aolution for erosion, but should be used only for
selected sites and often in conjunction with mechanical or other meaeures.

3.2
(i)

Tillage Practices
Tillage praotioes used for controlling erosion by water on arable land include:
contour ploughing, (ii) crop rotation; (iii) mulching; and (iv) strip cultivation.

Contour ploughing is one of the early praotices which hae been reoommended for all
landa with a elope equal to or exceeding 2%. This practico involves ploughing on the contour,
making a deep furrow every 30to 40 metres. When this is done, there is normally a significant decrease in soil erosion.
Although highly efficient and economically sound, this
technique has often been neglected and cases of ploughing up and down the slopes still
abound.
Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia have enacted legislation, organized campaigns and
issued numeroue publications to promote contour ploughing.
Crop rotation is known an a practical method to improve soil fertility and,
consequently, to increaee soil renistance to eroeion. Grain fallow is the common practice.
In the wet zone the ratio grain/fallow is around 4. The grain crope mostly used are soft
and hard wheat. In marginal lands this ratio is reversed and the main grain crop in barley.

The socalled 18 months bare fallow has been a common practice in Tunisia to increase
This involves ploughing of the land during a given summer, followed by two
other ploughings
in the spring and the next Bummer. The area in then ready for seeding
In the fall. However, this technique has resulted in a considerable increase in soil
erosion and has been recently discontinued.

Emil moisture.

At present, the tendency is to use a short fallow period and to replace the fallow
with a forage crop consisting usually of a mixture of legumes and grains (VisciaAvena).
Mulching is a technique which has been used primarily to reduce sheet erosion.
After
the grain crop is harvested, the land is loosely ploughed and the stubble left. The standing
stubble serves to dissipate the energy of the torrential autumn rains and to provide a
rugged surface to keep the soil in place. With inoreaning animal preneure and the introduction of the practice of stubble grazing, thin technique has unfortunately been discontinued.

Strip cropping is applied in areas where oontour ploughing haz been judged insufficient to control erosion. The type of strip cropping mostly practised is a strip of grain
alternating with a strip left fallow or planted to a summer crop. Usually strips are 20 to
30 metres in width, with a deep furrow dug in the middle. The furrows are intended both to
materializo the strips and to °tore rainwater. But while ane banic requirement of strip
cropping io the exclusion of grazing, this condition is not usually mot and as a result
this method is not highly efficient.
The above are but a few of the tillage methods which are known but only sporadically
practised in North African countries. These methods are notable for their easy implementa,
tion, their efficiency in controlling erosion and the.low cost involved in their execution.
It is unfortunate that these useful techniques are not used on a wider scale in the three
countries.

3.3

Mechanical Structure°

There are eeveral types of mechanical measures which have been used for eroeion
control in the region. These measures inolude bench terraces, small walls, and terraces.

Bench terrace° are constructed along the contour of a hillside and designed for inThe basic concept was first initiated by the Romano and found widespread
tensive cropping.
applioation throughout the entire Mediterranean region. When bench terraces are constructed,
Erosion, however,
the elope is modified and thie resulto in a decrease of eoil erosion.
Because of their high
is not completely prevented, as runoff still flowe down the elope.
coet, construction of bench terrace° is at present largely confined to heavily populated,
mountainous areae.
Small walls of loose stone inetalled along the elope aro designed to break the
velocity of runoff water and to arrest the silt loads which accompany runoff. As the
depth of silt deposit rises, new stones are added to raise the height of the wall, which
As in the cape of the level terrace,
ultimately leads to the formation of a level terrace.
eronion is only reduced, not completely etopped. In baro and stony mountainous areas, a
slight modification of this structure, coneisting of a simple arrangement of horizontal rows
of stone along the contour, was found highly efficient for improving range lands.
Smaller terrace° ("banquetteen in French) are the most recent type of mechanical
structure which has been used intensively throughout the en-tire region. A terraoe is
basically a channel and a ridge constructed along the con-tour of the hillside and designed
to store runoff (retention terrace) before it attains erosive speeds or to divert runoff
(diversion terrace) to natural waterways.

The theoretical concept of diversion terraces, based largely on US eon conservation
techniques, was studied by Saccardy in Algeria (Saccardy 1950). The design of such
structures was based on the following assumptions: (i) a rainfall intensity inferior or
equal to 3 mm/sin; (ii) a runoff coefficient inferior to 1; (iii) a relatively dry soil;
(iv) increasing infiltration rate with decreasing elope.
The vertical interval (H) between two succeeding terraces ie determined by the slope
using the following formulae
260 + 10 for slope up to 25%

where: H = vertical interval in metre
P e slope in percent

112

.

64 for slope greater than 25%.,)

In Tunieia, Bugeat developed a
Both formulae are used in Algeria and Morocco.
aimilar equation for all types of elopes in which H . 2.2 + 8 P.
For the conotruction of terraces, specification tables were drawn up assuming a
rainfall intensity of 3 mm/min and a speed of flow in the channel varying between 0.65 m/
second and 0.80 m/second.

Depending on the slope and the envisaged crops, the crosssection varies from a
simple normal profile to a broad base profile (Figure 1). Planting of forest, fruit and
forage treea io done on the edge of the terrace while grain.or forage crope are cultivated
in the interterrace area.
But the construction of terraces as practiced in these countries is not usually
in oonformity with the basic technical requirement governing the function of these
structures in relation to decreasing °oil erosion. While, for instance, one basic requirement ie to avoid clayey coils, such a requirement wae seldom observed. Casen of retention
Sometimes the
terraces which are moutly constructed on this type of soil are notorious.
need to build thee° otructures is not dictated by an apparent erosion problem but decided
for social reaoons requiring creation of job opportunities. In other instances there was
a lack of a better tecnique which could replace the terrace.
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Terrace with a normal profile (French: "banquette A profil normal")
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Terrace with inclined upward slopo (French: "banquette A talus coup6)

C.

Fig.

Terrace with a broad base profile (Fronch: "banquette A simple courbure")
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Types of terraces

Investigationsin Morocco have raised questions on Sacoardy's hypothesis on which
tho deeign of terraces ie based (Houcch, 1970). Diveroion terracen which channelize the
run-off water into waterways were found to increase the rate of flow and to decrease the
It does not ceem, all factors considered, that the efficiency of
time of concentration.
thene structures was carefully studied before their wide-spread application.

Retention terraces have renulted in an increase of pressure on the retention site
which was accompanied by landsliden and generated gully eroeion. In the Pre-Rif region in
Morocco, about 60% of the retention terraces have been dcntroyed, 40% of these by gully
formation and overflow, while 60% were sliced don as a result of pressure increase
In this area it was found that retention terraces were not only inefficient
(Robert, 1970).
In Algeria, the construction of terraces over 20% of the Podda Watershed
but also harmful.
did not result in any decrease of erosion. In Tunisia, where such otructures have been uoed
intensively, it was found that in most cases the rate of erosion had increased. On the
clayey soils the cases of failure were numeroun.
3.4

Physical Structures to Control Erosion on Streams

These structures consist mainly of checkdams, which are constructed in waterways
originating on steep slopes. Their purpose is to reduce the velocity of the water and to
Both loose and masonry dams are used. When these
arrest the silt which comes with run-off.
structures are carefully designed and constructed they result in a great reduction of erosion.
They have not, however, received uufficient attention in nail conservation projects.
Intencive erosion ctudies in Morocco have shown that the major sources of cediment
were not the bauin 22E se (where terraces were constructed), but the waterways and streambanks which were enlarging at an alarming rate as a result of inappropriate land use in the
In Tunisia,
The present tendency is toward a better consideration of channel areao.
bauin.
thin has led to the investigation of suitable biological measures.
4.

THE INTEGRATED APPROACH

Until recently the above, purely technical, measures for controlling soil erosion were
considered in isolation and no attempt had been made to integrate them properly into a
coherent waterched management programme. There have been some dramatic changos in watershed
management policiee of a positive nature, although in terms of implementation nothing has
yet been done. The soil conservation programmes are to focus on the definition of new
systems of land use better adapted to the real soil capabilities and geared to improving the
In
economic conditione of the watershed population and solving the ecological problems.
Tunisia,the programme takes the form of an "integrated approach", where the basic principle
in to replace "harmful activitieo" with "non-harmful" activities. This includes the replacement of wheat cropping on high eloper; with permanent pasture, the planting of fruit trees
on favourable soile, creation of fodder reserves, treatment of degraded lands and waterways,
creation of new forage resources outside the watershed; increasing the agricultural productivity downutream, regrouping the watershed population into new communities with a social
infrantructure and agriculture ponnibilities. Such an integrated approach, although attractive, is encountering several difficultiee: (i) difficulties in changing the land Use
nyetem; (ii) the time needed for tree planting to be economical; iii) the difficulty of
etahilizing the animal population; (iv) land tenure problems and v) the need for more
'competence than that generally required for the construction of physical structures and tree
planting. It will take a lot of time and cost a lot of money before such integrated programmes
The prenent tendency ie to focus on small-ncale projects
can be efficiently, implemented.
carefully enleoted among a large spectrum of priorities, implemented in close cooperation
with the local people. The Derro project in Morocco and the Ouarra and Zeroud projects in
Tuninia are typical examplen.

MEASURES TO CONTROL WIND EMSION

5.

Theoe measures include shelterbelts, which reduce wind speed en farmlands, and
vegetative devices, to stabilize sand dunes.
Control of wind speed, through the establishment of a vegetative or physical barrier,
has been known and practised throughout the region, although in termo of implementation of
a rational network of shelterbelt systems, little has been achieved.
Nonetheless, timely
actions were undertaken in three countries, focused eosentially on the protection of small
groves of fruit trees (citrus, in particular). This involved the establishment of a system
of shelterbelts.
These shelterbelts were usually very dense.
In Tunisia they are ouffering
severe insect attacke.

A more recent effort in southern Tunisia was the experimental shelterbelt project
installed on 200 hectares of farmland and designed to slow down the dessicating summer wind
blowing off the Sahara.
A second objective is to produce rural wood supplies. Two types
of shelterbelts were tested:
(1) perimeter windbreak which consisted of two interior rows
of "fast" growing eucalypts (E. brockwayi, E. salmonophloia,
E. occidentalis) flanked on
each side by two slowgrowing eucalypts (E. torquata, E. campaspe, E. oleosa, E. salubris,
E.sarKentii) which were in turn flanked by two rows of slowgrowing acacias; (2) an interior
windbreak which consisted of a single row of poplars spaced approximately 4 metres apart.
Although the shelterbelt design and the species employed were not the best for such multiple
use purposee, the'feasibility of developing rural wood supplies was demonstrated.
.

To the south of the Atlantic coast of Morocco, some 200 000 ha have been treated by
planting E. gomphocephala in the form of isolated blocks in small farm holdings.
The result
is a halfwooded landscape which apparently has resulted in a significant decrease of wind
speed.
Planting was carried out by the farmers themselves, who realized an economic return
by selling Eucalvntus logs for making fish boxes.
Examples of shelterbelts on pasture lands are. very rare.
In the central part of
Tunisia a few hundred hectares have been protected with a network of shelterbelts and this
has resulted in a significant increase of forage production.
Similar work was carried out
on 900 ha of the Doukhoulas rangeland in Morocco, which generated considerable enthusiasm
by pastoral tribes in view of the interesting results obtained.

For sand dune stabilization, the technology evolved in the three countries is based
on the conventional method where hedges of dead shrubs are established in a checkerboard
pattern and the space between the hedged plots is covered with a vegetative mulch.
Later
the plots are planted with coniferous trees (Pinas pinaster, Pinus pinea) or Acacia species
(coastal dunes). Where the object of stabilization of continental dunes is to provide
protection jo oases, human dwellings and roads, sand dune barriers or artificial hedges of
palm branches are erected every 200 to 300 m. As the dune barriers rise and cover the branch
hedges, new branches are added to raise the height of the dunen.
In areas where palm
branches are not abundant, corrugated anbestocement sheets are used. These are also raised
as the danen rise. Other techniqueo for sand dune stabilization involving the use of chemical emulsion° (petroleum byproducts, rubber emulsione, lignin materials) have been tried
throughout the countries with a varying degree of success:
In general, the traditional
method appears to be the most reliable one, but it is labourintensive and requires considerable quantities of dead material. In Tunisia, nylon nets have been used experimentally
to stabilize dunes in the Doup region. The area in between the dunes iR planted with
droughtresiotant species.

MEASURES TO COMBAT DESERTIFICATION
Desertification is a hazard whose potential has only recently been comprehended.
Early effort() focused on carrying out smallscale activities such as tree planting,
creation of fodder reserves and sand dune stabilization.
In Algeria a solution was sought
through the creation of a "green bolt" in the southern part of the country.
This green
belt with a length of over 1 000 km and a width of 10-15 km was intended to arrest the
northward advance of the Sahara.
,Another approach considered throughout the three oountries ie rational
management of the lands threatened by desertification.
Planned actions are the improvement
of rango land and livestock production. Most efforts are directed toward the development
of technical information for the implementation of these programmes.
Important projects
are the integrated project in the Wilaya of Saida in Algeria, the management of rangelands
in the preSaharian zone in Morocco and the Oklat Martoba project in saathern Tunisia.
CONCLUSIONS

Soil conservation practices in North Africa have been focused mainly on corrective
mechanical measures, which in most cases have been insufficient or not suitably adapted
to counter erosion problems.
Despite the fact that the three countries discussed in this
paper have launched large soil conservation projects, much still remains to be learned,
both in terms of basic scientific facts as well as coneideration of the plant npecies which
may be used for the restoration of eroded siteo. No one seems to have an intimate knowledge
of the succesnional capacity of the native plant cover which can be used to rehabilitate
degraded land. There is only scant knowledge of the effectiveness of different plant covers,
Boil preparation methods, engineering techniques or combinations thereof for controlling
erosion. Terraces are not a cureall for every degraded watershed, particularly on badlands and clayey soilu. Biological measures need greater consideration. The economics
of the various conservation measures are in need of much better quantification.
The socioeconomic framework that has given rise to destructive land use in the countries has not been
fully taken into account.
As regards wind erosion, existing knowledge is based on studies and research mostly
carried out outside the region. Because such studies have not been replicated and their
renults confirmed, wide gaps exint in our current knowledge.
Dane control efforte to date have largely been on the basis of trial and error
experiences at a few locations within the countries. Not much is known about the plantsandwater relationships and other physiological questions. Little information is available
on hydrology and groundwater vis-vis dune afforestation. Would thirtyyear old plantatione on dune() begin to "mine" all the capillary water and groundwater and then begin to
die off?
This lack of knowledge is not simply an academic concern.
There are °oil conservation and dune afforestation schemen in these countries dating back thirty years, some
succeeding and others failing, but without explanation of why. While he present trend is
toward better management of the natural resources, thero are no guidelines of an integrated
nature which can be used to assure the longrange succese of land management programmee now
under way.
Only when we better comprehend erosion problems and their processes will we be
in a ponition to provide practical field guidelines and the technical training for suitable
land protection and management.
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Grassland Management

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION AS Al AID TO RANGE MANAGEMENT

by

Jamos Naylor
Plant Production and Protection Divinion
FAO, Rome

Tbe UNDP/FAO Rangeland Conuervation and Development Project was a multidisciplinary effort using experta in soil and water conservation engineering, agronomy
and range in order to "investigate all means of reversing the trend of steady
deterioration of the productivity of the rangelands and coordinating programmes
and activities, which will result in the best use of the vegetation, livestock and
water reeources".
Short term objectives of the project, in the north, were "to
have emphasis on coil and water conservation measures".
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Northern Somalia oonsists of a long, relatively narrow (200 kilometers) strip
of land facing northward toward the Gulf of Aden, with its baok toward the Ethiopian
highlands. The upland plateau which extends into Somalia from Ethiopia is a gently
undulating upland of deep, redish, loamy sohs partially derived from alluvium and
partially derived from residual material. Occasionally, especially in the west,
the sharp peaks of partially buried mountains extend aboyo the soil surface.
The
plateau extends northward to a fault zone which forms a narrow, rocky, mountainous
belt.
This be/t of mountains ends abruptly at a north facing block escarpment which
rices somo one thousand meters above the sandy coastal plain. This Nain slopes
gently from the fooi of the escarpment into the Gulf of Aden.
The area of highest average annual precipitation is the mountainous belt just
nouth of the escarpment, which receives a mean annual rainfall between 650 and 750 mm.
This area of highest precipitation issmall, there is little soil on the steep slopes,
and little of the precipitation is retained where it falls; therefore the belt has
a small productive potential for livestock.
The area of second highest mean annual precipitation, 400 - 650 mm is the
plateau area between the mountains and the Ethiopian boundary, and extending
wentward from Hargeysa to Sorama, an area of good soils and high production.. From
Hargeysa the mean annual procipitation decrease° eastward both on tho plateau and
on the coantal plain until a mean annual precipitation of only 50 - 150 mm is
received on the eastern coastal plain.
The most prominent physiognomic feature' of the vegetation is overuse by
livestock.
Otherwise the vegetation is open savanna with evergreen Commiphora and
Balanites treee and shrubs within the mountainous belt; deciduous, thorn-tree (savanna
on the upland plateau; and on the sandy plain thdre is an Acacia shrub and low

evergreen Balanites obcularus tree savanna with coarse bunch grasses.

It is seen that the entire area of northern Somalia falls within what muot be
classified arid land. The humidity is, however, generally quite high, 60-70 percent
which reduces the evaporation and transpiration stress and makes early morning dew
a common phenomenon.

1/
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The people of northern Somalia are traditionally livestook owning, herding
people who have specialized in sheep, goats and camels. These animals can be
independent of water for one and two weeks and thus the people could in the past
move over a relatively large area with their livestock.
This mobility plus a low
rate of population increase in both people and livestock was an adequate management
practice. The increase in technology and the resulting increase in population growth
rates, in both people and livestook, coupled with the loss of land for other uses
has caused the traditional management practices to break down, and as yet no formal
management system has been substituted for the traditional practices.
The resulte
have been overuse of all of the rangelands.
The effects of overuse by livestook is ref/ected throughout northern Somalia
in the eroding soils, the areas of erosion badlands, and the areas of bare soil.
Such badly eroded areaS may take up as much as 20% of the total range area.
It was these unhealthy symptoms which stimulated the Government to request
aid and tho result was the Rangeland Conservation and Development project.
In response to the stated short-term objectives of the project, the project
personnel in the North chose several sites for development. This development
included water conservation bunds for ponding water in order to increase available
soil moisture. The improved moisture conditions will increase fodder production on
the site.
The structures also decrease soil loss due to water erosion. Some of
the sites required construction of dams and canals that will divert spate water
from a stream course into the modified area.
At other sites it was only neceosary
to slow and spread the runoff water from the adjoining hills.
FOr either method,
development requires money, materials, equipment and time. These requirements make
the soil and water conservation sites expensive.

Due to the high costs required to develop these sites, it would seem that
only a small percentage of the total range area can ever be developed for increased
fodder production. Because the site must be limited in sise but will have a
relatively high produation of fodder resulting in a valuable supply of hay to be
harvested and used or sold, some critical questions may arise concerning the use
of the Sito such as: 1) who owns the site; 2) who controls the site; 3) how is
the site to be used; 4) who owns the harvested hay; 5) whose livestock gets the
hay; 6) how are these sites to fit into the overall programme for improvement
of range condition.
All of these questions came up during the time the project
personnel were developing sites.
The variety of answers possible to the above questions uncovered some
problems which may serve to emphasie the need for studying the local situation
prior to, or in conjunction with, the preparation of the project document.
The human population in the project area should not be overlooked. Through
Government representatives, meetings should be.held with the peop/e to seek local
acceptance of the project. If necessary, a serious pro-project phase of educat
ion
and extension work, to obtain involvement and cooperation of the local people with
the project, should be carried out. The personnel of the coneerned Government
ministries and the proposed project counterpart should be involved in this
pro-project exercise.
Continued support of the project by the Government is absolutely neoessary.
Government support at the highest level may be obtained by intensive discussions
during the planning otage and, if necessary, a series of meetings with field trips
to the project area may be mode during the discussions. Government officials
and personnel should know what resulte to expect from the project and what steps
aro necessary to achieve these results.
A schedule for the expected results should
be included in the document.

All proviouc reporte, publicatione and documentn relating to the projeot area
ehoeld be obtained and made available to the international poroonnel of the new
projeet.
U16.8 iS to eneure that all possible olimatic, edaphic and hydrologioal
data are studied so that engineeringhydrotogical designs and field layouts of
any physical structures are adequate for the environment.
In order for projecte of this kind to be valuable and effective, soil and
water conservation measures muet be combined with adequate control of people and
liveetock in order that the range and watershed may be iMproved. Any improvement
In range condition requires proper range management. Proper range management
requires the agreement and cooperation of the livestock ownere who are ueing the
rango.
-

There is now a combination of several conditions which can make it possible
to settle the nomadic people of northern Somalia and thereby make it possible to
control thellvestock and manage the range.
One of theoe oonditions ie the ability
Another condition is
to have these improved eoil and water conservation sites.
the desire of the Government and the people to have the transhnmant population
cottled.
The
The Government wants to settle the people so that they may be governed.
transhumant people wish to eettle because they have no real legal rights now;
they
the people wish to
are losing their best lands to other uses and other people;
have their children attend sohools; the people wish to have acoess to medioal
attention and medicines;
they wish to be near water and trading areae. The
livestock ownere are well aware of the deteriorating condition of the rango.

One way to settle the people is to organize them into ranch cooperatives.
Three types of cooperatives are needed to provide for the different conditions in
One type of cooperative is the stock raising cooperative where
northern Somalia.
A second type in the town or village
members are pastoral or nomadic people.
cooperative whose members will be the livestock owrers who live in the villages
and towns and whose livestock forage in and around these urban areas.
A third type
is a holding ground cooperativo whoee members are tradere who Amy the exportable
animals from the livestock raieing people and sell to markets across the Gulf of
Aden.

All three types of cooperativee will be centred around one or more soil and
water coneervation sites where the relatively high yield of forage will be harveeted
'for drought reserve feed, supplemental feed and, in the case of the stock raieing
ranch cooperatives settlement Bites, family gardens for the people.
Each of the
soil and water conservation sitee will be surrounded by or adjacent to, sufficient
rangeland to eupport the range animals, plus an additional amount of range
eufficient to allow one fourth of the range to be unused.
The rangeland will
be divided into four unite, each of which will receive two years consecutive rent
out of each eight year cycle. There exists good evidence that this type of
management is sufficient to chango tho deteriorating condition of the rangeland
into an improving condition through restoration of healthy root eyntems and vigour
to the forage plants.

The work of developing the soil and water conservation sites and the additional
stock water improvements will be done by the cooperative members largely with
hand labour.
This project has organized seven cooperativos consisting of 322 families.
There are six more cooperatives (494 families) awaiting Government final approval
(a law is being considered)._ We have moro than /00 applications from other groups.
There is now support for these cooperatives from the nomadic and semi-nomadic
people and from the Government at the local level.
Continuing technical help is
urgently needed.
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FOREWORD

It is unanimously recognized that the erosion problem is more acute in arid
and semi-arid zones than in the temperate and tropical beoauee of climatic), soil,
land use and other conditions, and the lower average amount of ground oover in the
arid environment tends to aggraVate the nituation. Many of the developing countries
are located entirely or partially in the arid and semi-arid zones.
In other respects, it is also recognized that the rangeland arene - which
provide the principal feed resource for livestock production - cover the largest
part of the arid zone. Nevertheless, these rangeland° are misused by overstocking,
clearing for cultivation, burning and removal of woody species for firewood, charcoal
or distillation, sto, and this results in degradation of the plant (lover, increased
eronion, reduction in production and in productivity of rangelnnds, etc.
As
population° expand and feed demands increase as well, the improvement and better
management of rangeland in order to maintain or even increase livestock production
ia indispensable.
From our point of view, this is the main goal to attain, except
for the too degraded arcas where the first priority is the reestablishment of
vegetative cover for soil conservation.

Thus soil conservation and erosion control in the productive rangeland arean
are not activities per se, but the particular nonsequence of rangeland and fodder
crop management. Of course, some exceptions exist in some critical areas.
POTENTIAL AND PROBLEMS TN EROSION CONTROL BY GRAZING LAND MANAGEMINT
(in Mediterranean zone)

As mentioned, most of the arid and semi-arid rangelands are now degraded or
A2 regards potential and technical improvements+ it is worth taking into
aocount throe main zones:
eroded.

eemt-arid, receiving more than 400/350 mm (mean annual rainfall).
The isohyets from 350 to 400 mm correspond to the northern limit of
the ateppe vegetation and to the southern limit of regular and produotive
cereal oultivation under dryland farming conditions;
_- Rri_LIL the average annunl rainfall varias from 100 mm to 4o0/350.

The

100 mm isohyet ia the extreme southern limit of non-irrigated arrioulture;
desert, below 100 mm.

y Technical Officer Crop and Ova:eland Production Service

2.1

The semiarid zone
The main pasture resource° in this zone ooncern:

natural rangeland, partioularly foreet degraded formations, euch as
matorral, garrigue, maquis, sward, eto.
foresta (Topio C)
.sown pastures and permanent swards, fellows...
fodder crop oultivation.

Although degraded, the natural rangeland potential is still high and
panture rehabilitation, soil conoervation and erosion control can be realized
through technical improvement° such as: range development, rotation and/or
deferred grazing adapting stocking rates to oarrying capacity;
establishment of
grazing reserves, oto.
In some parts of the rangolands erosion can be easily
controlled by planting adapting species, particularly fodder orope such as buohes
or perennial grasses and legumes, Opuntia ficus-indica, AtriRlex nummularia,
Acacia eyanophilla, Festuca slatior, Bedysarum coronarium,Phalaris trunoata,
Pennioetum ciliare, Pennisetum clandestinum, Panioum antidotale, Orysopsis miliacea,
Dactylic glomorata, Lolium perenne, etc.
Concerning the sown pasture°, permanent swardo and the fodder crops in
cultivation areas, no speoific rangoland techniques exist, except respecting the
rangeland liveotock management calendar.
On the whole, as regards rangeland and the fodder crop potential of this
zone, there is no particular problem with soil oonservation and erosion control
apart from application of the usual management techniques. It ie here that
improvement both in the agronomy (needing and planting) and animal management can
show the best gains.
2.2

The arid zone
In this zone, the main panture reoourcos concern:
natural rangeland formation (steppes)
fallows

fodder crops under irrigation.

As is well knowno the rangelands are now degraded, but except for some
irreversible areao
completely desertified
the possibilitieo for improvement are
real and important. Nevertholeso, the chances of successful establishment and
persistance of flown pasture and fodder crop oultivation in dry farming are scarce
and the operation is not generally reoommonded except on fallow lando.
Pasture
rehabilitation, soil conservation and erosion control oan be carried out through
rotational and/or deferred grating and adapting stocking rates to tho long-term
oarrying capacity. On the other hand, the establishment of fodder reserves
(Opuntia, Atriplox, Acaoia,Pr000pis, etc) is posoible (soil oonditions being
favourable). At the same time, those reserves can be utilized as noil stabilization
species.
In this latter case, as regards their consumption by the animals, toro
grazing is recommended,or cutting food and keeping the animals outside these fragile
areas.

Concerning tho irreversible degraded zonen, the roestablishment of a vegetativo
oover, an regards soil conservation and erosion control, can be carried out by using
ourrent techniques without taking into account tho rangeland problems before obtaining
But the use of certain fodder species is also recommendable.
a successful result.
In oome countries, the oombination of pitting, terracing and water spreading
have been very benefioial in restoring vegetation cover both with and without ooeding.
It should be useful in developing oountries.
3.

sumay
Tho two most critioal problems of arid and oemiarad rangeland region!: are:

the general
with a view
development
a oorollary
the adverse

overstocking and completo lack of any form of animal manipulation
coupled with the wellintentioned
to forage management
of water for various reasons, but the lack of implementation of
grazing management programme has further compounded and spread
effects of overstocking;

the pressure of human populations which io causing rapid expansion of
cultivation into the rangeland areas, especially on the semiarid/arid
This further rentricts and compounds the grazing land management
fringe.
problem and adde to deterioration of the feed resources for the animals.
In addition, the problem becomes muoh moro serious when the cropland fringe
is pushed beyond the climatic, margin of economic production for crops and
when particularly fragile poile are cultivated or tilled with inappropriate
techniques one of the moot critical needs is for comprehensive ecological
and land use surveys that will provide essential information to guide these
kinds of necoesary expanoion programme° and gives a guide to the rangeland
arean that can be improved to compensate the lose of land for livestock use.
-

The problem is not all that hopeless because throughout the arid and semiarid
regions of the world, particularly the latter, grazing management experiment° and
demonstrations as well as a few large operating ranches have demonstrated that natural
plant succession under proper animal management (application of principle° of proper
stocking, offtake, seanon, frequency and intensity of grazing une with, often, oome
simple scheme of rotational management) can remarkably improve the potential of many
ranges considered to be irreparably degenerated. Agronomic range improvement is
another tool that can often provide the flexibility required to instituto improved
animal management on remaining rangelands. Similarly more work and application is
needed in areas of long term fallow to work forage and fodder crops into the foodcrop
rotations and to use adapted graselegume on tho fallow land° (where fallowed from
2 to 7 or more years). This not only stabilizes the eon_ and improves fertility and
seil organic matter, but provides an important forage reserve.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Pure or applied renearch

The conventional approach is to divide research into pure research and applied
I would like to suggest that for moil erosion and eel' conservation a
better division is into subjects which have general or worldwide application, and
those which have local application.
This is perhaps not really a different approach,
because the topics of universal interest are mainly concerned with understanding the
basic principles and processes of eronion and so they are fairly close to the concept
ef pure research, while the localized interests are more concerned with solving local
problems and so are closer to applied reeearch.
research.

The purpose of this paper is to review the present state of knowledge and hence
to identify weaknesnes or deficiencies which can indicate research needs.
In trying
te arrive at priorities for research which should be incorporated into an action
programme it may be helpful to keep in mind thie difference between "pure" ntudies of
worldwideprinciples and "applied" studies of more localized solutions to local problems.
1.2

Assessing the extent of erosion
'In recent years the urgent need to increase food production has focussed
attention on soil eromion, to the point where almost all governments and states are
aware of the problem, though whether any of them are taokling the problem adequately
is much lase certain.
When looking at the extent of moil erosion and deciding how
bad it is we might consider two points.
1.2.1

Exploitation or Development?
We must be careful to differentiate between "exp1oitation" in the sense oF the
unwise consumption of nonrenewable resources, and legitimate exploitation
i.e. tho sensible development of resources. Noone criticises the oilrioh
states of tho Middle East for exploiting (i.e. devnloping) their oil and
pouring tho income into the development of a longtorm agricuiturat induntry.
Is the situation really no difforent when a South American country like Brazil
deliberately exploits its land revources for coffee production? or Argentina
through meat production? and uses this to generate national wealth or to ()mate
an industria/ society or oven for education?

1.2.2

The dangsr

of

exaggeration

It is easy to be carried away by thm "awfulneen" of erosion as meen through the
eyes of. the mpecialist. A clasmio example is Lesotho, formerly Basutoland, in
Southern Africa, where before 1900, the first white nettlers reported on the
"almost total destruotion of the land through overgrazing". In their classic
survey of worldwide erosion, Jacks and White (1939) said the aame, and every
10 or 15 years a report on erosion in the country predicts immediate and total
disaster.
It is quite true that the gullies are appalling, and the soil loes

.

and the silt load in rivers extraordinarily high, but the cattle are still fat
and the people appear to be thriving and reamonably fed.
Surely it is a contradiction for "disaeter" to be a stable state of equilibrium.

1.3

Assessing the eflectiveness of soil connervation
Unfortunately few reliable and quantitative surveys have been made of the
effectiveness of national soil conservation programmes. The most thorough is naturally
in the USA, whore Held and Clawson (1965) attempted to review the succees of the USDA
SCS since a national survey in 1934 showed the alarming fact that roughly threequarters of the arable land of the US was seriously damaged by erosion (Bennett, 1939).
A simplified eummary of Held and Clawson's oonclubions is that in the United
Statem, erosion han been junt about held in check, and if that in the result after
a generation of work by the most eophisticated conservation service in the world what
hope in there in developing countries where the problem is so much greater but the
capacity to operate a conservation service is so much less?
It is relevant to consider, when looking at deficiencies and needs, how much
the need is for technical solutions, and how much the problem is to learn how to
apply the already known solutions. Another provocatiVe thought is that if the known
solutions are not being applied, then they must by definition be not the right
solution°.
Quite apart from technical expertine many other factors may be the limiting
constraint on effective soil conservation - for example, the availability of money,
or of trained personnel, or social, political, or legislative restraints.

1.4

The speoial problems of developing countries
1.4.1

Developing and developed countries

It is only natural that the developing countries should look to the developed
countries for a lead in soil conservation, and particularly to the United
States which has led the world in this field.
However, the lesson of the development of conservation in the USA is that we
should underntand and appreciate the changing pattern there, but not neceeRarily follow it, at least at the moment. Mout developing countries are on
the whole at the point which the United States reached in the thirtiee and
forties, that is a rapid increase in the number of small tractore, and a
requirement for maximum erosion control through mulching and terracing.
The
current trend in the USA towarde much more sophieticated and expensive control
meanuren results partly from the adoption of much larger machine° (e.g. 6 and
8 row plantern in the mid-west) and partly from the ability in the United
Staten to invest massive amounts of capital in land manipulation, e.g. grassedbaok bench terraces, designed to suit the large machines.

Another factor not reproduced in developing countriee is that a high level
of industrial development leade to a shift in emphasie from soil conservation
to water conservation.
Far more effort is.now devoted in the United States to
the effective use of water and the control of water pollution, khan to Roil
conservation.
Most developing countries are fortunate in that this problem in
not yet co serious.
1.4.2

Tropical and temperate climaten
If the developing countries have less man-made problemn, these are counterbalanced by the physical factors which lead to a greater erosion hazard in the
tropics and sub-tropics than in temperate climatee. In the tropics the topography in often more conducive to erosion (Bosazza, 1953) and the soils more
vulnerable (Eden, 1964) and the rainfall more eroeive (Hudson, 1976).

1.4.3

Land presnures

The density of population varies widely in developing countries, but one
common factor is the rapid increaee in population, which results in ()hanging
pressure on the land.
The population density in the Sahelian region of
Africa may be low in comparison with other regions, but a 50% increase in
either human or cattle population is likely to cause dramatic changes at any level
of land use.
Later, when discuseing land selection and land classification we will consider
the fact that a clagsification scheme may sensibly put land into the category
"unsuitable for cultivation" when there is plenty of other land available.
But in many countries all the gently sloping land le already used or over-used
and this puts a different complexion on the issue of the slope limit at which
cultivation nhould eitop.

1.4.4

Unexpected byproducts of development

There are sometimee unexpected and undesirable side-effects of development
projects which are themeelven desirable. For example, the change from
shifting cultivation to settled arable farming may lead to increased food
production and higher income but at the same time cause increased erosion.
Another interesting example is where the success of the campaign to eradicate
cattle diseases in the Sahelian zone of Africa has led to such masnive
increases in cattle population that over-grazing is most alarming, and could
lead to an irreversible change in the ecological balance (Ormerod 1976).
2.

ANALYSIS OF THE SITUATION

2.1

The factorn affecting eronion
Figure 1 shows one way of bringing together all the factors Which determine how
much erosion will take place in a given situation. When considering the state of
knowledge it will be convenient to look at each of these factors in turn.
We should
also consider how much we can exercise any influence on erosion, and which of the
factors can be modified.

2.2

How erosion can be controlled

In the oase of rainfall there is clearly very little acope for manipulation
or management. Some slight modification to rainfall patternn mny he possible through
oloud seeding or similar techniques but at present these are likely to be localized
and of small consequence.
Fbr praotioal purposen erosivity oan be considered as
fixed;
we can study it and measure it but we oannot chango it.
The situation in very similar for erodibility.
The inherent characteristics
of soil such as the mechanical composition can seldom be manipulated seneibly or
economically.
Some modification can be made to noil characteristics like tilth, or structure,
or organic matter but such changen as can be achieved are all the result of management and.can be considered under that head.

Topography can certainly be modified, and whether it is sensible is) do so ie a
question of economics.
If the cost-benefit ratio is right, the slope can be changed
by bench terracing or the length by building channel terracee.
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However it is in the area of management that erosion can best be controlled,
and the quantitative difference in amounts of eroeion under different styles of
management is very much greater than the difference resulting from variations in the
other factors. Putting numbers to thie concept, the variation in the erosivity
within a country or from year to year might be in the ratio of 5 to 1. The effeot of
different erodibilities would be similarratios of up to 5 to 1. The effect of channel
terraces is roughly to halve erosion, i.e. a ratio of 2 to 1. But different land and
crop management techniques could result in the erosion changing by a ratio of 1 000 to

2.3

Information needs

Whether or not we can do anything to change the pattern, we still need to know
and understand the processes, so we need as much information as we can get about
But looking at the various factors which influence erosion
every aspect of erosion.
we can see the significance of the division suggested in Section 1. 1 between gene.ralized or pure research, and localized or applied research.
"What do
In the case of erosivity and erodibility the questions to ask are:
The problema so defined
we already know?" and "What do wn therefore need to know?"
will be of a general nature and any answers will have widespread application. A
programme of research on these topics should therefore be worldwide and concerned
with fundamentals.

When management is involved, aa in lana selection or modification, and crop
"What is the present practice?" and following
management, the queations to ask are:
that,"Are the preaent practices adequate?" and if not, "how can they be improved?"
These are essentially localized questions. The 'mowers in one country may be quite
inappropriate in another, and so research on these-applied problems will have to be
done separately for each different set of oonaitions.

3.

THE EROSIVITY OF RAIVFALL

3.1

Definition and application

The definitionof erosivity in the potential ability of rain to cause erosion.
It is a function of the physical characteristies of rainfall and it is known that
the characteristics which are most closely related to erosivity are intensity and
functions of raindrop mass and terminal velocity euch as kinetic energy or momentum.
The ability to quantify erosivity has two main applications!. If it ia known
that the eronivity in Region X in much greater than in Region Y, then recommended
soil conservation measures can be deeigned accordingly. The other use ia in
research. The results from field plot experiments are much more useful if it is
poasible to calculate, an allow for, the variation.which is cine to the different
In laboratory studies and
erosivity of different storms or of different seasons.
work with rainfall simulators, a quantitative measure of erosivity is essential
if any precision is to be achieved.
.

3.2

Measerement of eroeivity
Erosivity can be measured directly by obeerving how much erosion is caused by
a particular atom or series of storms. This can be done by field experimental
plots, but for many purposes it is simpler and more accurate to eliminate the variable
soil factors like soil type, moisture, slope and crop which are nothing to do with
erosivity and so can only confuse the issue. For the assessment of 'splashability',
i.e. the ability to cause detachment, the method of Ellisontype splash cupn ia
recommended.
With developmente in experimental technique,(Bisal, 1950; Hudson,
1965) this method gives a simple but reliable and accurate measurement.

1,

It is possible that there could be an interaction effect between eroeivity
and erodibility. In that case a measure of eroeivity based on the ability of rain to
cause detachment might not be the same as a measure of erosivity based on the ability
to transport soil. However this is most unlikely. A carefully controlled series of
experiments in Africa (Hudson, 1976 p. 68) showed that an equally precise correlation
obtained between erosivity and erosion, whether the erosion was measured by splash
alone, or by splaeh and run-off from Free-type soil pans, or by field eroeion from
experimental plote.

3.3

Indirect assessment of eroeivity
If, instead of having to start taking measuremente of erosivity, it wae
possible to nalculate it from already existing rainfall data, thie would greatly in,
crease the available store of knowledge. It is exactly parallel to information on
water evaporation - one can either measure it directly by setting up an evaporation
pan, or one can make an estimate from existing data on temperature, humidity, etc.
The catch is that all such indirect estimates are empirical,that is they use
relationships which are created to fit obeerved data. The relationship can be
expected to apply within the conditions of the data, but there is abeolutely no reason
why the relationship should be valid in other circumstancee. Unfortunately this basic
prinniple of scientific research is all too often ignored in the desire to extend the
use of an.empirical eolution by applying it outside its limits.

We have today several alternative empirical methodn for calcultin erosivity.
from rainfall. The best known ie the EI30 index (Wischmeier et al., 1958) in which
Boil loss from experimental plots was found to be well correlated with the kinetic
energy of the storm E,and an arbitrarily chosen parameter 130. There ie no theory
to explaln why it should be 130 rather than 160 or the many other parametern tested.
It was obeerved to give the best fit and that is all.
Since 130 is a function of the
kind of rain or type of storm there is no reason why the came relationship
ahould hold for other rainfall patterns, and indeed studies heve shown that the
correlation is not so precise in the case of high-intensity tropical rainfall
(Hudson, 1965). Another disadvantage of this index ie that it requires the laborious
extraction of data from automatic raingaugo charts.
Seeking an alternativa index suitable for Africa the author established
KE>25, that ie the total kinetic energy of all the rain falling at intensities
greater than 25 mm/hour (Hudson, 1965). Within the conditions of tha experimentthis
was found to be very efficient and practical and it has the advantage of being more
easily computed than Ely), but again it is empiricall and in other situations thero would
be other parameters giving a better fit, and this line 'han been exteneively pureued by.
Elwell & Stocking (1973).

Yet another formula has been developed using data from Nigeria by Lal (1976).
That index is AlmV where A is the amount of rain in a storm which has maximum intensity
Im, and V is an optional refinement allowing for the increased terminal velocity of
rain accompanied by wind.
All of these methods depend upon calculations of erosivity for each storm and
a summation to give an annual value. Long term average annual valuen can then be
calculated if sufficient rncords are available. For research purposes the precision
a
obtainable by separate calculatiOns for each storm in desirable, but an annual index
calculated direct/y from daily, weekly, monthly, or annual rainfall would be very
useful.
Entimatee of annnal erosivity have been derived from both daily and annual
rainfall in playsia by Morgan (1974). The only nuch aeeesoment in general use is
the index P (Fournier 1969, lcw 1967) which given a rough guide to annual erosivity
from the P relationship between annual rainfall PI and the rainfall in the wettest
month p.

3.4

Research needs on erosivity
Although we have several usable techniques available they are all empirical and
all have limitations. Clearly a search for a truly causative relationship is desirable.
and is an area of banio or general research where a combined oo-ordinated programme Might
ee more effective than individual efforto. Plano for starting such a programme were
made at the International Workehop on Soil Conoervation and Management in the Humid
Tropics, which took place at the International Institute for Tropical Agriculture
(IITA), Ibadan in Juno 1975. This plan envisaged a worldwide network of stations
which would operate a common programme of experimento on erosivity, using otandardized
A form of
equipment. One of the difficulties io developing suitable equipment.
splash cup will serve to meaeure eplash erosion but we need a universally applicable
device to record erosivity. At both the University of Ohent, Belgium, and the National College of Agricultural Engineering, England, studies are being carried out on
instruments using the acoustic principlo (following Kinnell, 1968; Forreet, 1970)
and preosure tranoducers (following Kowal et al., 1973) to record the impact of raindrops.

In applied research at regional or local level there is a need for more
studiee of rainfall. In the pant it was considered sufficient to record only the
amounto of rain. For erooion research we need to know about erosivity, maximum
intensities, inteneity/duration relationships and frequencies of severo storms.

4.

THE ERODIBILITY OF SOIL

4.1

Definition and application
The definition of Roil erodibility is its ousceptibility or vulnerability to
erosion, that ie to say the reciprocal of reRistance to erosion. It can either refer
only to the physical characteristics of ooil,like texture and etructure, or it can
include management factors which can affect erosion, such as how the soil is cultiIn this dincussion the narrow definition will be adopted, corresponding
vated.
with the K of the Universal Soil Loss Equation.

The applicationo or usen of a quantitative measure of erodibility are similar
to those of erosivity. There is the practical application in the design of control
measures which need to be intensified for a vulnerable soil or relaxed for a more
resistant soil. There is aloo the use as n. research tool where the ability to allow
for variations due to soil erodibility allows un to interpret the effeote of other
variables.
4.2

Direct measurementn of erodibility
If we subject different soils to the sarna erosivity and measure the Roil loss,
then we have a direct meaeure of erodibility. The problem is that we may get
different answers according to how we measure the (Boil loss.

Today our thinking on erodibility han gone right back to Ellison's starting
point of 30 yeare ago, and it seems unlikely that ony one single measure of erodibility
can account for the separate properties of resistance to splash (detachability) and
recistance to surface flow (transportability).
There are other problems associated with direct measurement of erodibility.
With field experiments under natural rainfall it is not poseible to control the
erosivity; with laboratory experiments the simulated rainfall can be controlled but
the soil is not the same as in the field, and even in the best combination of a
rainfall simulator used in the field,there is still the problem of separating ciut
management effects like previoun cropping practico.

4.3

Indirect asseesment of erodibility
In view of these doubts about how erodibility can be directly measured it is
not surprising that indirect asuesemente based on other measured characteristics have
not been very successful. Thore is a vast literature on the aubject which has been
well reviewed, for example Bryan (1968), and a wide range of techniques have been
developed since the attempts of the American soil scientists in the 1930e to correlate
orodibility with simple factors like mechanical colpoeition.
This approach to the subject received a great boost when Wischmeier produced
empirical relationships, first using 15 factors (Wischmeier
Mannering, 1969) and
later a simpler variation for practical application with 5 factors (Wiechmeier,
Johnson & Cross, 1971). However the point made earlier about empirical erosivity
relationships applies equally here. The Wischmeier nomograph is derived from data
on American eoils and can be expected to work in the United States, but one cannot
either assume or expect that it will be equally valid for different soils in the
humid tropics or in arid regions, and indeed attempts to extrapolate it beyond the
measured range have so far been disappointing.

4.4

Research needs on erodibility
The first priority would seem to be basic research on the fundamentals of
erodibility.
Can any single index or parameter adequately describe and quantify
resistance to orosion? Or should the various components such as resistance to detachment be aseeseed separately, and then combined? Since this is longterm basic
research which will have worldwide application it would be appropriate to mount a
combined programme involving research workers in many countries.

At the same time, the longterm search for real understanding should not alow
local attempts to find local solutions. In many developing countries a real stop
forward would be achieved by simple comparative studies of the relative erodibility
of the major soil types. I suggest that current thinking would point to this being
best achieved by rainfall simulators operated on field plots. Some standardization
of technique is desirable,and the IITA 1975 conference considered this, but there is
a gap here which needs to be filled.

5-

EFFECTS OF TOPOGRAPHY

5.1

Slope

mented.

The effect of miope on erosion has been extensively studies and is well docuMathematically the relation ia
Erosion

a Sb

where S is the slope expreesed as a percentage, and a and b are constants. The value
of a dependa on many factors, mainly management of the soil, and b is an exponent
which varies accordint to soil type and land use but is usually between 1.3 and 2.0.
The relevant question here is to what extent is it sensible to try to modify
the natural slope. Because of the form of the mathematical relationship a reduction
in slope will reduce the erosion more than the proportion by which the slope is
reduced, but slope modification has three main problems.
a)

Earth moving on a large ecale is so expensive that it can only be justified in
special cases. Some examples are ancient bench terrace systems which could be
built becaUse of slave labour, or modern bench terraces Which have to be made
because there is no alternative. Very high costs may be justified by expected
high returnST e.g. large terraces in the United Statee to allow level operation
of sophisticated machinery, or terracing for highyield crope like olives, vines,

In southern Czechoslovakia land shaping ie being
fruit, or irrigated crops.
carried out on a maesive scale with cuts of up to 10 metros, and in this oase the
motivation is the political determination to increase food production regardless
of cost.
In high rainfall areas there still remains after terracing the problem of how to
safely dispose of surface runoff. Indeed the construction of terraces often
makes this problem more difficult.
Unless the soil is unusually deep and uniform or uniese the topsoil is carefully
replaced, the process of terracing is likely to result in lower fertility.
Slope modification need not be a complete change to bench terracea. A partial
terracing effect has been deliberately encouraged in many countries by a combination
of moving soil downhill by cultivation, and holding eoil by contour bunds or banks.
5.2

Length of sloe
Again, the effect of length of elope in well documented.
Erosion

.

In a similar relation

s L

where L is the length of slope and c and d are constants.

If erosion is expressed in loes per unit area the value of the exponent d will
be leas than 1.0, and typically about 0.5, showing-that erosion is lose sensitive to
length of slope than it is to the degree of slope.
In the Universal Soil Loss Equation the effects of length ani steepnese are
combined into a single factor. Although the relationships of S and L are empirical
and derived from US data, here is one oaee where the relationship appears to be
In general the effect of these two topógraphic
equally valid in other situatione.
factors in well understood.

The effective length of slope can be easily modified by crosselope mechanical
protection methods such as graded channel terraces, ee well as bench terracing. These
practices will be discussed under the effects of management in Section 6.

5.3

Effect of adjacent land

Surface runoff may be affected by surrounding land. Higher land may diecharge
surface runoff onto a field and so make the problem of erosion control much moro
difficult. Similarly most systems of mechanical erosion control on arable land
depend upon gathering the runoff and disposing of it in an orderly manner, and this
may be difficult if the lower land has been so developed that there are no euitable
drninage ways. This may mean that the technical solution to erosion cannot be
applied to small pieces of land or to individual farms, but must be applied on a
largor scale. An extreme example of this problem occur° in central India where
intensive cultivation of small fields, and progressive subdivision, have led to a
Any attempts at logical
patchwork of arable land covering the whole land surface.
soil and water control are frustrated because there are no adequate drainage channels
and no available land where they couls1 be constructed.
However this is essentially a problem of socioeconomice, legislation and
extension. Our understanding of the effects of topography is adequate, and the
question in whether wo have the right techniques for effecting desirable changos.
Present practices,and whether they meet the requirement,are considered in the next
eection.

6.

EFFhCTS OF MANACENZIT

6.1

Land selection
The first principle of sensible soil conservation and management is appropriate
land use, which means matching the use of land to what the physical and ecological
conditions make possible. We can ease the constraintscaused by waterlogging if we
drain land, and we can reduce the risk of erosion by applying soil conservation
methods, but there are limits to the modifications which we can make.
If land is
inherently unsuitable for arable use, it is better to use dt for some other purpose
rather than to try to change the limitations.
The difficulty of applying this principle in practice is that it may conflict
with regional or national wishes.
It may be ecologically right for a country to put
all its land under, say, rubber trees and import all its food, but self-sufficiency
and import substitution are the battle-cries of today's politicians and economists.
Fortunately we do have some useful tools with which to carry out sensible land
use planning if politics permit. Where conditions are roughly comparable to those in
the USA, i.e. lots of good land and a good appreciation that it is an asset to be
used but not over-exploited, then the Land Capability Classification first developed
by the USDA SCS is the starting point. Subsequent modifications in many countries have
shown that with some adaptation to local requirements it is surprisingly versatile.
However, it was derived for land with moderate slopes and a temperate climate, and
is unnuitable for the steep slopes end harsh climates of the humid tropice and for
the semi-arid regions of the subtropics.
We do have the outline of a classification system for the steep lands of the
humid tropics, developed mainly by Sheng from experience in Taiwan, Malaysia and the
Caribbean (Sheng, 1971), but this system has not been adequately published or tested
on a large scale.
In the case of the semi-arid regions the distinction between land use and land
management becomes blurred. With low rainfall the land use must be dominantly grazing,
but it would be helpful if we had a system for assessing the capability of grazing
land in the same way that we can differentiate between different classes of arable
land, and then go on to specify the management techniques appropriate for each class.
Perhaps there is a need hero for another coordinated worldwide research study of the
basic principles.
The question of land elassification and recommended use cannot be separated
from the pressure on the land.
These pressures may be the result of social habit
rather than real requirement;
for example, in some countries in Africa the population
density has in the past been so low that there was always enough land for everyone.
This has led to the cultural ethic that everybody has the right to own his or land,
a proposition which is becoming untenable as the population increases. Another form
of preusuro on the land comes with hereditary fragmentation of landholdings. This
must inevitably load to more people on smaller holdings and eventually the point comes
where the pressure is so heavy that rational long-term land use is not possible.
An interesting example of the interaction between technical opinion and pragmatic action comes in a. recent issue of the Indian Digest of Soil and Water Conservation. The journal invites comment from all interested parties, and particularly the
professional conservationists for whom the journal is intended, on whether the
present limitation of cultivation should be relaxed. The points for and against
listed in the questionnaire (attached as Appendix A) show the difficulty of
recompiling the conflicting requirements.

6.2

Land management

It ie eonvenient to divide conservation control into meehnnical protection

measures and aeronomic or biological meacures.

Those works which involve a large

amount of earth-moving clearly fall into the claim of mechanical protection, but the
dividing line i6 not precise - for example, contour ploughing might well be included
in either group. Neither is it straightforward to ueparate land management, i.e. the
manipuletion of the soil and land, from crop management. *Again, in which group does
contour ploughing fit? Since thie paper is concerned mainly with the protection of
arable landa it may be appropriate to review current practices in groups according
to the kind of arable farming.
6.2.1 Gentle slopes

Up to about 1° elopes it is usually poesible to control erosion by simple

methods such as strip oropping and contour ploughing. At 1° or 2° it becomes
necessary to introduce some system of regular drainage, and between 20 and 70
the classical mechanical control system developed in North America comes into
its own. There are three basic component° of the system as shown in Figure 2.

At the top is the atormwater diversion drain to intercept the storm run-off
which would otherwise flow down from the higher ground on to the arable land
whioh it protects. It ie an open drain, usually in bare earth, and on a
gentle gradient. It is the first line of defence and all the ctructurea
lower down will be designed on the assumption that it will effectively control
all the run-off from outside the arable land. If it fails to do this, and is
breached he water released will almost oertainly breach the lower worka. It
may be called a storm drain, utomwater channel, diversion terrace, or diversion
ditch.
7174-Tun-off from the arable land ia caught in similar but smaller drains
spaced at regular intervals down the elope. The channel is usually kept
free from vegetation and the excavated soil forms a bank on the downhill side.
They are ueually on a gentle gradient to load the run-off safely off
the arable land. In different countries they may be called channel terraces,
or /glided terraces, or contour ridges.
The storeiwater draina and the channel.terracos can discharge into a natural
drainage channel if there is a suitable one in a convenient position. When this is
not possible, an artificial channel must be provided. Thin will also be a shallow
open drain, but with a good gram; cover, and running straight down the slope.
It needs carena design to avoid the flow causing erocion. The usual nameR are
qraeu :ra.terway or meadow ntrio.

Thin syRtem has proved to be effective in many countries, and over a wide

rango of rainfall. It is particularly suitable where low pressure on the land
makee it poesible to restrict arable land to slopes leso than about 70 or 8°
(12-15%). The design procedures for thee° worke are well developed and
documented (Cormack, 1951; Schwab et al., 1966, Hudson, 1976).

6.2.2 Steeper slopes

At elopes above 70 (12%) it becomea increasingly difficult to conetruct
channel terracee and the proportion of land taken out of cultivation increases.
At this point permanent arable lnnd is best achieved by bench terracing. Again
the technique is well developed (Sheng, 1971). The variables are the width
and height of the terraces, determined by the noil depth and the crop require-

mento, and the slope of the riser, determined by the stability of the soil.
Grann-backed terraces are increaningly popular in the United States, and a
planted sod-forming grass is used to stabilize the back slope at a Rteeper
angle than would otherwise be poseible.

Channel terre
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The basic components of mechanical protection

the stormwater drain which diverts storm run-off
originating off the arable land.
the graded channel terraces leading away the runoff from the arable land.

the grass waterway into which both stormwater
drain and channel terrace discharge.

As the lend elope increases it requiroo an increasing amount of earthmoving
The
to conetruct terraceo which aro wide enourh to be treated as arable land.
upper limit of slope suitable for b3nch terraces is about 15° (36%). On
steeper slopeo {mailer terraces are beet, called stop torracee or orchard
terraces, and are suitable for fruit and other tree crops. Ground cover is
required to protect tho ground between the trece from splash and to give some
protection from eurface run-off if it occurs.
Aboyo 25° (42%) and up to 330 (65%), diecontinudus or intermittent terracing
should bo used, where small platformo are levelled for individual trees, but
most of the land is either left undioturbed or, better still, planted to a
close-.;rowing cover crop. Above 330 any cultivation in both diffieult And
undesirable. A summary of this approach to conservation practices on steep
slopes is ohown in Figure 3.
6.3

Crop mnnaqamont

It is in the area of crop management that the most effective control of
erosion on arable land can bo anhieved. The eignificance of eplaeh erosion as the
starting point of the erosion process was only appreciated after the work of Ellison
In the 1940s, but the fact that erosion can be largely controlled by the provision
of a protecting cover at the moil surface had boon demonstrated in the 1890s by
Wollny in Germany on small plots, and the slime principle was discovered anew by
In the pioneer connervation work in the
Miller in the 1930e in field ox Periments.
USA between 1910 and 1950 the key factors were mechanical control based on the channel
terrace, and the introduction of close-growing cropo and crop-residuee, and the use
of sod-forming crops in rotations.
Since then, the effect of crop management in what we might call North-American
etyle arable farming has been thoroughly studied and every Aspect evaluated. In the
Universal Soil Loss Tz3quetion the C factor reprenenting cropping practices can be
asseesed with much greeted precision then any of the other fActore in the equntion.
Wherever the name style of arable farming is practised, i.e. large-ecale, mechanized
and concentrating on cereal erops in rotation with forage crops, the resultn can be
applied with only slight local modifications.
However in many developing countries this io not the pattern of arable farming.
It io more likely to be smalleccale and intensive, multi-cropping rather than single
crops, with little or no mechenizetion, and quite likely A completely different
philonophy on weed control. In this situation our knowledge is inadequate end there
is a need for a major research effort.
6.4

Reeenreh needs for maneeement

In the field of mechanical protection end land manegement we have A wide choice
of techniquee. Most are well usod nnd design methods are available. There will
elweys be some place for localized applied tenting to see whieh techndque or whieh
design is bent, but on the whole the available practices aro ndequate.
In crop management for what I have termed tho North-American pattern of arable
farming the ponition is similar. The prineiples are well known, a great deAl of
deteiled work han been done, and all that is required in limited local testing and
development.
However, in the case of the small-scale intensive arable farming so widespread
in the developing countries the position ie vory different. Something more is
required than a modification of the practieos developed in a different eituation.
Nor is it sufficient to think of reaeareh on eroeion control in isolation. What is
required is a study of the whole system of arable farming in developing countries.

At two of the International Institutes such a programme in under way:
at IITA for
the humid tropico, and ICRISAT for the semiarid tropics. But these two programmes
together only muster a handful of scientists. The scale of the problem ad the
urgency of it, suggest that there should be a hundred times more.
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Bench Terraces
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Criteria for land capability classes in
the humid tropics
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Paper No. 14

DEVELOPMENT OF SOIL AND WATER SERVICES IN DEVELOPING COIVTRIM
SPECIFIC INMIREEENTS AND POSSIBILITLES POR ASSISTANCE
by

1.

THE PROBL111
ist in p; Se rv ices

In most developing countries certain covponento of soil and water cervices
exist;
sometimes they are found as different departments in one ministry but very
often two or more ministries may be involved.
The servioes provided by theoe many

units are usually not coordinated and cooperation between them, in most caneo, is
non existent.
1.2

Soils Surveys
Lately soil and land use surveyo have been carried out in many countries
or are part of their development plan to be implemented.
Aseisted by internal
institutions or bilateral aid, such surveys are carried out on a r000nnaissance or
semidetailed scale. Soil lel)oratories with sophistioated modern equipment are often
part of such projeots which also include, the training of local scientists.
Generally,
a high scientific level is applied and followed up by more or less intensive research
' on spcoifio problem found during these surveys.

Special maps are prepared as a result of the surveys, mostly on a scale of
1:25 000 or 1:50 000. Furthermore tho noil survey unit is a special servioe which
may sometimes be called for assistance on specific problems but is not involved in
the daily requirements of land use and farm management of individual farmers or small
village communities. Sometimes the moults of these surveyn may also be available and
used on this practical level of direct application on the land. Very often however
there will be little or no contact between tho soil scientists and the field
extennion worker, who generally has a much lower level of education and has no
training in this specific subject.
With regard to farm management whioh necessarily includes good soil management,
it will be often the soil ooientist who lacke knowledge on this subject and very
often is not even interested in it.
1.3

Water Services
In mont countries where irrigation is required, some port of water servioes
They may have very different organizational etructures and sometimes belong
to miniotrien which aro not directly connected with agricultural production. Farmers
irrigation anoociations, with or without epvernment supervision, may often be
renponnible for distribution of irrigation water. With a few exceptions somo water
lawo and regulatione exist.
In most cases they are based on traditional cuotoms
and are not adjusted to the revirements of the changed conditions of today. Even
improved laws, few as they are, may be difficult to enforce to bring about the
necessary improvomento to meet the rising demand for irriaation water, its proper
diotribution and its supervised une.
exiot.

Practioally without exoeption there is wasteful use of the limited resources
of irrigation water.
)ven, in new projects lack of consideration for the requirements
of effective irrigation can be oboerved.
New and large irrigation schemes have often

cauved eevere damage to the land through alkalinity, rieing watertables and creation'
of manmade swamps.

Some of the major characterietice of most water dietribution aystemn are the
losses in canale, the lack of proper and continuous maintenance and the distribution
aocording to area irrigated and according to quantities supplied. Payment in aleo
aecording to area unit irrigated and onlY3in rare cases exact water meaouring devioen
aro installed and payment nolleoted per m need. Consequently, wasteful irrigation
can be observed in countries or locationn where the supply of additional water for
irrigation is a major problem.
FUrthermore, except in areas irrigated from large rivers with fairly constant
flow, a gradual decrenne in available water ie evident,-cauned by deterioration of
watersheds through man's activities. Seldom, however, do water eervices have any
part in or ooncern with thin phenomenon whose very real implications touch the water
servicee themselves.
Flash floods, sedimentation in reeervoirs, diminishing flow
during dry seaeons and falling groundwater jables are the results of deetructive
activities in waterehedo, but water nervioee are generally not involved in the
aotivities to restore the water balance in a given area or a whole country.
1.4

The Missing Link
Thoro are serviooe which deal with come aspects of soil eonservation on arable
other services or ministries, such as forest departments, may be conoerned with
eronion control on uncultivated areas.
Special units may be involved in irrigation
and/or drainage activities. Separate farm management units may be active in the
framework of extennion services, mostly on a limited :cale. But no special nervice
for comprehensive soil and water conservation exists in any developing country.
Such a service could be given different name, it could be part of a ministry, or
an independent ministry, it could be a coordinating body between department and
ministries. To be effective it must have authority on all Aspects of land and
water use and the conservation of the available natural renourcen. Without such
a comprehoneive and integrated approach and a responsible anthority for implementation,
no basic changes in the present situetion of unrelated and nonexisting activitiee to
conserve and improve the rapidly deteriorating natural renources for agricultural
produotion can be expected.
land;

The establishment of suoh a multidisciplinary agency in countries with a
vertical administrative set up with very little or no horizontal coordination is
certainly a major and difficult undertaking.
2.

SOLUTICNS

2.1

General

The multidieciplinary character of soil and water conservation and the
development of adequate soil and water servieen in developing countries 18 a diffieult
problem.
The urgency to estab/ish such nerviees in most countries is evident.
Rapidly innreasing population and dimininhing resources of land and water on an
aceelerated revile are a clear indiestion of the neceesity to net without further
delay to prevent'additional lossee and to repair damage already done. The existing
administrative and profesuional units in governments, each dealing with one or two
epeoific subjeots, are indeed fu/ly aware of the dangers and make efforts to solve
the difficulties and problema in their own limited fields of aetivities. Requests
for ansiPtanne are inoreAsing end largr mmount8 of mOney are spent on projecte
dealing with these subjeete.
However the renults are rather dincouraging. Some
possible wayn to establish nuch eseential cervices will be diecunned and evaluated.

2.2

Suggestion°
i.

To train teohnicians of the diffe..-ent oxinting services, dealing
with HOMO of the oomponentn, in a compreheneive and integrated
approach to the multidisciplinary charaeter and requirements of
land and water cervices. To return theoe technioians after
training to their original positions in their diverse unite.

This system of training seseioneand workehops on 6ecifio problems is an
highly entimated and often used method by many international and bilateral aid
organizations.
It ia boned on the general prinoiple that education ie the firnt
stop towards progresa. However, by closer examination of the pooeible positive
reaults of such activities in thic specifio and unique field it noon becomes
evident that practically nothing can be gained by auch training ooureeo, except
the general and laudable educational progrese of individual teohniciann. In
moot cases junior teehnioiann will take pnrt in ouch workshops.
EVen if senior
officers are delegated, they will be in no position to bring about changes in the
adminiotrative setup. Polieie° are made on a much higher level and in most oases
not by professionals in a certain discipline but by administrativo officers and
top government bodies.
No support ehould be given to requests for the above syetem nor should FAO
use its influenoe and money for nuch projects.
To entablinh a special coil conservation nervice which may fill the
needa for erosion control and soil and water management not covered
by already existing nervions. This new service may also be given the
taek of technical assistAnce to other departmentn.
This approach is not likely to give bettor reoultn than (i) above. It may
give some valuable aosintanco in the field and improve onrtain aspecte of land
and water management, but it would be in no ponition to bring about the neceeeary
banic changes in the profensional and administrative organization within a
government. Fiirthermore, its advinory function would be of little value even if
sunli advice is sought, whioh in rather doubtful.
Advice may be nocepted or
rejected. In most cases, it will be rejeoted becaese it may create difficultieo
which were not encountered before.
Soil and water conservation and the services
required from such a related organization cannot depend on the goodwill of othore.
To establish a atrong soil and water oervice, which will deal
directly and from the graso roots to the policy making level
with all the many subjecto to be covered by a multidisciplinary
agency.
This would mean that activities, formerly carried out
by other agencies, be trannferred together with their profecaional
staff, to this new and strong organization.
This system would have a good chance of sucoesa.
It is however doubtful if
governmento would take such extreme steep in changing their exinting organizations
which have been evolved over a long period of time. Should a government however
take such ntepe and apply for annistanoo, it ehould certainly be granted.

The role of governments and of FAO in such projeotc will be disoussed under
3 and 4 below.

To follow up the nyetemaunder(ii) and (iii), it in posnible
to find another way to build up gradually a otrong and integrated
soil and water service.

An a ntart, a small soil conservation unit as explained under (ii)
could be established with a pro-planned sequence and timetable to
absorb gradually other disciplines in a noil and water nervioe with
different divieions under one overall management.
Such a servios
should include, after a number of years, many departments, for
example:
land use, soil and farm management, erooion control,
soil connervation on agricultural lands, land consolidation, rango
management, irrigation and drainage, flood control, sairfaco water
storage, groundwater resources, etc.
It could (duo contain one
special section for comprehensive watershed management.
Such
a unit could oven be the firnt motion in this new service, being
involved in practically all dinoiplinen mentioned above.

V.

This

waternhed management unit could be an important stepping
stone in the establishment of eoil and water services.
It could
and should start with rather small project°, covering one or
two subwatersheds, prepare the plane and be responsib/e for their
implementation.

During this period it in likely that a number of hidden an unexpected factors
of a technical and administrative nature will arise and ways to overcome such
diffioulties could be explored.
Fbrtuitously this mey be a good ntart becalm° of
the multidiroiplinary character of its activities and its staff. Fnrthermore it
would be an eany way to demonstrate the comprehensive and integrated approach, to
observe its advantages and disadvantages, and be the foundation on which government
decisions for the establishment of unified noil and water services could be based.
Request for ansiotanoe for nuch projects nhould certainly be granted.

3.

THE ROLE OF COMMENTS EN ESTABLISHING SOIL AND WATER SERVICE
Land and water are the basic natural resources. The rural population should
be added as the third resource, as they are the beneficiaries and the driving force
for the effective and suntained use of the resources.

Governments have asked and received asnistance for large projectn, dealing
in most cases with single subjects. This may help to solve individual problems.
Such projects, even if succeesfully concluded, have all the short-comings of a
patchwork approach. The results are avai/able, the local staff ha e been trained
and sometimes even oontinuen work on the project subjects, but the impact on the
overall improvement° in land and water management remains extremely limitad. Also
very often there is no continuity after the termination of projecte. The trained
staff is absorbed into other services which have no relation to the project
subjects.
If a government neriounly wishes to improve its land and water resources, a
very radical chango in policies will have to take place regarding its own oontributions and its dependency on foreign advisers.
In the field of land and water
service° no large scale projects with heavy inputs for equipment, laboratories
and nervicen of expatriate technicians nhould be expected. No monuments will be
created. It is mostly the government itnelf whioh has to make decisions and take
the neoessary steps for implementation within the framework of its own policies.
Aseietance will certainly be needed, but much more of the /ocally available
reiources of technioians, administrator° and equipment should be involved to find
the solutions and to carry them out, whatever the findinge may be. Land and water
'eervices are so.olosely related to the day to day life of the population and to
the national economy, that without decinions nnd aetions from the highest level
of gnvernment down to the field teehnioian at the village level, no practioal
resulta can be expected.

4..

ASSISTANCE TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIPZ
One of the important phases of aosistanoe to developing countries may be the
explanation of the policies laid down under 3 above. If a clear and poeitive
understanding can be reached on this point, it will be easier to define the limite
and the form of assietanoe that can be asked for by - and be given to - governments
for the establishment of efficient ooil and water serviceu.
This bailie explanatory drive oould be carried out by the Regional Offioes or
by senior Headquarters staff and no speoial expenditure would be required.

The next otep would be the preparation of a project document, jointly agreed
by government and FAO. This could best be done by a one-man miosion of a highly
experienced staff member or coneultant to the country requeeting aeoiotanoe. Suoh
a mioeion would require between 1-2 months of investigations, negotiationo,
discueeions and preparation of the document which should include all detail° of
work, scheduleo, ntaffing, equipment, offices, supporting servicen, budgets etc.
Above all, it must include a olear statement of intention by the government, its
decisions on legislation and regulations - if required - and its committment to
follow-up after termination of the project.
It will also contain the service(' of
advisero.
Not more than one permanent adviser should be allocated for the duration of
the project. All other expert services nhould be restricted to short-term
consultancies. The main burden should be borne by local technicians.
Projects of
thie kind should have a duration of 1-2 years not counting the preparatory
mission. The assistance in monetary terms would be small and not over $ 250 000.
Within the structure presented in this paper, viable projeots at low cost
could be carried out for the development of soil and water services in developing
countries. It can also be hoped that, due to the close involvement of government('
and their agencies there might be a successful follow-up after the termination of
such projects.
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TRAINING, MEN31ON

AND IMPLEr*NTATION OF
SOIL CONSERVATION PROGRAWES IN

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

by
O.F. Jones

A soil conservation action programme must provide the education, technical expertise,
and necessary inf-entives so that the land users will use the Boil within the limits of its
physical characteristics and protect it from unalterable limitationn of climate and topography.
It is essential that we have a clear understanding of what is involved in a soil conaervation
programme to make it an effective one.
It requires expertise in many
Assisting land users to do this is a very big task.
The fact, that soil conservation is multidisciplinary in nature, makes it
disciplines.
difficult to train a staff to a competent level of proficiency. The problem of training is
not neoessarily made difficult because a number of different disciplines are needed, but
mostly because almost all of the disciplines must have some appreciation and understanding
Ideally, the soil conservation planner should have a working
of other disciplines involved.
knowledge of all of the disciplines which are needed. Without that kind of an expert, it is
necessary to use a team approach to planning. Experts in soils, agronomy, and engineering
Experts in many other fielda such as
are usually needed to adequately plan a project area.
economics, irrigation, biology, hydrology, geology, and other disciplines may be useful and
needed in many cases for the planning of a soil conservation project and application of
practices.
A look at the types of jobs which need to be done to plan and apply' a conservation
programme on a project area, will give an even better insight as to the kinds and amount
of training needed by the technieal staff.
1,

PLANNENG PROCEDURE
Information on the area needs to be gathered about soils, topography, and climate
On the larger areas data should be gathered
on all project areas, rerardlens of size.
on crops, population, social structure, infrastructure, and other factors which may
affect planning as well. The planner is probably well aware of the effect of those
factors on smaller project areas. This involves gathering data in the form of maps,
publications, and reports, as well as data which may need to be gathered in the
field.

1.2

Soil degradation problems should be identified. This requires an ability to
recognize at all stares, the many processes of soil derradation such as wind and
water erosion, waterlorring, salinization or alkalization, and pollution.

1.3

This requires an
A determination of the land treatment needs should be made.
understanding of the kinds of practices or treatment measures which are needed to
control or correct the degradation process which is taking place. A thorough knowledge
is necessary of about 100 practices as to when, where mnd how they apply. All alterRough cost estimates may be needed for
native solutions need to be considered as well.
making a practical evaluation of alternatives.

1.4

All alternative solutions should be presented to the decision maker. Thie
involves having a clear underetanding of what each praotioe will a000mplish, as well
as the benefits whioh oan be expected as compared to the cost of installation for
all the alternatives. It is also eseential to anticipate and analyse any installation
difficultiee ana work out a realistio timetable for applination.

1.5

Final plan preparation involves the assembly of all pertinent information
needed to carry out the plan in an orderly manner.

2.

PLAN APPLICATION
Application of the plan inoludes the design, stake out, construction,
of adequacy, monitoring effectiveness, and maintenance.

checking

2.1

Most people associate design with engineering construotione such as dams,
drainage nysteme and water control structuree of all kinde. Other measures may also
need to be designed and even though they may not require so much in the way of
hydrological considerations, they do, in most cases, require agronomic consideration
in relation to soil and climate. All structures should have standards for application
or specificationo which are adapted to the local conditions.

2.2

Most practices, which involve earth moving, require ntaking to determine areas
from which material can be excavated and whore depositions should be made, as well
as to locate appurtenances which may be a part of a structure.
Staking out or layout
and design is also needed for most other measures to determine quantities of materials
needed and area to be treated in order to make cost estimates and for recordkeeping
purposes. Fbr instance, with any conservation praotice which involves seeding,
sodding, or tree planting, it in ensential to know the area involved to determine
the quantity of materials needed, such as need and other soil amendments.

2.3

Constructions partioularly those which involve earth moving or maeonry work,
require knowledge of eapability and limitations of the equipment, ability to analyse
quality of construction materials and workmanship, ability to compute quantitiee of
materials, and a thorough knowledge of construction techniques, equipment operation,
and safety hazards involved.

2.4

The check for adequaoy of construntion requires a thorough knowledge of the
specifications for the particular practice, and the ability to recognize visually
weaknesses of construction, and to design oorrective measures.

2.5

Monitoring the effeotiveness of conservation measures after they are
installed, requiren an underetanding of how they are deeigned to ninction and an
ability to analyse whether or not they are performing that funntion.

2.6

Maintenance after installation again reqUires an understanding of the
specifications ?or the practice involved, and it may require ability to redesign
sections of a ntruoture or to renognize the need for complete redesign in the case
of denign failure.
All the jobs in a soil conservation programme require special skills of one
kind or another, so the challenge is how to impart these necessary skills to staff
in the most efficient manner.

3.

TRAINING REQUIREMFIITS

The effective implementation of a soil and water conservation programme can
probably be most efficiently achieved by a combination of people - some who have a
broad overall understanding of the interrelationships between disciplines and the
general requirements for land treatment, and the more specialized type personnel
who are capable of making detailed etudies, surveys, and designs for specific
It is recognized that the overall job of planning and applying a
practices.
conservation programme could usually be accomplished by competent college trained
To do the éntire job with only
people who are classified as professionals.
professionals, however, would not be efficient from a training requirement
standpoint, and most developing countries do not have an abundance of college trained
Fertunately, many of the jobs which need to be done can be accomplished by
people.
staff who are not college trained but only trained in how to perform specific tasks.
This kind of non-professional personnel can be particularly useful in the gathering
of information for design,such as topographic surveys and crose-sections. The nonprofessional can also become highly proficient in the layout of simple mechanical
The secondary school
type measures such as contour lines, terraces, and 'waterways.
leaver with sound basic education and an interest in agriculture can usually be
trained in these types of skills, primarily through on-the-job training which does
not require high investment in training facilities and special teaching staff. It
also has the advantage of keeping all of the training job oriented and practical.
The alternative to on-the-job training for non-professional staff is a
formalized training programme. This can be set up as a special curriculum at
established schools of agriculture or in a training institution established specifiThere are advantages and disadvantages
cally for training soil conservation staff.
to either approach.
The advantage of using established training institutions is chiefly that,upon
completion of the course of study, appropriate certificates or diplomas are usually
These are usually
awarded which represent the level of academic achievement.
recognized throughout the government for establishing grade level and salary of
employees. The disadvantage is that most institutions lack the facilities to
and adequately trained teaching
provide sufficient in-the-field practical training;
staff, with practical field experience, may not be available.,

The establishment of a training institution within the framework of the
organization, which has the responsibility for carrying out the soil conservation
programme within a country, has the advantage that training would be more closely
tied to actual field projects and instructors would probably be practising professionals
The facilities established
with a better insight into the jobe needing to be done.
could, be alternately used for staff refresher courses and in-service training
programmes. It has the disadvantage of not being able to offer academic achievement
certificates and diplomas unless special arrangements are made with academic
institutions.
The problems of recruiting and training staff for soil conservation in
developing countries are many. Some of the more serious problems envisaged include:
the lack of interest in agriculture or agricultural problems by students
who have received formal schooling;
reluctance on the part of college trained professionals to become involved
in the field work to the extent necessary to transfer textbook knowledge to
practical field application)
the quality of primary and secondary education many times requires that
additional basic education in mathematics and elementary sciences be given
along with on-the-job training before profinienny can be achieved;

4.

the lack of emphasis on agricultural development as compared to military,
Industrial, and commercial expansion by many governments has caused positions
in agriculture to be regarded as less prestigious than similar positions in
other ministries.
The extreme difficulty which may be encountered in overcoming the above
mentioned prob/ems and others does not minimise the Importance of overcoming them, if
sound technical assistance programmes in soil coneervation and agriculture in general
are to be achieved.
Some of the solutions which :loom to be essential to achieve
the objectives inolude:
upgrading of the quality of primary and oecondary education;
a greater recognition needP to be given to the importance of agriculture,
agricultural deve/opment, and conservation.programmes by many governments.
more emphasis needs to be placed on practical application of knowledge
gained in higher degree training;
improvement in the amenities and terms of service offered agricultural
experta by governmentn needs to be achieved.

4.

FATENSION AND IMPLEMENTATICN OF SOIL CONSERVATION PROGRAMMES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
This is discussed an a single subject because most developing countries use
exteneion techniques and extension institutions as vehicles to implement soil
conservation programmes. The fact remains, however, that countries which have
apparently been most successful in implementing strong action programmes in soil
and water conservation, such as the United States, Australia, and New Zealand,
have all resorted to opecial institutions to aecomplish the tank.
At first glanee, there would appear to be many advantages to using the
extension institutions which already exiat in most deve/oping countries for the
implementation of soil conservation programmes. Moet political leaders view it
as expeditious because it eliminates the cost of establishing a separate institution.
Thor: reasonin may be valid in cases where budgets ern limited and the orobleme of
soil conservation are simple. Extension organizations are usually understaffed in
most developing countries and the addition of further responsibilities may only
further dilute their overall delivery capability.
An is already well known,
extension workers in most developing countries are handicapped in the performances
of their regular duties by many factors, such as lack of facilities, equipment,
training, transportation, backetop support, and materials.
The well-trained
extennion worker can be very effective in instances w) ere soil coneervation can be
achieved by the use of good crop hunbandry practices only.
It is difficult to
visual Izo the situation where an extension worker could effectively handle problems
which are complex without strang support from a profioient well-trained technical
staff.
Many times half-way measures, when applied, result in more severs soil
degradation than if no treatment were app/ied at all.

All of the techniques used in extension work need to be used in bringing about
the adoption of soil conservation programmes by land users. It is probably in this
area that the ordinary extension worker can be most useful in a soil and water connervation programme wheth2r or not a special inetitution in created for implementation.
The training and education needed to effectively implement the programme goes far
beyond the treining of technical staff discussed earlier.
It must be carried to the
land user so that he han a clear understanding and appreciation of the need,
PurPose, and resulte to be achieved.

Some countries have instituted special training courses for extension workers
on soil conservation.
This would appear to be a feaaible solution to the need for
techninally trained personnel and in some caeca it may be, but in some cases, results
have been disappointing. The chief problem appears to be organizational in that when
the employee returns after training to work within the regular extension organization,
he finds himself outside of the mainstream of the organization for promotion and
advancement, his supervisor may have little underetanding or appreciation for his
newly acquired skills, and he may be given assignments unrelated to the tasks for
whinh he was trained. This leads to extreme employee frustration and resultant lack
of acnomplishment. These problems should be relatively easy to solve by nreation
of a special ta8k force or unit within the extension service for soil cOnservation.
The highly specialized skills required for planning and applieation of special
practices for soil conservation precludee, in my opinion, the possibility of development within the regular extension organization of an effective soil conservation
programme, except in rare cases where special practicas may not be required.
The cost of installing many of the practices essential in a soil eonservation
programme inhibits implementation of the programme unless incentives are provided.
Governments generally have recognized the need to assist land users and land ownere
by paying a part or all of the coste of installation of special practices in addition
to providing technical assistance without charge. The land tenure systems whieh vary
from country to country make it impractical to attempt to conclude that any particular
system of incentives is superior to another. However, one principle does seem to
prevail, depending upon bow much control and long term interest the land user has in
the land, and that is, that if the land user has some investment in the practine,
he has more understanding and appreciation for the prantice and will have more interest
in maintaining it. The United States government has had the Policy of paying from
50 to 75% of the cost of installation of special conservation practices on private
lands.
Similar cost sharing arrangements have been carried out in other countries.
In Nigeria, we had a project where costs of constructing hand built terracea
were shared between the farmers and the government. The farmers contributed ene
day of labour eanh week as his share, while he was paid wages for the other five days.
Acceptance of this project was better than those in which the government narried out
the whole job without involving the farmers.

Another very serious deterrent to establishment of effective countrywide
soil conservation programmes in most countries of the world, is the lack of
flexibility in land use.
The extension organization is usually based within a
ministry of agriculture or its equivalent, and as such, serves only what is called
agricultural land used primarily as cropland.
Soil degradation oceurs not only on
agricultural land but also on lands used for other purposes such as grazing land
and forests. Tlie same kinds of expertise and practices are needed to solve the soil
degradation problems on those lands as are needed'on agricultural lands. Without
the creation of
Roil conservation organization whose serviees would be available
to all of the.ministries with jurisdiction over land, soil conservation trained
and oriented staff would be essential in each of the ministries before effentive
soil conservation programmes could be implemented to cover all lands.
Such duplieation of activity may prove to be a wasteful use of snare.° trained mannower resources.
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ENVIRONMENIAL PERSPECTIVES OF LAND USE POLICY
IN RELATION qt) SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION
by

Kadry

Land and Water Officer for Environmental Studies
SU ritMARY

The environment is defined as that whole outer phyeical and biological 'system
in which man and other organisms live and interact in accordance with their intrineio
The wise management of that environment depende upon an
characteristics and needs.
underetanding of itn components. It demandn positivo and reo/intic planning that
balances human needn against the potential the environment has for meeting these
Good management avoidn pollution, erosion and the wastage of resourcen by
needs.
irreversible damage.

Technological innovation in agriculture has been rentrained very little toA farmer uses fertilizers and pesticides to
date by environmental considerationn.
the extent that his knowledge and judgement euggest that it is profitable for him
to do so. He does not consider the environmental problems that fertilizers and
pesticides might create by polluting and eutrophying downetream rivers and lakes etc.
With the forementioned conoiderationo as a background the paper presente relevant
informative account(' on - the nature and goals of land use policy; role of land use
policy; guidelinen for land use policy and action foci of land use policy subject
areas.
INTRODUCTION

The environment is defined as that whole outer phynical and biological system
in which man and other organisms live and interact in accordance 'With their intrineic
characteristicn and needu. The wise management of that environment depends upon an
understanding of ite components: of its rocks, minerals and waters, of its soile and
their present and potential vegetation, of itn animal life and potential for livestock
husbandry, and of its climate. It demands positive and realistic planning that
balances human needs against the potential the environment has for meeting them. Too
many people think only of pollution when they consider environmental probleme. Good
management avoide pollution, erosion, and the wastage of renourcen by irreversible
To prevent such types or environmental degradation in even more challenging
damage.
and certainly more efficient than to redresn them after they had occurred.
Both the creation and the recognition of environmental problems depend clonely
on the way society is organieed, and on ita valuen and objectives. Change° in the
relationship between man and his ph:laical environment depend to a large degree on
If man in to escape from a situation
changes in the organization and aims of 'society.
in which much energy and resourceu aro devoted to correcting past mistaken, hin aim
munt be to build a nociety which in intrinsically compatible with its environment.
The fundamental needs of a human being are hard to define. Our perception
But some
of them varies according to our culture, time and technological progrens.
may be coneidered "bootie" becaune unless they are sufficiently satinfied, dignified
and active humnn life is imponnible. They are food, shelter, health, clothing,
education and creative productive work, and they are felt by every human being
irrespective of culture, race or nee. Clonely linked with them there is another
group of "social" or "cultural" goaln 'inch as entertainment, participation in social

affairs, travel, choice of employment and the like.
It iu hard to draw the line
between human needs and deeires. Onoe basic human needs are satiefied - and this
in iteelf will be difficult to achieve throughout the world - people utill have
wants which relate to individual standards but also strongly reflect cultural
influences.
Aspirations and expectations mount as eocieties develop and economic
growth proceeds: they are never fully attained. It is a feature of man that he
is always uearching fOr new goals - of knowledge, succeosful rural or urban economic
enterprises, art, social choice, or physical quality of life. It is within this
psychologic context that the lives of the farming communitites are oriented towards
attaining higher levels of accomplishment in promoting their onyironmental qualities
from the aesthetic, cultural and socio-economic points of view.

This paper will review the environmental problems that confront developing
countries as a background for delineating the problem, the nature and goale of land
use policy, the role of land use policy, the guidelines for land use policy and the
action foci of land use policy eubject areas.
3.

THE PROBLEM
Technological innovation in agriculture has been restrained very little to
date by environmental considerationn. A farmer uses fertilizer to the extent that
hisknowledgp and judgment suggest that it is profitable for him to do no.
He does
not coneider the environmental problems that fertilizer use might oreate, for example,
eutrophication of lakes as a result of runoff. He applies chemicals to control ineects,
pests, and diseazos to the extent that he thinks it will be profitable for him to do
so, without considering the possible adverso effects of those chemieals on wildlife
or on humans elsewhere. Ho builds feedlots of sizes and layouts that he thinks will
be most profitable, with little if any consideration for manure disposal. And so it
goes.
Farmers respond to new technologies and to prices of inputs with little or
no consideration for the environmental impacts of their actions. Accordingly,
pressures upon agricultural resources are increasing. Although over centuriea
subeistence farmers have acquired an intimate knowledge of local climate, soils,
water, plants, and animals and'of the maintenance of their productive capacities,
the introduct ion of new agricultural technology and land use syStems tends to make
some of this knowledge and experience obsolete. It is becoming tncreasingly difficult
for extension and other advisory services to educate farmers ix appropriate agricultural
practices and in the safe use of new technologiec. This is due to the large number of
people and production units involved and the increasing rate at which changes are
introduced into agriculture.
The problem in particularly acute where new lands are brought under cultivation,
nhere new crope, varieties or breeds of animals are introduced, or where irrigation
is ueed.

Dependence on market conditione and, in come countries, obsolete land tenure
systems put additional constraints on the farmer and further limit his ability to
manage economically his farm and at the sane time maintain the productivo capacity
of its resources and the protection of the environment. Under these conditions,
many farmers, particularly in developing countries, cannot afford to make basic
land improvements, and apply soil and water conservation practices.
Accelerated degradation and depletion of basic agricultural reeources are
resulting from the preesures to which reference was made. Although some forms of
natural recources degradation have always existed and can be found at all levels
of agricultural practices, increasing problems are found throughout the world which
substantially impair agricultural productivity and development. These include:

1 accelerated noil erosion by wind and water, loss of soil fertility, through
leaching or depletion of nutrients and decrease in humus content, degradation of soil structure, increased soil salinity, alkalinity and
waterlogging under irrigation}

10O8 of unoful genetic renources¡
converuion into poor croplandu or depletion of some grasslandu by overgrazing)

local or regional modificationn of climate through removal of forents and
tree hedges, calming, inter alia, denertification in flub-arid arean)
encroachment from urban and industrial areas and transport facilities on good
agricultural lculdni

dincharge of harmfUl wanton from urban areas and industries on to rural areas.
Intensive agricultural practiceu can place a heavy burden upon the environment.
Many agricultural eyeteme, auuociating either inteneive monoculture or animal husbandry
with agro-induetries, do not provide for the economical Use of by-producto and tend
to accumulate wauteu, the diapoeal of which becomeo the BOurce of major concern.
Under developing country conditionu theoe degradation conditions can be expected to
arise in the foreneeable future.
4.

NATURE AND GOALS OF LAND USE POLICY
From this preamble it in necenuary to identify the nature and goalo of land use
policies and in this renpect they are regarded as major linen of public action designed
to improve the use of land resourcen and the conditionn of property rights under which
people work and live on the land. The goaln of a land une policy are governed by what
people desire and what the functionn of government are conceived to be in bringing about
better land use, connintent with the principien of noil and water conservation, and
/and tenure - the twin aspectn of land une policien.
Implicit in any policy are goaln toward which that policy in nhaped and with
which policy reuults (or expected resultn) can be apprained.

Since land resonrce une and environmental quality have become major national
concerns in the majority of developing countries and pursuit of thene objectives
involves conaideration of other national concerns, improvements in land resource use
and environmental quality must necoonarily be approached in conjunction with other
national goalo. Natural ronource and environmental improvemente thun join and perhape
Conversely,
compete with economic grov.th and full employment as major national goals.
deprension and unemployment
deterioration of natural renourceo and environment join
au major domentic illn to be avoided or remedied.

Economic growth in defined and meaoured in temp of an annual percentage increaee
Rill employment is defined and measured in terme of
in the gross national product.
But no well-defined
the proportion of the labour force employed at a particular time.
and agreed-upon standard(n) of land renource use and environmental quality exist.
Neither are there instrumento for meauuring and achieving natural resource use and
environmental quality comparable lo the mensuren for economic growth and full employWithout definition and means of meanurement, natural. resource use and environment.
mental quality, au policy gee/Ai, remain obscuro and subjoctive. Alno, it is difficult
to visualize inherent and strategic interrelationnhipn between natural renource use
and environmental quality and other major policy goaln, including nelection of the goals.
The means for pursuing particular uses of natural renourcen and environmental
are quite different in termn of motivation and connequencen for people in
different nituationn. A monopolint can shift added pollution control and resource use
But an individual operating in the
regulation contn of hin product to connumern.
competitive business of farming munt herir pollution control and natural reoource contn
himnelf, at leaut initially.

qualitien

ROLE OF LAND USE POLICY
In identifying the role of public land use policy it han to be dencribed in terms
of three phased background elemento. First ie a ntatement of needs for remedial action
based on recognized natural resource and environmental problems.
Second iB a statement
of policy purponeu that represent a consensus among citizens in terms of what the policy
is expected to perform. These purposes nhould set the goals for improving natural
resource use and environmental quality and ohould be conoistent with the norms for
delimiting the problems that create the need for the policy.
Third, the policy should
establish general guidelineu and definitivo directions for achieving the goals. The
guidelines should be supported by a rationale why the guidelines are expected to
move natural resource use and environmental quality toward the policy goals.
Thuu, policy is regarded as a consensus of public support for the need for action,
the goals of the action, and the general definitive directione the action should take
in its attempt to achieve the goale.
Policy enacted nt national and regional levels
should be expected to set in motion a continuing proceso of improving natural resource
use and environmental quality in an acceptable and beneficial manner on behalf of the
citizenry.
Although development and enactment of land use policy in a first and essential
step in proceeding toward improved natural resource use and environmental quality, the
policy remains futile unless implemented through (1) land use and environmental planning
based on facts and analyses, (2) programmes based on thie planning, and (3) programme
performance consistent with policy goals. Thus, the policy should recognize and provide
for planning, programming, and performance as essential implementation measuren.
GUIDELINES FOR LAND USE POLICY
One of the crucial elements in formulating land use policy is the establishment
of principles to achieve policy goals. Before outlining the action foci of land une
policy subject areas, guidelines for developing land use policies at the national and
provincial levels have to be determined for delineating a rational course of action on
applying sound soil and water conservation programmes.
These guidelinen are not necessarily preuented in the order of their importance. Moreover, they may be stated in
other ways through further division or in combination. Nevertheless, the 10 points are
relevant to developing land use policies consintent with the nature, role and goals of
the land use policy which in to be adopted.
Stating land use policy goals

Land use policy should include a statement of goaln that meets two conditions:
(i)
The goaln should provide the ends sought in improving the use of natural
resources and environmental quality. These coals ehou/d be consistent with
the norms uned in delimiting the problems which the po/icy is designed to
ameliorate. (ii)
The goaln should be analyeed in terms of other national
and state goals, including growth, employment, and income distribution.
Preferencee mont likely would evolve from the process of reconciliation.
Providing flexibilities

Because of variations in resources and geography as well as citizen prefergnces, land use policy must provide flexibilitien without sacrificing achievement of policy goals.
Encouraging experimentation and innovation
Special application of the flexibility guideline would not only permit but
encourage experimentation and innovation by provincial and local governments
in formulatinr now approaches to improved land resource une and environmental
quality.

Providinr for planning, research, and evaluation

Imperative in determining land use policy is cound planning founded on facts
and analysie provided by applied research. Also, evaluation of on-going
programmen is required to make in-process adjustment° in programmon and to
transfer programmes to other arcas. Thie in eepecially true with experimental and innovative types of activitiee.
However, there are real dangere that planning, reséarch and evaluation will
be neglected, either because of pressuree to get a programme etarted or more
likely because provincial and local governmente, already overburdened
financially, will not have the neceesary funde.
Widespread citizen participation
Development of land use polioy must necessarily involve oitizen participation
on a wide scale and at all levels of authority..
Preventing fragmentation, duplication, and conflicts
With the current mood for action on land use policy, provincial and national
governments may be preseed into fragmentation, duplication, and conflicts of
planning and programming government groupinge or agencies that could obstruct
progress toward achieving land use and environmental improvements.
In the interest of effective land use policy, planning, programming, and
performance, the need in to allocate responsibilitien to fewer but more
effective government groupings or agencies. For example, in the rural areas
the establishment of consolidated and multifunctional agricultural cooperative
societies and land renource and environmental improvement districts should
replace mono- or bifunctional agricultural cooperative societies and eoil
and water conservation districts.

7.

Providing for complementary rolen by governments
One of the more important guidelines in developing
allocation of functions and responsibilitien among
national governments. Complementary functionn and
be developed and accepted by the various levele of
with the nature and occurrence of problema and the
of the citizen° to perform.

8.

land use policy in the
local, provincial and
responsibilities must
government commennurate
ability and willingness

Institutionalizing soil and water connervation and environmental protection
incentives
Since development activities related to soil and water conservation and
environmental protection will accrue direct benefits to the rural community
as a whole, it is the duty of governmentn to allocate fundR to the rural
district level where the costs of thene development activities are to be
Accordingly, governmentn nhould institutionalize incentives to
spent.
service the funding to local and provincial farmers and citizens groupe for
public land une development activities purpoRen.
Connidering all unes and all natural renourcen
Since products and services dorived from natural resources are substitutable
within limits and, likewise, natural resourcee are eubstitutable within
limit°, all current and potential usen of natural resourceR and their environmental effects ehould come under tho purview of land use policy.
Technological
The time for single-renource concern in nearing an end.
developments allow the une of alternative resources an substitutes for each
other, with differential effect° on the resources and on the environment.

For example, the land and water reuourcon are [substitutable with respect to
agricultural production;
land can be used for crop and animal production
while water can be uned for rish culture and production - thuo, the productu
of both resources are subntitutable.
10.

Modifying_proterty and responsibility conceptn
Traditional rights in land evolved in a laineez faire manner during the
early periodu of natural resource exploitation. Nów thene rights must be
modified and qualified lo emphasize marOn responsibilities in the use of
thene resourcen. In other words, property rights can and must be restructured
to help eliminate unrestrained exploitation of natural renources and degradation of the natural environment.

7.

ACTION FOCI OF LAND USE POLICY SUBJECT AREAS
With the guidelinen on land use policy delineation an a background, the action
foci of land une policy uubject arean may be identified from the following proponed
coursen of action:
1.

To develop agricultural plans and policies to enable farmers and agroindustries to fulfill their responsibilitien in maintaining the quality
of the human environment
1.10

Agriculture will need to be increasingly recognized an an activity
of general public interent:
1.11

for supplying food and other essential productn in sufficient
quantity and of natisfactory quality

1.12

for ensuring the conservation of a large pnrt of-the natural
renources and of the environment

1.13

for employment opportunities in order to avoid excessive urban
concentrations

1.14

for maintaining and enhancing the quality and attractivenenn of
rural areas for recreation and an buffer zones between urban
areas

1.15

for recycling wanten emanating from sourcen such as municipal
sewage.

1.20

At the planning ntage, the adverse environmental impacts of development plans on agriculture, and conversely the harmful environmental
effecto of agrieultural development, should be prevented.

1.30

The local environment will have to be regarded as a functioning ecosyntem Idthin which agricultural development takes place and to which
it adaptn, and not the reverse as traditionally maintained, i.e. the
fait accompli encroachment of agricsatural development upon the prevailing ecosystem. Thun,
1.31

1.40

the conventional preoccupation with agricultural outputs must
be balanced by a connideration of inplan and their environmental
hazard implications.

The appreciation or the intrinsic qualities and needs of the prevailing econyotem explain° the need for various inputs beyond the
capabilitien of the individual farmer but requiren to maintain nuccensfully an artificial equilibrium which has to conform with the conservat ion needn of a suntained econystem. These include the
application of:

2.

1.41

plant breeding programmee and the salvaging of threatened genetic
renourcen

1.42

soil and water connervation practicen

1.43

monitoring and control of noil, water, and plant contaminantn

1.44

integrated control of insects, weeds and other pents.

1.50

Agricultural and soil institutionn nhould pray an increasing role in
the asnensment of land evaluation and in advising planners and deeignere
of promising development projecte.

1.60

Agricultural development plana and investment programen should make
provision for the early implementation of those basic land improvement
and soil conservation projects and facilities for waste disposal which
individual farmers and agro-iadustrien cannot afford to carry out by
themnelves.

1.70

An important part of the agricultural planning procese and other
aspectn of rural planning should be carried out at the local level
so as to involve the farming community and enlist their participation
in improving the quality of rural life.

To conduct selective base line eurveys of agricultural arcas where basic
agricultural resource° are known or suspected to be uufferinp environmental
depradationn
2.10

Prior to selecting priority areas, collection and review of available
basic land and water resource surveys, inventories and data should be
made in order to identify specific sources of environmental degradation;
2.11

2.20

More comprehennive interpretationn of existing data nhould then be
made to identify similar agricultural areas;
2.21

2.30

inter-relationships among ecological conditions, types and
intensitien of lend use and management practices, and problems
of environmental degradation should all be identified.

On this banis, prioritien for urgent actions of conservation and
protection of agricultural resources and for additional surveys and
research should be entablished;
2.31

2.40

subjects for study include loss of soil productivity;
loss of
uneful genetic renources; depletion of grazing lands;
recurrent
dentruction of crops, liventock and wild herbivores by peets,
accumulation of harmful agricultural
diseases, or pollution;
wastes;
and indicationn of climatic changes.

these should consider the areas where the productive capacity
of the resources and the agricultural products are most affected
or threatened by environmental degradations.

Capabilities of existing institutionn uhould be ntrengthened in the
light of the ennential findingn of these background basic resource
and interpretative surveys for the purpost, or undertaking the reiluired
act ion.

2.50

Additional inventories and surveys should then be continued by sectors
in priority arean where critical conditions to land productivity have
been specified.

2.51

These should be developed by successive stages of approximation
and detail;

2.52

they should make provision for periodic joint compilation and
interpretation, including consideration of environmental effects
of agriculture on other renources such as air, water, aquatic
reaources and wildlife - thus aiming at following comprehensive
natural resource asnessment and management.

To keep systematic records of environmental problems caused by or affecting
agriculture using the above base line surveys
3.10

The existing agricultural institutions (e.g. research institutes,
field stationn and other nervicen) should provide the necennary network for these monitoring activities.

3.20

Special emphasin should be placed on surveillance of soil degradation
and on early warning systeme for pests, diseaaes and pollutants
affecting crops, livestock and the quality of agricultural products.

To strengthen basic agricultural research to improve ecological understanding
4.10

4.20

Research should be undertaken in selected ecosystems and problem areas
on the general subjects of:
4.11

the functioning and productivity of agricultural systems;

4.12

the processes of degradation of land resources and contamination
of agricultural products;

4.13

the environmental effects of certain npecific agricultural
practices and agricultural inputs, particularly agro-chemicals;

4.14

the relationship of climate to the above *items.

In addition, a variety of ecologically-sound management opportunities
merit study:

4.21

the recycling of municipal wastes, including their detoxication,
onto agricultural lands;

4.22

multiple cropping in the tropics, including conaiderations of
crop combinations and sequencen, cover cropn, fertilization and
weed control;

4.23
4.24

systems to re-utilize the wastes of agricultura], runoff;
integrated pest controlo, flcluding combinations of regulated
pesticide use, cultural controls, crop diveraification.

To direct the agricultural research services and field stations to
incorporate environmental considerations into programmes of investigation
and experimentat ion
5.10

The findings of basic ecological research should be applied to the
utudy, design, and experimentation of ec3logically stable systems of
land use and agricultural practices, particularly in tropical and
subtropical areas, whereby:

5.11

the productive capacity of land resources can be maintained on
a long-term banis;

5.12

wastea can be disponed of or recycled in these systemn without
harmful effects on natural reaources or on tho environment
generally.

5.20

5.30

In testing various combinations of crops and/or livestock, agricultural
inputs, and management practices and in attempting to maximize yields
or economic returns, expuriments and pilot areas on priority critical
areas referred to before should be designed to assess:
5.21

possible environmental sido-effects Of run-off, erosion, and
other forms of soil degradation and of the accumulation of harmful residues, eepecially those from agro-chemicals;

5.22

the technical ability of local fa/nitre to introduce new land
use practicee without causing deterioration to agricultural
reeources and the environment;

5.23

the economic feasibility of implementing agricultural practices
which can better protect the resources and the environment
without adding to farm management coste. To this end, npecial
investigationn nhoule be undertaken to evaluate the costs and
long-term benefits of eAnvironmental protection practices in
agriculture, including the intangible social benefits that may
accrue from the soil conservation development process.

Agricultural research inntitutione should, wherever feasible, use
radio-isotopes and radiation techniques to develop new, nafer and
more efficient management practices;

5.31

this applieu particularly to the application of fertilizers,
pesticides, and irrigation later and to the biological control
of peste.

To develop and facilitate information exchange and transfer of experience
in agriculture within an ecological framework
6.10

The transfer of information and experience in agriculture should be
based upon similar ecological conditions, especially on climate and
soil.

6.20

Within this framework, relevant and selected information should be
made readily available to potential users (e.g. planners, extension
services, farmers) in a form easily understandable and applicable, nn:
6.21

soils, their characteristics, capabilities, and limitations for
different unes;

6.22

genetic resourcee, their requirements, potential resistance to
pests and other adverse factors;

6.23

agricultural practices most euitable for both increased production and minimum environmental damage, particularly Boil
conservation practices and integrated pest control techniques;

6.24

most appropriate methode of agricultural waste dieposal and
recycling under local conditions.

To introduce environmental considerations'into the programmes of agricultural education and training
7.10

The focue on the importance of the new dimension on environmental
assessment and management aimed at suetaining acceptable standards
of life was prompted by the Stockholm World
for the quality
Conference on the Environment (1972). In this respect, more emphasis
should be placed on the creation of an understanding oft
7.11

the vital role of agriculture for man'n welfare and for the
maintenance of environmental quality;

7.12

the environmental problems related to specific management
practices, particularly those related to soil and water conservation and post control;

7.13

7.20

the limits to the carrying capacities of natural resources
under particular farming or grazing conditions. In thie respect
the delineation of the marginal projected deferment coupled
with a listing of the practices on land management is crucial.

Thene coneiderations should be introduced at all levels of training
and education.

To introduce an institutional and legislative framework which accounts for
the environmental dimensionn of agricultural develtpment
8.10

Soil and agricultural institutions should be directed to consider the
econyetem as an operative unit in the management of air, soil, plant,
and water resources;
8.11

land settlement, agrarian reforms, and land consolidation ehould
recognize local diversities of soil and climate;
8.11.1

8.20

the extension and intensifteation of agriculture should
be modified accordingly.

Land evaluation should serve as a basis for land zoning, land use
legislation, licensing and regulations;
8.2'

meanure should be designed to respond to degradation resulting
from misuae of croplands, misuse of agricultural inputs, and
from the careless disposal of agricultural waates.

Po provide incentives and asnistance to farmers and agro-industries
9.10

Meaeures could include, depending on a given country's social and
economic eystem, credit, better marketing facilities, tax reductions
or exemptions, and subsidies in cash or kind.

9.20

Such meaeures would induce or enable recipiente to undertake necessary
actione to prevent or correct environmental degradation of general
public interest caused by their activities.

9.30 Examples would include soil and water coneervation, use of more
selective pesticides, and recycling of wastes.
Po eutablish or utrengthen national programmee of connervation of noil
resources
10.10 According to local conditions and requirements, these programmes may
place emphasis on one or more of the following areas:
10.11 rain fed crop lands, particularly dry farmed areas;

10.12 irrigated lande with oalinization, alkali and waterlogging
hazardo;

10.13 erosion along rural roads and highways;
10.14 grazing lands, particularly in arid areae;
10.15 wind erosion, atabilization

of sand dunes;

10.16 waternhed protection and afforestation;

10.17 marginal landa, i.e. thonc areas falling between lands where
intennive agricultural production is feasible and those unfit
for agriculture and requiring protection.
10.20.The programme should be integrated with the actionn proponed earlier
on baso line ourveys, research, ansessment of land capabilities,
assietance tto land use planning authorities, development of ecologically
stable agricultural eyetems, soil conservation leginlation, extension
work and aenintance to farmers;

10.21 as such, it will go well beyond the mere promotion of soil
conservation, erosion control practicee, and land improvement
works.

10.30 A number of epecific measures might poseibly be employed:

10.31 eronion might be controlled through the use of various forma
engineering
of mulches, primarily in the form df crop residues;
and agronomic techniques to stabilize the soil and lesoen the
control of fires;
overgrazing,
erosive force of wind and water;
and terracing;
and deforestation; reseeding;
10.32 salinity and alkalinity control might employ knowledge of a
plant's salt tolerance, the salinity of the water used for
irrigation, and the ooil characteristics for adequate irrigation. and leaching;

10.33 the leaching and depletion of soils particularly in the tropics
might be reduced through controlling the intensity of agricultural use, by providing fallow periods, by introducing
horticulture or pasturage instead of ehortcycle crops, or by
the use of appropriate fertilizers.
10.40 Particular attention should be given in erosion control programmes
to reducing sediment delivery to streams, reservoira, dacio and other
water bodies in order to control physical, chemical and biological
effects of theme sedimente on water quality and aquatic recources.

10.50 A special fund for the conservation of national soil resources may be
needed to provide the necessary focus and means of action.
10.60 National soil institutions should be strengthened by reinforcing the
soil conservation services and eutablishing, where needed, special
units fdr land evaluation which adopt the multidisciplinary physical
resource/socio-economic interrelationship approach, the framework of
which has been developed by PAO's Land and Water Development Division.
Po consider the poseibilities of recycling agricultural wastes
11.10 To the extent Practicable and safe, animal or organic agro-industrial
and municipal wastes could be used as fertilizers.
11.20 Likewise, crop residues could be used for compoots or as animal feed.

11.30 In either case, the wastes or residuee could be distributed to improve
the structure and fertility of the soil;
11.31 attention must be paid to guard against contamination of the
soil renource and the spread of infectious diseases.
11.40 Wherever not feaoible, these wastes should be collected, treated and
disposed of under controlled conditions in order to:
11.41 minimize pollution, contamination, fire and other hazards;
11.42 maintain the attractiveness and 'salubrity of rural landa and

stream.
To instituto or reinforce national programmes to regulate the use of
pesticides and other biocides and to develop integrated zest control
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APP3IDIX I

PROGRAMME

MondaT 22 Novtmber
09.30

Opening of Consultation:

Dr. F.W. Hauck, Officer-in-Charge, AGM

CONSERVATION PRACTICES IN AGRICULTURE
Chairman: Dr, N. Gil
10.10 - 10.45

Soil conservation practices and erosion control in India
- a case study
Dr. D.C. Das

11.15 - 11.45

Traditional forms of land use in relation to soil erosion
Prof. A. Young

11.45 -

Discussions

12.30

14.30 - 15.15

Land classification
Mr. G.M. Higgins

15.20 - 16.00

Soil conservation as a protective meanure against
Dr. F. Massoud

16.00 - 17.15

Discussions

Tuesday 23 November

CONSERVATICN PRACTICES IN AGRICULTURE
Chairman:
Prof. N. Hudson

09.15 - 10.00

The role of soil conservation in watershed management on
agricultural lands
Dr. N. Gil

10.00 - 10.45

Role of cover cross in coil and water oonservation
Dr. B.D. Okigbo and R. Lal

11.15 - 12.00

Discussions

14.30 - 15.15

Studying patterns of soil erosion in Kenya
Dr. T. Dunne

15,15 - 16.00

Soil erosion and reservoir sedimentation - case studies in Tanzania
Dr. A. Rapp

16.30 - 17,15

Discussionn

salinizaiion

Wednesday 24 November

MRESTRY:

WATERSHED MANAGEMENT AND SOIL CONSERVATION

Chairman:

Prof, Al Young

09.15 -

10.00

Upland conservation - an essential part of agriculture downstream
Dr. S. Kunkle

10.00 -

10.45

Pscamples of soil and water conservation practicas in North
African oountries - Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia
Mr. B. Bensalem
Discussion

11.15 - 12.00

GRASSLAND MANAGENENT

Chairman: Prof. A. Young
14.15 - 15.00

Soil and water conservation as an aid to range management
Dr. J. Naylor

15.00 - 15.30

Discussion

15.45 - 16.30

Grassland management in relation to soil oonservation and
erosion control in developing countries
Dr. T. Ionesoo

16.30 -

17.15

Discussion

Thursday 25 November

RESEARCH, ORGANIZATION, EDUCATION, EXTENSION AND ENVIRONMENT
Chairman: Dr. D.C. Das

09.15 - 10.00

Research needs for soil conservation in developing
countries
Prof. N. Hudson

10.00 - 10.45

Development .of soil and water conservation service for
developing countries - speoific requirements and possibilities
for assistance
Dr. N. Gil

11.15 - 12.15

Discussion

14.15 - 15.00

Training, extension and implementation of soil conservat ion
programmes in developing countries
Mr. O. Jones -

15.00 - 16.00

Lhvironmental perspectives of land uso polioy in relation to
soil and water conservation
Dr. L. Kadry

16.00 - 16.30

Discussion

16.30 -

Working groups

Friday 26 November
09.15 -

11.45

14.15 - 15.15

Meetingn of working groups
Chairman: Dr. F.W. Hauck
Report of the working groups
a
working group on practioal aspects
b
working group on organization, training, extension
and research.
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